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IWIe're not suggesting that computer pro
grams will ever spring from your head
as easily as they do from that of the
programmer on our cover. But the arti-

cles in this issue dedicated to writing your own
programs may help you come closer than ever
before.

Debuting this month is our column on Creating
Your Own Games for the VIC and 64. Orson Scott
Card, former Senior Editor of COMPUTE! Books,
will henceforth appear in every issue of Ahoy!,
covering the rudiments of generating custom char
acters, backgrounds, movement, word games, role
playing games, text games, and much more. (Tum
to page 13.)

You've heard that Program Generators make
writing a computer program easier than painting by
numbers. But do you know how? Joe Rotello walks
you through an actual session with a generator, and
reviews two of the available programs. (Tum to
page 23.)

And once your appetite is whet, Bernhardt Hur
wood will cover several of the software options
available in Code Generating Programs. (Tum to
page 41.)

Of course, old-fashioned blood-and-guts program
ming is still alive in these pages. But AJ. Kwitow
ski has made one aspect of it a little simpler with
Sound Concept for the VIC 20. His program allows
VIC users to incorporate sound into their programs
without drowning in a sea of loops and POKES.
(Tum to page 37.)

Last month, Morton (the K) Kevelson began
showing you how to boost the memory of your
VIC or 64 to dizzying heights. He finishes the job
this issue in Memory MarUJgement on the VIC and
64, Part 11. (Tum to page 19.)

We recommend reading all of the above before
punching in Bob Lloret's two new game offerings.
They're so much fun, you may never get to any
thing else! Alpiner for the C-64 is a downhill ski

BUG REPEllENT CORRECTION!
A defect in our Bug Repellent programs for the

C-64 (April and May) and VIC 20 (May) prevent
them from operating to their full potential. They
will catch many, but not all, errors. Please update
the Bug Repellents you have on file to match those
printed on pages 66 and 67 of this issue. The ear
lier versions are invalid, as this updated version will
generate different line codes.
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run so realistic that you'll want to play it with a
parka on. Our thanks to Michael Kleinert for a
programming assist on this one. (Tum to page 47.)

Continuing in a sporting vein, Bob's Post Time
features what we feel are the lushest graphics ever
to appear in Ahoy! Robert Alonso, Technical Editor
of Computer Fun and frequent Ahoy! contributor,
translated Bob's 64 game into VIC format. (Turn
to page 35.)

What could be more valuable to a Commodore
user than a clear understanding of the four main
methods of inputting data? Who could provide it
better than Dale Rupert? Ready . .. Let . .. Get . . . In
put! is the subject of this month's Rupert Report.
(Tum to page 59.)

Dale's Commodares are as puzzling as ever. An
swer this month's challenge correctly, and you
could see your name in a future column! (Turn to
page 63.)

By now, we don't have to tout Richard Herring's
Educational Software series; you know it's the de
finitive guide to choosing educational programs for
your children. Part IV appears in this issue. (Turn
to page 43.)

In response to the many reader requests for more
"high-tech" in our Reviews section, this issue fea
tures Multiplan, Green A"ow, Magic Desk, Simu
lated Computer 11, and the Smart 64 Terminal! Of
course, we've also reviewed the usual gaggle of
games, including Castle Wolfenstein, Starcross,
Monster Smash, Spare Change, and Brain
Strainers. (Tum to page 49.)

This issue marks our half-year anniversary. It
seems like just yesterday that we were fmding our
magazine grouped with the boating section at news
stands aU over New York. Now the sight we see
most often is an empty rack where a stack of
Ahoy!'s had been. Unless they're all selling to boat
enthusiasts, we take that as a positive sign.

Thanks for shipping with us this far. The best is
still ahead for you, your Commodore, and Ahoy!

-Steve Springer

Also in our May issue, two program listings were
omitted from The Rupert Report. See pages 84-85
of this issue.

Finally, a problem that's not our fault. We re
ceived a number of calls from readers having trou
ble with line 701 of Lunar Lander in our April
issue. If you look carefully, you'll spot a period II
spaces from what might have looked like the end of
the line.
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BASIC Commodore 64~
Programs for the Home
(Sternberg) More than 40 useful,
money-saving programs for every
area of home management: managing
finances, arranging schedules,
organizing daily chores, and more.
Includes BASIC listings, a symbol
table, sample data, and at least one
output sample (or each program.
#5176, $14.95

Commodore 64 is • lnoderrnuk of Commodore
Business MKhines Inc•• whkh Is not ilffilialed with
Hayden Book Company.

]

The Commodore 64~ Illustrated
(Nadler) A unique picture-book ap
proach that illustrates every oper
ational step-from setting up the ma
chine to novice programming. fea
tures a series of simple exercises.
#64S3, $10.95

Hayden's exciting new hand
books give you the answers:
• step.by·step instructions so

even first.tlme users gain skills iii
and confidence quickly.

• easy access to the information
you need.

• fascinating games for hours of
actlon·pocked thrills so you can
havejun while you learn.

• practical programs you can put
to use at home or in the office.

Or. Aronts Guide to the Care,
Feeding and Training of Your
Commodore 64 TM

(Aron & Aron) Practical, helpful guid
ance in operating and programming
your computer, plus complete expla
nations of every new term and
procedure you'll encounter. Includes
scores of fun practice exercises with
each chapter.
#6450, $12.95

Basic Commodore 64~ BASIC
(Coon) Simple, direct approach: Start
with short programs. Add a capa
bility. Watch as the desired effect is
achieved. Emphasizes the use of the
screen editor, immediate mode execu
tion, and memory.
#6456, $14.95

Stimulating Simulations for the
Commodore 64 fit

(Engel) Twelv~ fantastic, new game
programs guaranteed to give you
hours of chills and challenges. Test
your ability to fight forest fires,
search for lost treasures, pilot a space
ship, and more!
#5201, $7.50

IHAYDE

Order by Pltone 1-800-631-0856
operator AY64 • In NJ (201l393-6315

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

Mail to:
Hayden Book Company· Dept. AY64
10 Mulholland Drive
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604

I
I
I
I
I Please send me the book(s) indicated below b)'

I code number. If I am not completely satisfied I
may retum the book(s) undamaged. within 10I days for a completc refund. 1 am enclosing

I 52.00 10 cover postage &: handling.
o Enclosed is my check or money order

I 0 Bill my 0 Visa 0 MasterCard

I I I 1.----1 Visa/M.ste.c.,d # Exp.I ;S'""'g-n.""'tu-..-------------
I Residents or NJ and CA must add sales lalCl ~~su~~~an~~
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NEW COMMODORE BUSINESS COMPUTERS • LIFE INSURANCE AND

RETIREMENT PLANNERS. • COMPUTERIZED ROAD ATlAS • TERMINAL
PROGRAM • HANDICAPPING AND ODDSMAKING PROGRAMS • PATTERN
MAKER • HOME MANAGEMENT pROGRAM • LATEST GAME RELEASES

THE CBM-PC?
In a move that propels Commo

dore Business Machines from
neutral waters directly into the
PC war zone, the company has
unveiled a pair of business com
puters dsigned to compete direct
ly with IBM's line of personal
computers. The announcement
came April 4 as the computers
were displayed, in prototype
form, at the Hanover Fair in West
Germany.

One of the new machines is a
20-pound portable that physically
resembles the Hyperion, an IBM
compatible PC. It utilizes Intel's
8088 chip, giving the system
256,000 bytes of RAM. The other
new computer offers the same
RAM, but is based on the ZiIog
Z-8OOO Chip and utilizes the
UNIX operating system developed
by Bell Laboratories.

Commodore was able to access
this technology through licensing
agreements with Intel (producer
of the 8088 microprocessor chip
that powers the IBM PC) and
Bytec-Comterm (manufacturer of
the Hyperion).

1b date, Commodore has been
less than successful with their en
tries into the higher-priced com
puter market, such as the BX500,
B128, and P128. But the publicity
garnered by Commodore through
its overnight cornering of the
lower-end computer market, com
bined in the case of the 8088
based machine with the appeal of
IBM compatibility, could mean a
business market breakthrough for
Commodore at last.

Also displayed at the Hanover
Fair was the previously- an-

nounced 264. Officials stated that
they would ship the computer
sometime during the second half
of the year. No availability date
was given for the other two ma
chines, which analysts interpreted
as meaning that the machines
would not be available until 1985.

No mention was made of the
Y364, but a corporate spokesman
assured Ahoy! that Commodore
was committed to the C-64 and
VIC 20. "Apple makes a Macin
tosh every 26 seconds, IBM
makes a PC every 16 seconds,"

Marshall F. Smith, the recently ap
pointed president and chief execu

tive officer of Commodore.

said the spokesman. "But Com
modore makes a 64 every 5 sec
onds." Figures were not available
for tbe VIC, but he told Ahoy!
that Commodore would keep pro
ducing VIC's "as long as they're
selling." The 264, he added,
would probably undergo a name
change, so as to avoid confusion
with the 64.

WHERE'S THE ACTION?
Speed Handicapper offers C-64

and VIC 20 (+8K) owners a spe
cialized approach to picking a
winner. Horse race fans unfamil
iar with speed handicapping, a
popular handicapping strategy,
will find the program useful as
an introduction to its fundamen
tals; experienced speed handicap
pers will be able to improve their
accuracy and lessen the tedium
involved.

$29.95 postpaid from High
Desert Publishing Company, P.O.
Box 36556, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87176.

If you'd rather be on the re
ceiving end of the betting, The
Oddsmaker will accept wagers,
calculate odds and payouts, total
betting pools, allow you to take a
house cut, and print tickets. It
covers all varieties of sporting
events, allowing for saving, delet
ing, and resorting of up to 14 bet
ting events. For the C-64.

$44.95 from CZ Software, 358
Forest Road, South Yarmouth,
MA 02664.

THE LONG AND
SCROLLING ROAD

For 64 users who want to travel
cross-country, but can't read their
Rand McNally maps under all the
pencil lines, Roadsearch has
moved vacation planning into the
computer age. The program will
compute the shortest practical
route between any two of the 406
cities/road intersections in its data
base. It can also determine a
route that will avoid toll or other
roads, or a route that is longer
but more tailored to the driver's

AHOY! 7



o Farmorred Lines.
o Review, Rearronge. Prinr Files.

o Sends/Receives Programs ond
Flies ofANYSIZE.

ImIMICROTECHNIC
__.SOlU·nONS.
P.O. BOX 2940. NEW HAVEN. CONN. 06515

Dealer Avallabilily
Call (203) 389-8383

Do The DRIVINB~
No mOTTer which direcrion you wish ro rrovel in, experience

me odvonroge of compurer communicorions wirh The
SMART 64 Terminol. Discover rhe progrom thor purs you
on me Right Rood to: Public-Access NeTWorks, University
Sysrems, Privote Compony Compurers ond FinonciolServices.

The SMART 64 Terminol designed wim Quolity-Bred feotures,
Affordoble Pricing ... And Service.

50 why not rrovel rhe communicotions highwoys the SMART woy!
Accessories Included:
o Selective Sroroge o~Received 0 User-DefinedFunction Keys.

Dora. Screen Colors. Prinrerando Alarm Timer. Modem Serring.

o 400r80Co/. Operation". 0 Screen Prinr.
o Aura-Dial. 0 Disk WedgelJuilr-ln!
o Adjwable rran.smlrlreceive robles allow cusram reqUirements. These andorher features make The~RT64 Terminal

me bestchoice fo' grandtouring telecommunications.

·Cornmcdore04 (E:>9isrered trademark
otCClmi'TlOdore 0vsInes.s ""octllne Inc:

.5uppcm8Q.rolumn cortrldge
byDoIQ 2OCOl'pOfOflOn

COMMODORE64·

.\

•
Other VIC 201111

and Commodore 641• software
available from your dealer or
directly from TOlL Software:
Word Processing (totLtext)
Spelling Checker (toll.speller)
Mailing List & Label (toIUabel)
Business Accounting (toll.business)
Time Management

(toll time manager)
Keyword Cross Reference

(research assistant)

TOlL Offers You ...
low prices and high quality. 30 day
money-back guaranlee on direct
purchases· an interactive family of
software· product registration·
customer support· free informative
newsletter. regular upgrades at
reduced cost. availability in many
stores· 800 numbers for ordering
convenience· prompt shipment of
direct orders. savings coupons with
each order· money·saving bonus
paks • two years and 45,000
products strong

Money-Saving Bonus
Paks of 64 Software
(BP-1)-(disk)

totl.text!
totl.speller/totl.label
reg. price $103 NOW $79

(BP-2)-(disk)
totl.business/
totl time manager/
totl.lnfomaster/totl.text
reg. price $228 NOW $159

(BP-3)-(disk)
totl.lnfomaster/
totl. text/totl.speller
reg. price $129 NOW $99

(BP-4)-(disk)
totl.text!
totl.speller/
research assistant
reg. price $118 NOW $89

(BP-S)-(tape)
totl. text!totl.label
reg. price $60 NOW $49

TonSllTWARE ROLLS oor ANOTHER
DataBase Management for the Commodore 64TII

TOTLINFOMASTER 3.6-onl $50 on disk1--- •••••••••••••
•

INFORMATION AND ORDER COUPON
TAPE DISK "1i1"-J'~~~~

•

TOTL.TEXT2.0(VIC+8K) 024.95 028.95
TOTl.TEXT2.5(VIC+16K) 034.95 038.95 •
TOTL.LABEl2,1(VIC+16K) 019,95023.95

•
TOTL TIMEMGA.2.1 (VIC+8K) 029,95 033.95 •
RESEARCH ASST. 2.0SVIC + 8K) 0 29.95 0 33.95

•
TOTL.BUSINESS3.0( IC+24K) 084.95 •
TOTL.TEXT2.6(G-84) 039.95 043.95
TOTL.SPELLER3.6(.c54) 0 34.95

•
TOTL.LABEL 2.6 (G-64) 0 19.95 0 23.95 •
TOTL TIME MGA. 2.6 (G-54) 034.95 038.95

•
RESEARCH ASST. 2.0 IC-54) 0 34.95 0 38.85 •
TOTL.INFOMASTER3.6(C·64) 049.95

•

TOTL.BUSINESS 3.6 (C-54) 0 94.95
BONUS PAK N •

•
Cfleck,MoneyOfderor TOlal •
C.O.D.· abo8c:cepted. C.O,D. Charges/Sales Tax -:=-::-

•

·C,O.O.orders$2.00 Shipping & Handling :::~$3~.OO~ •addlllonal (CA rnidem
add6~"bsalnla.l) Amount EnclOSed

•
FOAOADERINGONLY-CALLOUATOLLFAEENUMBEAS •
Continental U.S. HlOO·351·1555,Calllomia 1·800-351-1551

•

HawaiiandAiaska415·943·78n •
o SEND MORE INFORMATiON (nocharge lorcataJOQ)

•
N,me •
51(961 _

I Chy Stale__ Zip •

PhOne ( 0 Me 0 VISA

• C"d' E~I'.i.

• TCTL Quality you can.fforrJ •
1555 Third Avenue

Commodore 64 and VIC lOMe trademarks 01 • Walnut Creek, CA 94596 •
Commodore Buslnese Machines Inc. SOFTWa.M.INC. 415/943·7877

Ruder servtce No. 280



Roadsearch provides routes, mileage, travel times, alld fuel usage.
READER SERVICE NO. 284

a round hole-nor can you fit the
8-pin din plug of the cable that
comes with Commodo~s 1702
monitor into the 5-pin connection
found on older models of the 64.
The new 5-pin din plug from
Bytes & Pieces, though, will al
low you to make the connect ion
for $24.95 plus $2.00 handling.

Bytes & Pieces, 550 N. 68th
Street. Wauwatosa, WI 53213.

PLANNING AHEAD
Ever try to get an insurance

salesman out of your living
room? Advanced Financial Plan
ning has provided one that you
can simply power down. Actually,
Life Insurance Planning won't sell
you insurance, but will let you
determine the amount of insur
ance you'll need to cover funeral
costs, family living expenses, fu-

406 cities ill its database.

needs. Printed outputs include
driving route, distances, travel
time, and fuel usage.

Roadsearch Plus adds a road
map development system that al
lows users to customize their own
roadmaps, adding up to 50 towns
and 100 road segments anywhere
in North America, including local
roads, shortcuts, and new
destinations.

Roadsearch ($34.95) and Road
search Plus ($74.95) are both
available on disk from Columbia
Software, P.O. Box 2235C, 5461
Marsh Hawk, Columbia, MD.

CABLE NEWS
Before you turn your electronic

typewriter into an expensive pa
perweight, consider turning it in
to a printer for your computer.
SuperCord U, an update of the
original interface from Cord Ltd.,
contains a 4K memory buffer, al
lowing a typewriter to print data
at its own rate of speed (usually
110 BAUD), even if data comes
from the computer faster.

The Commodore 64, VIC 20,
and 8032 PET are among the
computers that SuperCord 1J will
link with such electronic typewri
ters as Adler, Brother, Royal,
Smith-Corona, and Silver-Reed.
(Take note: that's electronic, not
electric, typewriters.)

Cord Ltd., 1548 Brookhollow
Drive, Santa Ana, CA 92705.

You can't fit a square peg into

AHOYl 9
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ture college tuition, and other
coSts. The program accounts for
innation and pre ent and future
sources of income.

On the sunnier side is the same
outftl's Retiremelll Planning,
which helps you to construct a fi
nancial gameplan that accounts
for innation, investment returns.
income needs, and tbe like. It
will calculate innation rate, real
income. and savings required to
accumulate the desired retirement
fund.

Each C-64 program is $29.95,
or $49.95 for both (shipping in
cluded) from Advanced Financial
Planning, 20922 P'dseo alma, EI
Toro, CA 92630.

ON THE CHARTS
According to Billboard Maga

zine, these are the top-selling

Commodore-compatible programs
in the categories of Entertain
ment. Education, and Home
Management for the week ended
4/7/84. Only the Commodore
compatible members of the Top
10 or 20 are listed, hence the
many missing ranks.

Entertainment: Flighl Simulator
/l, SUblogic (III); Zork I, Infocom
(113)' Beach-Head, Access (114);
Pinball Constructioll Set, Electro
nic Arts (117); Blue Mar, Synapse
(118); Archon, Electronic Arts
(1111); Choplifter, Broderbund
(1112); Q*Ben, Parker Brothers
(1113); Deadline, Infocom (1114);
Sargoll /l, Hayden (1117); Temple
of Apshai, Epyx (1118); DOllkey
Kong, Atari (1119); Mystery Mas
ter: Murder by the Dozen, CBS
Software (1120).

Education: MasterType, Scarbo-

rough (III): Music Constructio{l
Set, Electronic Arts (112); Face
maker, Spinnaker (113); Kinder
Comp, Spinnaker (114); Spellicop
ter, DesignWare (115); In Search
of the Most Amazing 771illg, Spin
naker (116); Computer Sludy Pro
gram for the SAT, Barron's Edu
cational Series (117); Type Affack,
Sirius (118); Snooper Troops I,
Spinnaker (119); Early Games,
Counterpoint Software (1110).

Home Management: TIle Home
Accoulllalll, Continental (III); The
Tax Advalllage, Continental (112);
Homeword, Sierra On-\-ine (115);
Mulliplan, HesWare (117); Paper
clip, Batteries Included (1110).

The above is copyright 1984 by
Billboard Publications, Inc., com
piled by the Billboard Research
Department, and reprinted with
permission.

(:commodore~§§~64
COMMODORE 64 HARDWARE

15300atasene , ~... 65.00
Max1set .. , 56.00
1541 Disk Olive ., , 239.00
1650 Mo<lefTI. 89.00
1526 Prmtef ., 289.00
1702 Color MOI'llIOl' .,.. • 239.00

ACCESSORIES
Data 20 (80 CHR) ..... n. .... 129.00
Data 20 j80 CHRlCPMj . .•.• 229.00
koala Pad. .. . 8~.OO

Nulflencal Keyboard , 35.00
Ught Pen.. .. 22.00
CaI(\CO Ex:p, lnt. ,. 55.00

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-824-7506
(513) 294·2002 (To order in Ohio)

COMPUTER CREATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 292467 • Dayton, Ohio 45429

For Informal1on call: TueS/Thurs. 11 a.m. 10 3 p.m, Eastern Siandard TIme.
MasterCard' Visa' C.O.D. (Add $2.50). All orders add $3.50 shipping and hendling In
ConUnenlal United Siaies. AClual frelghl will be charged oUlside U.S. 10 include Canada,
Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Alco and A,P.O's.

Bulk Diskettes WIth $leeoIes • Price per olsk
SSIOO 00100

10-29 1.59 1.99
3(}.99 1.49 1.89
100+ 1.45 1.79

00100
20,99/bolt
19.99/bOx:
18.99/bO:1C

GENERIC DISKS
Generic 100% OefecH,ee/Guaranteed MtNHLOPPV DISKS
DiSkeues (1 801 Min.) • tOper boX

SSlDD
11•.49/bol
15.99/bolt
IU9/bal

1 01' 2 8cDles
3·9 Boles
10+ 80m

DISK DRIVE
Concoorde. .... . ..... ... 309.00

MONITORS
Gorilla'" HI Res 12""

Non·Glare Screen..... •••••• 89.00
Gor~Ia'" Hi Res 12"

Non'Glare Amber Srnen 99.00
Sakata SC 100 Color Screen •••••.. 239.00
NEC 1260 " 109.95
MonilOf Cable •••• " •.•••• 10.00
Sakata MomlOf Slal"d 15.00

COMMODORE INTERFACE CABLES
Car(\CO GT .• .. ... H' N 79.00
lymae.. .... ,... ... 79.00

MODEMS
HES Modem I ••• .••••• 54.00
Tlwlerm SOItwart' • 29.00

PRINTER RIBBONS
Germni Printers (BiackJBIue1

RedlPurple) ., . •.•• 3.00
Epson Printers.. •. .... 8.00

PRINTERS
GEMINl10X t8D CokJtm) ." • 279.00
GEMINI 15X (136 CoiumoI .••• • 4'9.00
OELTA 10 (80 CoIU1lVlI • ,.. 479.00
RADIX 10 (80 CoIomnl " . 839.00
RADIX IS (136 Column) ,. • • 749.00
POWERTYPE OaiS'(olltleeI •••••.•• , 379.00
EPSOH f\X·ao 180 cobM) ....•. ,. 339.00
EPSON RX·80 FT (80 coIlf1ln) ••• 469.00
EPSOH FX·80 (80 Column) .•• .• 555.00
EPSONFX'I00(136Cokmm} ' •• , .. 749.00
SILVER·REEO EXP 500 Daisywheel

(80 ooIU1'T1f11... •••• 399.00
OKIOATA 92P.... ••• 449.00

10 AHOY!
Rud.r servlc. No. 212



• TERMINAL PROGRAM
Two releases from Creative

Equipment:
The Commander Ultra

Tenninal-64 is an auto-start, sel f
contained cartridge utility that
permits users to communicate
with other computers such as the
Source, Compuserve, etc. It
allows the saving or printer-dump
ing of material.

Comparing Whole Numbers, a
4-level program, includes instruc
tional materials. It's geared for
children 7 to 12 years old.

Creative Equipment, 6864 West
Flagler Street, Miami, FL 33144.

THE SCARBOROUGH
MENU

Three from Scarborough:
Phi Beta Filer. a multipurpose

home management program, in
corporates color and sound and
sorts and prints list material al
phabetically and numerically. The
program's Quiz Ma ter mode can
be used to develop games or pre
pare tests. Ready-to-use files in
clude forms for listing credit
cards and home inventories, cata
loguing collections and sports re
cords, finding tax deductible ex
.penses, and scheduling family
occasions.

Pal/em Maker (scheduled for
July release) is an art and mathe
matics program that allows users
to construct, manipulate, and ani
mate symmetrical patterns in co
lor. Forms can be saved and
printed.

Run For 71le Money, a business
game by Tom Snyder, shipwrecks
you on the planet Simian. There
you must develop a business in
order to make the money to re
pair your ship. Players make de
cisions on how much to pay for
materials, what to charge for
products, and the like. Slated for
June release.

Scarborough Systems, Inc., 25

North Broadway, Tarrytown, NY
10591.

READER SERVICE NO. 250

READER SERVICE NO. 25/
Super Bunny (top) and Ardy.

GO ANIMAL
Two Datamost games newly re

leased on disk for the 64:
As Ardy the Aardvark, you'll

stick your tongue into an under
ground maze to lap up ants. But
some of the ants will sting, and
spiders and other pests will also
attack.

If the idea of a mouthful of in
sects gags you, try the whole
some veggies served up by Super
Bunny. Here, you'll guide the
hare to the carrots that will en
able him to beat up his enemies.

Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Ave
nue, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Creative Software has released
its first disk-based C-64 game in
DragonHawk, a battle between an
evil flying serpent and a right
eous winged thing. At the ser
pent's service are hordes of flying
buzzards, iguanas, phoenix birds,
dragon puppies, bats, and mos-

NEWS

quitoes. Another hazard is a
lightning storm that appears if
DH remains at a level for too
long. He has as many lives as he
has feathers, indicated by an on
screen feather count (increased
each time he destroys an enemy).

Creative Software, 230 East
Caribbean Drive, Sunnyvale, CA
94089.

Described as an "easier graphic
adventure game than most," Uni
COi'll Advelllure sends a young
mythical beast north, south, east,
and west in search of its mother.
Co-designed by a sixth-grader
and her mother, the game is
geared toward young players. On
disk or tape for the 64.

Loggins Enterptises, PO. Box
10265, Bradenton, FL 34282.

Meteor Multiplication/rom DLM.
READER SERVICE NO. 252

IT'S ARCADEMIC
We seldom dwell on packaging,

but DLM's Arcademic Skill Build
ers in Math have taken us straight
back to our youth with their new
boxes. Each features a nip
picture-those rectangular glass
scenes, once the rage of the 5&10,
that change as you tilt them. DLM
thereby wins Ahoy!'s June 1984 Best
Packaging Award, Nostalgia Cate
gory, entitling them to a rundown of
their Arcademic educational line.

All 12 Arcademic Skill Builders
(six math, six language arts) about
to be mentioned feature paddle or
keyboard control, nine speed varia
I ions, and a $34.00 price.

AHOY! 11



Cymbal's 3-ill-1 arcade games package, and 160Q-questioll trivia contest.
READER SERVICE NO. 243

READER SERVICE NO. 240

READER SERVICE NO. 241
Alligator Mix (top) alld Dragon

Mix practice combilled skills.

Aliell Addition requires you to
lire correct answers Space 11Iva
ders-style at descending equations.
Mill/IS Missioll poses the same task
'against blobs of dripping slime. Al
ligator Mix combines addition and
subtraction as you feed the gators
equation-containing apples. Meteor
Multiplicatioll has you ward off me
teors closing in on your space sta-

Wiz Works: user-programmed.
READER SERVICE NO. 242
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lion. In Demolitioll Division, you
fire mortars at advancing tanks.
Dragon Mix combines multiplica
tion and division as you help a be
nevolent behemoth incinerate alien
invaders wilh his flaming breath.

Moving to the other side of the
brain: Verb Viper practices subject
agreement with verbs in present,
past, and past participle form. Word
Man sends you tooling through a
maze forming consonant-vowel
consonant combinations. J#Jrd In
vasion has you manipulate the parts
of speech-nouns, pronouns, etc.
with an alien octopus. In Spelling
Wiz, you zap misspelled letters into
words. In J#Jrd Radar you match

THE GRAPHIC CYMBAL
Cymbal Software's Arcade

Games Book 2, like its forerun
ner, features a trio of games in a
single package: Metro Blitz (de
fend your domed city from nucle
ar armageddon), Ski Devil (down
hill racing, complete with a St.
Bernard with brandy flask), and
Neodyps (slide-and-shoot with a
horizontally-scrolling screen). For
those who missed Book I, it's
Mummy's Tomb (Dungeons &
Dragons-type treasure hunt

NEWS

basic sight words from a control
tower. And in Word Master you
identify pairs of antonyms,
synonyms, and homonyms.

The Arcademic Drill Builders
($44.00 each) incorporate the game·
play of various of the above games,
with the added feature of allowing
the player to program in his own
prOblems. Up to 36 games can be
created and saved on each diskette.
Titles are Wiz Words, Alien Action,
Meteor Mission, Alligator Alley,
Idea Invasion, and Master Match.

All 18 of the above come on disk
ette for the C-64.

DLM, One DLM Park, Allen,
TX 75002.

through a labyrinth), Moby Dick
(seafaring war garne wherein you
defend against planes and subs),
and Space Mayhem (space shoot
'em-up).

Also newly available to U.S.
garners is Trivia I, offering three
levels and over 1600 questions. It
can be played by individuals or
teams, with players setting the
point-limit of a particular round.

Cymbal Software, Inc., 250
Don Park # II, Markam, On
tario, Canada L3R 2Vl. 0



PART I: FROM THE PLAYER TO THE SCREEN

What's more, I don't think that's bad. In fact, I
think that's great. Because I believe that games are
the best use of the home computer. It's no accident
that your VIC or 64 is hooked up to a television set.
Most families that don't have computers spend hours
a day with the TV on, passively being entertained.
But as soon as that computer is hooked up, enter
tainment isn't passive anymore. When you play
videogames, you're still getting aU the storytelling
that TV normally provides, but now you're part of
the story.

Better yet, you can program your own games. You

AHOY! 13

By Orson Scott Card

he beginning of every game is communi
cation-the player has to be able to teU
the computer what to do, and the com
puter has to be able to teU the player

what's happening.
Maybe when you got your Commodore, you were

planning to use it for real work-doing budgets,
keeping records, helping to educate children, word
processing. But if you're like most of us, you also
planned on getting a few games. In fact, I'd guess
that most home computers are used as much for
games as for all other uses combined.



Joysticks (Sullcom TAC-2 showlI) put a whole world at your fillgertips; trackballs like WICO's add versatility.
READER SERVICE NO. 247 READER SERVICE NO. 248

don't have to rely on networks and producers the
way you do with regular TV. You can become, not
just a game player, but also a game creator. All the
power of the computer is there for you to use, in
BASIC or machine language-or both. Only a tiny
percentage of people who own TV's ever write a
television script or act in a TV show. But everybody
who owns a computer can create good entertainment
programs.

This column is devoted to helping you develop
ideas and learn techniques of game programming.
We'll work on fast action, arcade-type games; word
games; adventure games; building block games.
Most programming techniques will be explained and
demonstrated in BASIC, but of course every BASIC
technique can be duplicated in machine language.
Along the way, I'll review some software and hard
ware, discuss some game theory, and sometimes in
clude a complete, playable game-though usually I'll
only include enough programming to demonstrate a
technique. Every technique will be demonstrated on
both the 64 and the VIC-except in those rare cases,
like sprites and fancy sound, where the VIC just
can't do the same job.

And along the way, I hope you'll have as much
fun creating games as I do.

LETTING THE PlAYER HAVE CONTROL
One of the best things about computer games is

that the player is in control of events, to one degree
or another. What the player does determines what
happens on the screen. But the computer has to be
told what the player wants to do. The player's con
trol comes through a communications system-the
hardware that the player actually plays with, and the
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way the program receives and responds to the mes
sages that come from the hardware.

Let's start with the hardware, the piece of equip
menl that the player uses to tell the computer what
to do.

Your computer came out of the box with a versa
tile and powerful communication system built right
in: the keyboard. It has 59 regular keys, and each
sends a unique message to the computer. Also, there
are three shift keys-SHIff, CfRL, and the Com
modore logo key-that can be pressed in eight dif
ferent combinations. so that in theory you could use
the keyboard to send 472 separate messages to the
computer!

In comparison, most other controllers might seem
pretty limited. A joystick, for instance, can only tell
you up, down, left, right, four diagonals, or no
movement, and whether the button is pressed or not.
That's a total of 18 unique messages. This doesn't
mean, however, that the keyboard is "better" than
the joystick. It just means that each has different
strengths and weaknesses. And as you program your
own games, it's a good idea to decide which control
ystem will work best for your game.

So in the first half of this column, we'll discuss
each controller and its advantages and disadvantages.
Then we'll use the one communication device that
every VIC and 64 owner has-the keyboard-and do
the simplest, most basic game technique of all: mov
ing a figure around on the screen, under the player's
control.

THE KEYBOARD
The letters, numbers, symbols, and words printed

on the keys tell you what those keys mean when the



operating system or BASIC is controlling the com
puter. Press the key A and the character A will ap
pear on lIle screen.

Since the keys follow the pattern of a slandard
QWERTY typewriter keyboard, this is the most ob
vious system to use for word games, or text adven
tures. Touch typists have already memorized the key
positions, so they can give the computer instructions
without even thinking about where each particular
key might be.

But you don't have to use those Slandard mean
ings. In fact, action games almost force you to
change the meanings of the keys. Fortunately, that's
easy to do, and if you use the keyboard carefully,
your program can get information from the keyboard
faster than you might think possible.

This is because each of the regular keys sends a
unique code, a number from 0 to 63, to the compu
ter. The operating system puts that code number at
location 197. If no key is pressed, the operat.ing
system puts the number 64 at that location.

To see the code that each key generates, try this
simple program:

10 PRINT PEEK(197):GOTO 10

As soon as you RUN this line, the computer will
sian priming 64 down the lefthand edge of the
screen. Now press any key except SHlFT, CTRL,
RESlORE, SHIFT LOCK, RUN/SlOP, and the
Conmlodore logo key. (In particular, notice the
number that comes when you press function 5 and
function 7-we'1i be using those keycodes later.)

Now, take a key you've pressed, and while press
ing it, press the SHIFT key. There's no change!
SHIFT doesn't make any diffurence to the number
stored at location 197. Now press two regular keys at
the same time. Only one keycode is noticed by the
computer.

To end the program, press RUN/SlOP.
The SHIFT, CTRL, and Commodore logo keys

generate a separate keycode, stored at location 653.
Try this program:

10 PRINT PEEK(653):GOTO 10

When you press SHIFT, the computer prints a I;
when you press the Commodore key, it prints a 2;
and when you press CTRL, it prints a 4.

[merestingly enough, when you press these keys in
combination, it makes a difference. SHIFT and
Conunodore together make a 3; SHIFT and CTRL
make 5; Commodore and CTRL make 6' and all

three together make 7. This means that each com
bination of these keys makes one of eight unique
signals to the computer, from 0 (none pressed) to 7
(all pressed). By reading location 653 and location
197 separately, you can get a large number of dif
ferent codes:

10 A=PEEK(197):B=PEEK(653)*100:PR
INT A" "B" "A+B:GOTO If)

See how many different codes you can get?
The drawback to using the keyboard is that as

soon as you stop using the regular QWERTY key
board pattern, the players of your game have to
memorize the meaning of each key combination
they're going to use. In practice, this means that in
stead of hundreds of messages, your players are only
going to be willing to learn a few dozen at the most.
Also, some key combinations are pretty hard to use.
You have to be a contonionist to use SHIFT-CTRlr
Commodore together and still press another key at
the same time!

Another drawback is that preschoolers don't always
know how to read the keyboard-so games that rely
on the keyboard usually don't work well for really
small children.

Word games, text adventures, and some building
block games work best with the keyboard.

JOYSTICKS
Joysticks provide less information and are a bit

slower to program, especially on the VIC, which
splits joystick information between two separate
memory locations. Joysticks, though they provide
very little information, are easy to play with. This is
especially true with games where pushing the
joystick lef1 makes a figure move left, and so on.
There's a logical relationship between the direction
you push the joystick and what happens on the
screen.

Things get a little trickier if you have an odd
movement pattern. but at least there are only a few
possible choices to make-it's easy to learn what
each choice means. Joysticks are also cheap, which
is one reason why it's the most-used controller in
game programming-chances are pretty good that
most computer owners will have a joystick.

Joysticks cause problems for little kids. The con
cept of joystick movement is easy for them to grasp.
but actually moving the joystick is sometimes more
than small. undeveloped muscles can handle. Three
and four-year-olds often can't use a joystick at all.

Joystick.~ work bcst for fast-action games that pri-
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marily use up, doY(l1, left, and right movement, like
maze games and climbing games. They can also be
used to control a cursor on the screen to select items
from an onscreen menu.

ROllER CONTROllERS: TRACK BALLS
AND MICE

Like joysticks, a trackball or a mouse (a mouse is
just a trackball upside down) only tells direction of
movement. However, roller controllers can give
many more directions than just left and right and up
and down. The precision can be excellent, and any
body can use them.

Well, there's an exception. Only people with clean
tables can use a mouse. I've never had a clean desk
or table in my life. Mice have a way of hiding under
pile of urgent projects.

The strength of rollers-quick movement in almost
any direction-is also their drawback. They only
give direction, not location. If you want to get to a
certain pot on the creen, you have to travel
there-figure out where you are and then get from
one place to another. There are also many games in
which you want to travel in an exact horizontal line.
Imagine trying to play Breakotll with a trackball.

Rollers work best in games like football, where
the player needs to be able to move in any direction,
and in games where players move a cursor to select
items from an on creen menu, like the Pinball
Construction Set.

WICO's mouse (non-Commodore) tells direction.
READER SERVICE NO. 276
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PADDLES
Paddles are hard to program from BASIC on the

VIC and 64-it" almost required that you use a
machine language routine to read paddle controllers.
Al 0, since few programs are written for paddles,
few VIC and 64 owners have a set. Still, there are
some things paddles do better than any other con
troller.

Paddles can send many possible values to the
computer, but the numbers are arranged in a row.
That is, you can only move the paddle in two direc
tions, clockwise or counterclockwise. which means
that even though you can send more nllmbers to the
computer, you really can choose only two directions.
However, you can instantly position the paddle at
any position along that line. This is much faster than
a joystick, which can only tell the program to move
in a certain direction, not how far to move in that
direction.

Paddles work best with Pong-type rebounding
games. where you are controlling a figure that only
moves back and forth in a straight line. For this pur
pose, paddles work much better than any other
controller.

LIGHT PENS
Light pens have the advantage of pointing directly

at the screen-the communication between the pen
and the graphics display is almost perfect. Also, lit
tle kids can use light pens easily-it's as natural as
pointing.

1 have never personally programmed with a light
pen, but I understand it's easy. One drawback is that
the TV or monitor has to be in easy reach. Also,
the program has to be very fast to cope with
movements of the pen. It's easy to move the pen
faster than the program can handle. For instance, if
you quickly drew the pen from the upper lefthand
corner of the screen to the lower righthand corner,
you could probably complete the motion in less than
a second. The very fa test that the computer can
read the light pen is once every sixtieth of a second.
So at the very most (and no BASIC program could
work thi fast), the computer would catch and res
pond to only sixty different positions of the light pen
in a single one-second movement.

Also, the light pen can't do anything but point to
something on the screen. If you have plenty of space
to display a menu of choices, or if the player only
has to control a single player-figure, that" not a pro
blem. As soon as you need more sophisticated com
munication, the light pen has problems.

Light pens are ideal for selecting from an on-

•



screen menu-you always know exactly where you
are. And if your game allows the player's figure to
move instantly from any place on the screen to any
other, the light pen would work very well. However,
when you only want the player to control direction
of movement, and not speed, the light pen is actual
ly less effective than the joy tick or roller.

TOUCH PADS
Touch pads, like the Chalk Board Power Pad, are

rectangular tablets. When you touch the tablet at any
point, the pad sends two numbers back to the
computer-the horizontal position and vertical posi
tion of the point that you're touching. This allows
hundreds and hundredS of possible me sages to be
sent.

In programming, you can use a part of the touch
pad to correspond directly with the screen. That is,
touching the lower left,hand comer of the pad causes
the cursor to move to the lower left-hand comer of the
screen. So the correspondence with the screen can be
quite exact, just like the light pen.

However, since you don't have to use the entire
touch pad for screen control, you can also use sec
tions of the pad for offscreen messages, the way the
keyboard does. For instance, the drawing program I
use with the Chalk Board Power Pad, Leo's 'Lec/ric
Paintbrush, comes with an overlay that sits on top of
the touch pad. The bottom rwo-thirds of the pad i
used to function the screen, but the top section con
tains two rows of hexagon that work like typewriter
keys. You press the pad on the hexagon that controls
the function you want. For instance, there are color
hexagons to choose the color I want to draw with; a
background color: hexagons to allow me to save
drawings to disk or cassette; and even controls to
allow me to save a particular pattern and repeat it
anywhere I want on the screen. All of these com
mands are instantly available, and they don't use up
any space on the screen.

Another software package rve used with the Chalk
Board Power Pad is MicroMaes/ro. The overlay with
this program puts a two-octave piano keyboard at the
bottom of the pad, complete with black and white
keys. Above that i a musical staff, with the notes
drawn on in an ascending chromatic cale. And at
the top are hexagons to control things like disk and
cassette operations. None of the pad directly controls
the screen. Instead, the screen displays the musical
staff and the notes in the melody that you play. The
program remembers your melody, and when you're
playing it back, you can add harmonies to it, which
are also remembered.

Light pens like Tech-Ske/ch's are ideal for children
READER SERVICE NO. 277

The touch pad is amazingly versatile, especially
the Power Pad, with its overlays. You can buy a pro
grammer's kit and use the machine language routines
included with it to create your own uses for the
pad-and your own overlays.

Except for the light pen. touch pads are also the
easiest controllers for little children to use. My five
year-old used both the music and drawing programs
instantly, and it \vasn't long before my three-year
old-who can't use a joystick yet-was drawing and
plinking out melodies to her heart's content.

Drawbacks? The price is high, and it takes ma
chine language to use the pad. Also, it's sometimes
hard to find your place on the pad. Because you
aren't pointing directly to the screen, it's sometimes
hard to remember where you were. The pad also
wouldn't be a good controller for the kinds of game
that rollers and joysticks do best, where the player is
controlling the direction in which an onscreen figure
moves.

GEITING IN MOTION
The hardware is only one part of the control sys

tem in a game. The program itsel f has as much ef
fect on player control as the controller you u e. For
in tance, if your program only checks for player in-
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Touch pads like ChalkBoard yield varied graphics.
READER SERVICE NO. 273

structions twice a second, that means that the fustest
the player can move is twice a second. That may
sound like speed, until you try it. A player could
break a joystick struggling to make the onscreen
figure move. It feels miserably low.

A fust-action game has to feel fast. However, that
doesn't mean you have to use machine language.
BASIC is a fast language-you just have to design
your game properly. And the most important thing to
keep in mind is that the feeling of speed depends
almost entirely on how quickly the game responds to
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the player's control. It must feel to the player as if
the onscreen figure responds instantly to every
instruction.

With machine language, you would have time to
spare-you could keep a dozen computer-controlled
figures moving smoothly and play music and calcu
late the age of the earth without slowing down the
player a bit.

With BASIC, you have to be more careful. Every
arithmetic operation lows things down a little. 10 fuct,
everything that the program does between the times it
checks for instructions from the player will make the
program feel slower to the player.

THE MOVEMENT PROCESS
We'll start by moving a single character around the

screen. We'll use the diamond-shaped character, the
one you get by pressing SHIFT-Z or using
CHR$(122). To make it seem to "move" on the
screen, we first erase it, then PRINT it again in an
adjacent location. If we want it to move up, we
PRINT it in the same column, but on the row above
the old location; to move left, we PRINT it in the
same row, but in the column to the left.

PRINTing is the fastest way to move around the
screen in BASIC. This is because PRINT moves at
machine language speeds, while POKEing and PEEK
ing directly into screen memory is much, much slow
er. The nice t thing about PRINT is that it handles
row and column calculation automatically.

HORIZONTAL POSITION
With the VlC there are 22 legal horizontal posi

tions whicH we will number from 0 to 21. To
PRINT CHR$(122) in position 5, you just use this
statement:

PRINT TAB(S)CHR$(122)

In our program, we'll use the variable PFS to hold
the character CHR$(122). We'll use the variable H to
hold the horizontal position. The old horizontal posi
tion, the one we need to erase, will be held in the
variable HX. To move the figure one space to the
left, we PRINT a blank at the old location, subtract
one from H, and PRINT PFS at the new location
almost like this:

HX=H:H=H-l:PRINT TAB(HX)" ":PRlNT
TAB(H}PF$

To give the smoothest possible movement, we do
Continued on page 27
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MEMORYMRAiRGEMEAiT

OAiTHElJIC20RAiDC-6~
PART II

By Molton A. Kevelson

IIJ~ Iast month we discussed the memory THE MEMORY POINTERS
maps for the VIC 20 and Commodore 64 The contents of the pointers in Thble I actually te-
as used by the BASIC interpreter. We in- present a specific address in the computer's memory.
dicated that both computers have signifi- These pointers are used by the BASIC interpreter to

cant sections of RAM which are not used by BASIC. specify the boundary of a particular section of
We mentioned that by manipulating certain pointers, RAM. Each pointer consists of two consecutive
we would be able to use this memory for BASIC bytes which are paired as shown. This allows any of
programs. The pointers, which BASIC uses to keep the 65,536 addresses in the computer's memory to
lrack of programs and data in memory, are listed in be covered. A single byte, consisting of eight bits,
Table I. We also presented IWO shon programs which can assume only 256 possible values, 0 to 255. This
demonstrated the techniques involved. These programs is obviously not enough to represent all the possible
manipulated the poinlers of Table I, allowing both pro- memory locati9nS. By storing the address in two
grams to reside simultaneously in memory. Of the IWO, pans, the number of possible values is increased by
one was loaded inlo a pan of memory which would not 256 times. The most significant pan of the address
normally be available to BASIC. is stored in the higher memory location of the point-
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TABLE 1
BASIC MEMORY

MANAGEMENT ADDRESS

er pair. To calculate the address value of a pointer,
simply multiply the contents of the high byte by 256
and add it to the contents of the low byte. This ar
rangement is generally referred to as low byte-high
byte addressing.

For example, the Start of BASIC pointer tells the
BASIC interpreter where the first byte of the BASIC
program is located. According to Table I, this point
er is stored in addresses 43 and 44. For the VIC 20,
the contents of these locations are I and 18 re pec
tively. Multiplying 18 by 256 and adding I, we get
4609. This is actually where a BASIC program starts
in a VIC 20 with at least eight kilobytes of memory
expansion installed. Referring to the VlC 20 memory
map in last month's issue, note that location 4608 is
the first available address above the screen. The
BASIC interpreter always sets the contents of this
location to zero. This is why the start of BASIC
points to 4609 and not to 4608.

The BASIC interpreter manages BASIC programs
by dividing the available memory into five distinct
areas. The interpreter keeps track of how much
memory is in each of these areas by using the point
ers of Table I. Each area is actuaJly defined by the
contents of two pointers.

The first area is where the BASIC program itself
is stored. The start of the program is pointed to by
the contents of locations 43 and 44, which we dis
cussed above. The end of the BASIC program is
stored in locations 45 and 46 which are actually the
pointer to the start of the next area on our list.
When a BASIC program is entered from the key-

MEMORY
ADDRESS

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52

55
56
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FUNCTION

Start of
BASIC

Start of
Variables

Start of
Arrays

End of
Arrays + 1
Bottom of
Strings

End of
Memory

CONTENTS
VIC 20 C-64

1 1
18 8
3 3

18 8
3 3

lB 8
3 3

18 8
o 0

64 160
o 0

64 160

board, the contents of the Start of Variables pointer
are readjusted every time a line is added to the pro
gram. In addition, the contents of the next two
pointers are adjusted as well. These pointers wiJJ al
so be adjusted when a program is read into the com
puter, by executing the LOAD command from the
keyboard.

Note that the Start of Variables pointer actually
marks the first byte after the BASI.G program and
not the last byte of the program itself. The initial
value of the pointer is set two bytes higher than the
Start of BASIC pointer. The BASIC interpreter leaves
room for two consecutive bytes, containing zeroes,
which mark the end of every BASIC program. The
first pair of pointers actually delimits the part of
memory which wiJl be saved when a SAVE com
mand is executed.

The second area is where the variables data is
stored. This area will usually be empty unti.! a pro
gmm is actually run. The delimiters for this area are
set by the Start of Variables pointer in locations 45
and 46 and by the Start of Arrays pointer in loca
tions 47 and 48. Note how each of these pointers ac
tually serves double duty by sepamting two of the
areas used by the BASIC interpreter. As before, the
Start of Arrays pointer actually contains the first ad
dress after the variable space. Whenever the program
assigns a value to a variable, space is allocated in
this area for both the variable name and its current
value. For dimensioned variables, only the name is
siored in this area.

The actual way the data is stored is an inte.resting
topic which I hope to discuss in a future article. The
important thing to remember is that as variables are
assigned, such as A=52, the Start of Arrays pointer
will be increased to mark the first byte available af
ter the variable space. As before, the End of Arrays
pointer is incremented as well. These pointers will
also be incremented by assigning a variable from the
immediate mode at the keyboard.

The third area is where the actual contents of nu
meric arrays are stored. Whenever a DIM statement
is executed, the BASIC inu;rpreter sets aside what
ever space is needed for each element in the array.
Initially, these will all be equal to zero. The sp,ace
allocated for the army data is delimited by the Start
of Armys pointer in locations 47 and 48 and by the
End of Arrays + I pointer in locations 49 and 50.

Once a program is loaded and running, the Start
of Variables pointer will remain fixed. This is expec
ted, as once the program is in memory its length
will not normally be altered by normal execution.
The remaining pointers will change whenever the
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this routine is called, it scans through string storage
and throwaway all the discarded strings from su
perseded variable assignments. This action frees up
memory for the BASIC program. As a result, the
Bottom of Strings pointer may actuaUy move up and
down in memory during program execution. This
garbage collection routine is what cau es the occa
sional lengthy pau es during the execution of a
BASIC program.
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WE'LL BACK YOU UP!
ATTENTION COMMODORE 64 OWNERS

If you own a disk drive then you'll need "The Clone
Machine". Take control of your IS41 drive.
NEW tMPROVED WITH

UNGUARD.·

MEMORY MANIPULATION
The BASIC interpreter automatically takes care of

memory management by continuously keeping track
of the pointers. To do. thi effectively, the interpreter
requires that the memory it is working with be in a
continuous block. As can be seen from the discus
sion, there is no room for una signed memory gaps
in the intrepreter's scheme of things. lt is for this
reason that the three kilobyte memory expander is
lost to BASIC on the VlC 20 when eight kilobytes
of memory are added. By carefuUy POKEing dif
ferent values into the pointers of Table I, we can
give the interpreter a !land in keeping track of
things. In effect, we will be letting the interpreter
know where the additional memory is located and
exactly for what it hould be u ed.

program assigns a new variable. Changing the value
of a previously assigned variable wiU not affect the
values of thc pointers. This is because the BASIC
interpreter reuses the memory space for numeric
variables as they are reassigned. New values simply
replace old values as required.

The founh area is delimited by the End of Ar
rays + I pointer in locations 49 and 50 and the Bot
rom of Strings pointer in locations 51 and 52. This
is the empty space that BASIC has left to work
with. Whenever a FRE(O) command is executed, the
available bytes free is calculated by subtracting the
Bottom of Strings address from the End of Ar
rays+ I address. Try POKEing difrerent values into
these pointers and executing the PRlNT FRE(O)
command. Remember that values greater than 37:767
wiU be displayed as a negative number. The correct
answer can be displayed by adding two to the six
teenth power to the result;

PRINT2'16+FRE(0)

The fifth area is where the BASIC interpreter
Slores all calculated strings. These are all strings
which are not created by a simple assignment state
ment such as A$="PRESS A KEY". The latter are
stored as part of the BASIC program itself. This
makes a lot of sense. Why take up additional mem
ory for something which has been explicitly defined
in the program? The pointers for this area work dif
ferently than for the other areas. The End of
Memory pointer in locations 55 and 56 actuaUy
represents the stan of the string storage area. The
Bottom of Strings pointer in 51 and 52 defines the
end of string storage. New strings are tored in a top
down sequence. Thus the Bottom of Strings pointer
and the End of Arrays pointer wiU always move
toward each other. When the two are equal, an out
of memory error is generated.

The string storage area is also far more dynamic
than the other variable storage areas. When a string
variable is redefined, it is stored in a new location
without erasing the old value. All this is necessitated
by the variable length of strings. This makes it im
possible for the BASIC interpreter to assign a speci
fic location for a given string variable. In contrast,
numeric variables always occupy the same amount of
memory.

All of this string manipulation makes the string
storage boundaries rather dynamic. If a string vari
able is redefined many times in a program, memory
can actuaUy be fiUed by the "discarded" values of
the string. To prevent this, the BASIC interpreter has
a built-in routine known as garbage collection. When



Before we go into the details of the procedure, it
will be necessary to unders!lUJd how some of BASIC's
commands affect the pointers.

THE WAD COMMAND
The results of executing a LOAD command differ

considerably between immediate mode and program
mode. There is also a difference between tape and
disk. When executed in immediate mode, a disk
LOAD will reset the pointers and read a program
file into memory. The pointers will be set to the
start and end of the new program. If a non-relocat
ing machine language LOAD is perfonned, an out of
memory error may result on subsequent commands.
This is a result of the pointers in locations 45
through 50 being set above the contents of the Bot
tom of Strings pointer by the LOAD.

A tape LOAD does not reset the pointers before
the start of the read sequence. If the new program is
shorter than the old program, the end of the old pro
gram will still be in memory. This could give some
strange results. For this reason the NEW command
should be executed before tape LOADs.

A LOAD under program control behaves some
what differently. In this case, the pointers are not
changed at all when the LOAD is performed. Thus,
the pointers wiII remain set to the values of the ori-

. . ...

"Remember . .. / made you, and / can break you!"
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ginal program performing the LOAD. In addition, as
soon as the LOAD is complete, the BASIC interpre
ter resumes execution at the start of the program as
pointed to by the Start of BASIC pointer. Finally,
when a LOAD command is executed, the interpreter
actually reads the BASIC program into memory star
ting at the location pointed to by the Start of BASIC
pointer. This actually forms the basis for the mem
ory management techniques presented here. By
carefully changing the Start of BASIC pointer, we
can LOAD and RUN a BASIC program from those
memory locations not normally accessible to the
BASIC interpreter.

Two other aspects of the LOAD command are of
interest: the relocating LOAD and the non-relocating
LOAD mentioned above. The relocating LOAD is
the one most users are familiar with. This is the
type of LOAD used to read in a BASIC program.
For the Commodore 64 and the VIC 20, a very use
ful feature has been added to the relocating LOAD:
the ability to relocate BASIC progranls in memory.
This is done by adjusting the line linking pointers of
the BASIC program while the LOAD is taking place,
This pointer readjustment stops when three consecu
tive zero bytes are encountered, making it possible
for machine language programs to be appended to
BASIC programs. The relocating LOAD feature will
make it possible for us to write and SAVE our
BASIC program modules and reload them at a dif
ferent location.

The non-relocating LOAD is performed by ap
pending a ",I" to the LOAD command after the de
vice number. This tells the operating system to
LOAD the program into the same place in memory
that it was originally saved from without changing
any of the line linking pointers.

THE CLR COMMAND
This command produces the effect of erasing all

variables in memory. What it actually does is read
just the pointers listed in Table I. The Start of Ar
rays and the End of Arrays+ I pointers are reset to
the value of the Start of Varjables pointer. The Bot
tom of Strings pointer is reset to the value of the
End of Memory pointer. The result is that the
BASIC interpreter can no longer find the variables
data which was previously stored.

THE NEW COMMAND
This command poroduces the effect of erasing the

program from memory. What it actually does is re
set the Start of Variables pointer to two byles above

Continued on page 92
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j PROGRAM
GEMERATORS

By Joe Rotello, Jr.

IE: Iver since the introduction of BASIC as a
programming language in the mid-1970's,
computer users have had to choose be
tween two method of program procure-

ment: settle for existing "custom" oftware available
off the shelf, or go it alone and attempt to program
their own software. This two-sided choice many
times became more like a two-bladed knife.

Many times, premade software turned out to be
not what the user wanted or needed. Worse yet,
much of it did not even work on the computer, and
much time and money had to be spent communicat
ing with the software proucer to find a solution (as
suming that a solution was there to be found).

Sadly enough, the user who made his own soft
ware sometimes mced even greater peril. Most com
puter users were and still are non-programmers,
knowing bits, bytes, random access, CPU, and device
number as nebulou quantities. The user often had
no idea how to properly plan and program the soft
ware he required. Moreover, who had the time?

What is the user to do? He could hire a know
ledgeable software programmer. Ahh! Good solu
tion! Until the software is completed and the user
finds out that the cost of the programmer's experi
ence has exceeded the cost of the entire hardware
system by 700%.

Back to the drawing board. Planning to program
his own software, the user attends a programming
class at a local place of learning. Oh, oh, our poor
user just found out that by the time he picks up uf
ficient BASIC programming knowledge. America
will have pace colonies on Mars. Gee, the software
had to be ready by next month!

Times have changed, haven't they? Now you re
ceive magazines like Ahoy! every month and, in
side, find hundreds of software programs to choose
from. Did we say hUlldreds?? We mean that there
are thousallds of Commodore-compatible programs
out in softwareland. How many months will it take

to sample even ten or fifteen of them? And if you
buy one or two that sound like the ones you want,
will they actually match your needs?

In many instances, the situation revens to hope
lessness and you sadly begin to use your computer
less and less until finally it sits on the top shelf in
the clo et, both you and it a victim of compUlopia
abulldamia, that dread disease that results from too
much hardware and software in too little time.

AND ALONG COMES
THE LONE RANGER, . ,

Just when things seem darkest an idea dawns on
you: what, just what if your computer could be fed
an available prernade program designed to help you
produce your needed program? Let's go on to say
that this wonder program would be in the form of
easy to read and understand menus, and by answer
ing a series of simple logical questions, the program
would eventually understand the kind of program you
wish to form. In mct, you can tell this wonder pro
gram what data you wish to store, locate, display, or
print. It even understands what names or addresses
or dates or numbers are important to you.

Ahh, the blood is starting to flow! There is a solution
that could, no, will expand your understanding and
comprehension of the marvelous machine we caB the
computer! Programs that write other programs for
computer users are here, they work well, can be used
by everyday users, and are very cost-effective.

ENTER THE PROGRAM GENERATOR
Programs that write other programs are not a new

phenomenon in the world of mini and mainframe
computers. They do a creditable job and make pro
grammers' work easier and less time-consuming.

When we cOme down to microcomputers, pro
grams that write other programs have been hard to
come by. The main reason we haven't seen them be
fore is that the program code usually took up so
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much computer memory that there was little or none
left in which to create the desired new program.
With the introduction of computers like the C-64,
computer memory has been expanded, and with it
the likelihood of seeing more really powerful pro
grams being produced for microcomputers.

Programs that write other programs are generally
called program generators (PG's for short) because
that's their purpose: the generation of a running,
problem-free program directly related to the wishes
and needs of the user or programmer who created it.

Many people still consider PG's hard to work
with, probably because of their ability to produce
many complex programs that may be large in physi
cal size. A closer look reveals that the microcompu
ter PG's have evolved into clear, concise, user
friendly programs that put the inherent speed and
data manipulation power of the microcomputer to
work for the user.

The microcomputer PG has another pleasing side
to it. Finally, the power of a mainframe computer
program generator is available at a personal compu
ter price. In fact the retail prices of the C-64-com
patible PG's that we reviewed for this article cen
tered around $99.00. Agreed, not a pittance when
compared to a computer that retails for under $200,
but still an excellent buy considering the ease of use
and powerful program creation features these "new
generation" PG's possess.

The operation of PG's can be summarized as follows:
1) Programs are indeed created by the user, but the

PG dictates the precise form and overall struc
ture of the BASIC code that will eventually be
generated.

2) Program creation is generally conducted via
user screen menus that extract information
about the proposed program's title, content, and
basic form directly from the user through a
variety of detailed question and answer sessions.

3) The PG eventually outputs a working BAS[C
program to a disk drive for final storage. The
result program is now a "stand alone." The PG
is no longer needed in order to load and run the
new program.

Although most of the available PG's share a simi
lar procedure structure, the internal methods em
ployed vary. Some packages will be themselves
mostly or entirely in machine language. This mayor
may not enhance the speed and versatility of the
product. In fact, being in machine language (the na
tive language of the computer itself) the PG program
cannot be listed to the videoscreen or printer, nor
can it be modified in any way. This "no list" limita
tion is generally desirable due to the risk of PG
damage that an unwary user might cause through
tampering with the program generator itself.

Other PG's will be themselves coded mostly or
completely in BAS[C, which might make sense to
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many users. If the program generator's job is to pro
duce a BASIC program, then is it not logical to have
the progmm generator itself be a BASIC program?
But those PG's that are in BASIC may tend to be
slower in operation than the machine language ver
sions. (The PG's in BASIC that we examined do not
exhibit any alarming increase in execution times.)

Another item the user will quickly notice about
microcomputer PG's is that in order to gain the enor
mous programming power required, the PG is not
structured as one massive microcomputer program.
In fact, the PG is generally made of many discrete
sub-programs, spread out over one or more disks,
each sub-program charged with producing a discrete
but eventually interwoven BAS[C program
component.

For example, one PG sub-program section might
deal exclusively with generating menus or other user
information displays for the intended new BASIC
program. Another might handle disk or other file
structure and data or information input/output code.
Still another may delve into the printer needs and the
report-generating procedures required.

Hence, one can quickly see that the real art in
producing a cohesive, usable BAS[C program with a
PG lies in the ability of the PG to successfully com
bine bits and pieces of smaller sections of BASIC
code into one program. In many respects, the PG
will actually follow procedures similar to what any
good programmer would when creating a BASIC
program from scratch: initial planning and layout,
followed by information gathering, then any disk- or
fIle-related operations required, finally followed by
reports or other printer-related coding that may be
required by the BASIC program.

As you may have realized by now, the computing
power of the PG enables the new or introductory level
computer user to produce a fairly complex and func
tional BASIC program by leading you through the
many required steps and processes one by one. [t sim
plifies the procedure, so that assembling your own
program actually takes less time than winging it alone.

True, if one wishes to create a haphazard compu
ter program and utilizes a PG to do so, the results
will he less than pleasing. However, if you're willing
to plan the program you are to create and follow the
simple PG procedures, program generating software
may well open a whole dimension in microcomput
ing for you.

USER APPLICATIONS
The applications arena for the Program Generator

could quite literally be endless. Operations such as
data base implementaion, customer files, mailing
lists, inventory management, and accounting pro
grams now lie within the grasp of the avemge com
puter user. The range of users is likewise great.
Anyone from the passive homeowner computerist to



the serious day-to-day programmer will find the task
of program function, layout, and actual implementa
tion made far easier. Instead of spending most of
their time debugging their BASIC computer pro
grams, users and programmers alike will be able to
devote valuable time to defining just the program
that is required to fill their particular need.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
We'll now inspect a couple of the PO products

presently available for Commodore users.

Title: FileWriter 2 (Formerly CodeWriter)
Retail: $99.99
Versions: C-64 (also Apple, IBM PC, Atari,

Victor, Kaypro II)
Supplier: CodeWriter Corporation (formerly

Dynatech Microsoftware)
7847 N. Caldwell Ave., Niles, IL 60648
(800-621-4109).

FileWriter 2 is the more simple to use PO we have
seen. The program seems more suited to the entry
level computer user, although more advanced pro
grammers will find it powerful enough for many ap
plications. The program manual is excellently writ
ten, and easy for even the novice to comprehend. Its
only drawback is that only one detailed example of
PO use is given (although this single example is

TELSTAR 64
Sophisticated Terminal Communications Cartridge ror the 64.

'PFO"I00000CP 01 028ELL 12:30:00 10:14:36
(TELSTAR's Status Line)

Don't satlle lor less than lhe best!

• Upload/Oownload tolfrom disk or tape.
• Automatic File Translation.
• Communicates in Industry Standard ASCII.
• Real·TIme Clock plus Alarm Clock.
• Line editing capability allows correcting and resending long command lines.
• 9 Quick Read functions.
• Menu-driven.
• Similar to our famous STeP Terminal package.
• lNorks with Commodore Modems and suppons auto-dialing.

The best feature is the price - only S49.95ICartridge and Manual)

Machine Language Monitor Cartridge
for the CBM 64

More than 20 commands allow you 10 access the CeM 64's Microprocessors
Registers and Memory Conlents. Commands include assemble. disassemble,
registers, memory, transfer. compare, plus many more.

Someday every CBM 64 owner will need amonitor such as (his.

Cartridge and Manual - 524.95

very well detailed). A more definitive user manual
should be available soon. FileWriter 2 is itself pro
grammed mostly in BASIC, although there seem to
be internal references to a few computer-specific
operating system routines. The PO overall execution
speed is acceptable for most user applications.

In our test usage, we found FileWriter 2 pleasant
to use. The program does not presume that the user
understands anything more complicated than how to
answer well-put speci fie questions presented to the
operator via onscreen menus.

Although it is impossible to fairly time the pro
gramming efficiency that FileWriter 2 gives, we
noted that to duplicate an already existing, fairly
complex hand coded program took about 45 minutes
versus the estimated IS man hours the hand coded
version required.

Title: TI,e Last One
Retail: $99.95
Versions: C-64 (also PET/CBM, Apple, IBM PC,

TRS-80 Mod 11, Victor; Kaypro II)
Supplier: Computer Marketing Services

300 W. Marlton Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ
08002 (800-222-0585).

The Last One has been available in Oreat Britian
for over two years, initially on the Commodore
PET/CBM computers. Jt is the more thorough and
internally complex of the two program generators

$59.95
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The Last One is
itself pro
grammed mostly
in machine
language,
although there
seem to be a
few illtemal
program
referellces to
BASIC where
the use of
BASIC is pre
ferred.
READER SER
VICE NO. 281

memioned here, in respect to the more complete
treatment of programming introduction, data files,
sorting, and report generation both in the user man
ual and in the actual program. The present user
manual is somewhat hard to read due to its small
size and printing, but most first-time users will not
find it hard to comprehend, even where more com
plex programming topics are discussed.

Again, as with FileWriter 2, a new, more spacious
user manual is being prepared and it also should be
available by the time you read this article.

The Last One appears well-suited to most areas of
programming, although many first-time users will be
somewhat alarmed at the thickness of the present
user manual. The manual's size merely makes the
program seem more complex than it actually is.
More advanced programmers will find both manual
and program powerful enough for just about any
programming need.

I1te Last One is itself programmed mostly in ma
chine language, although there seem to be a few in
ternal program references to BASIC where the use of
BASIC is preferred. Overall program execution speed
is acceptable for any user application.

In our test usage, we found The Last One pleasant
to use, and the program does not presume that the
user understands anything more complicated than
how to answer well-put specific questions presented
to the operator via onscreen menus. If this last state
ment sounds familiar, it should. Both of the avail
able program generators are very menu-oriented,
making the overall program operation far easier for
any user.

Again, it is impoSSible to fuirly time the progranuning
efficiency that TI,e Last One gives. However, we noted
that to duplicate an already-existing hand coded program
timed in at about 30 minutes, versus the estimated 10
hours the hand coded version requined.

MAKING YOUR OWN PROGRAM
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Let's take a trip through a representative program
generator and see how the process bf program gen
eration is accomplished. TI,e Last One (TLO for
short) will serve as our vehicle.

The first step is to read the entire user manual
carefully. Do not attempt 10 absorb everything in it
at once. Even experienced PG users will never have
to use all the commands made available in a pro
gram like TLO, so don't go overboard.

We carefully followed all manual directions and
created backup copies of all the important program
and file disks. This did not take long, as the emire
process is under the control of the TLO program.

From that point on, we followed the example in
troductory program found in the tutorial section of
the TLO manual. We found that all parts of the TLO
are accessed from a Main Dispersal Menu (MOM):

Create program. . . . . . . < 1>
Modify program. .. . < 2>
Modify file.. . <3>
Define file <4>
Enquiry <5>
Certify workdisk < 6 >
Resume <7>
Printer specification < 8 >
Return to BASiC <9>

The next step was to "Certify Workdisk" or, as it
is better known to Commodore users, HEADER and
format a disk that would hold the work files for the
program and files that we are going to create.
Again, Ihe user follows screen instructions and the
disk is created and "certified" by the TLO system.
Next, we advised TLO what printer. if any. will be
used with the PG system. The available choices are
I) No printer, 2) Standard Commodore printer, or 3)
A standard ASCIl printer. This information is then
stored on the TLO disk for future reference.

Our next move was to layout on paper, in plain
English, a short list of the major points we will have
in the program (sometimes this can be done in your
head). In our case, we followed the TLO information
in the manual. Our goal was to create a simple tele
phone book file system. Among the major poinlS
were a nice menu, a routine to add records into the
file, the ability to review and correct the records be
fore writing them to the file, the ability to search the
file for a simple match, and the provision to print
out an uncomplicated hard copy report that would
Ii t name, city, and teleplione of each record in the
file.

This "laying out" of the program to be generated
is very important. In fact, a slightly modified ver
sion of this initial program layout will be used by
TLO to actually build our user program and data
files for us a little bit later into the TLO process.

Next, we advised the TLO that our intended pro
gram would use data files. Understanding this, TLO
proceeds to lead us, in a very user-friendly manner,
through the routine that allows us to set up our file
data fields. The file fields we build imo the program

COlllinued on page 92
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CREATING YOUR
OWN GAMES
From page 18
all the arithmetic before we erase the old position,
so that the new position is PRI Ted immediately
after the old po ition is blanked.

Actually, that program line \\Quldn't \\Qrk, because
the new character \\Quid be PRINTed on the next line.
We haven't taken care of vertical movement.

VERTICAL POSITION
To PRINT the figure in the right row, we just use

the right number of cursor-down characters
CHRS(l7). Of course. to end up on the right line,
we have to count down from the top of the screen
each time. That means that before we PRINT the
right number of cursor-downs, we have to begin by
PRINTing a HOME character-CHR$(I9).

The drawback with using PRINT for movement is
that because of the way the computer formats the
scr~en, you can't PRINT in the rightmost column or
the bottom row without causing complications to the
screen display. It's a simple matter, however, to avoid
using those rows, and the player never knows the
difference if you make the border and background
the same color.

Screen size is one of the few places where the
VIC and 64 differ in this program. The 64 can have
25 rows, and the VIC can only have 23. And the 64
allow 4()..character lines, while the VIC only allows
22-character lines. To handle this in the program.
we'lI set the variable BE to the value of the bottom
edge of the screen and RE to the value of the right
edge of the screen. We number the possible row
numbers on the VIC from 0 to 22. Since we can't
use the last row, BE will be et to 21. With the 64,
BE will be set to 23. On the VIC. the column
numbers are 0 to 21; since we can't use the last
position, RE is set to 20. With the 64, RE will be
set to 38.

Once BE has been set, we can set up an array,
VM$(n), to hold the vertical movement strings, us
ing this subroutine:

500 DIM VM$(BE):VM$(0)=CHR$(19)
510 FOR 1=1 TO BE:VM$(I)=VM$(I-l)
+CHR$(11):NEXT I
54(J RETURN

Line 500 DIMensions the string to the number of
lines on the screen (BE). Then the 0 position is set

to the HOME character, CHR$(I9). In line 510, the
rest of the variables are set. Each one will begin
with the HOME character, and each will have one
more cursor-down character-CHR$(I7)-than the
one before. From now on, when we PRINT
VM$(5), the cursor will end up on row 5; when we
PRINT VMS(l9), the cursor will end up on row 19.

ow, in combination, we have complete control
over the horizontal and vertical position of the fig
ure. The new vertical position is held in the variable
V and the old vertical position in the variable VX,
which are used in the array variable, like this:

PRINT VM$(VX)TAB(HX)" "VM$(V)TAB(H
)PF$

Notice that a single PRINT statement moves the cur
sor to the old row (VX) and column (HX), PRINTs
a blank, then moves the cursor to the new row(V)
and the new column (H) and PRINTs the figure,
PF$.

GETTING THE MOVEMENT
UNDER CONTROL

The movement loop is the heart of an action
game. It begins by getting instructions from the
player. If the player wants to move, you test to see if
the move is legal; if it is, you carry it out. Then you
go back and get more instructions.

For our game, we'lI use the f5 and f7 keys to
control vertical movement-f5 is up and f7 is down.
We'll use the SHIFT and Commodore logo keys to
control horizontal movement-Commodore i left and
SHIFT is right.

There are good reasons for using these keys. Since
SHIFT and Commodore are read at location 653 and
f5 and f7 are read at location 197, the player can
signal a horizontal and a vertical movement at the
same time. This is crucial, because it allows diagonal
movement. In a maze game, where the only choices
are up, down, left, and right, and diagonals are im
possible, you \\Quldn't need to include diagonals, and
then any four keys \\Quid do. But we want our figure
to move freely around the screen.

Remember, to move left, we want to subtract I
from H; to move right, we add I.

If SHlFf is pressed, there will be a I at location

Next month in Ahoy!, Orson Scott Card ex
amines The' World of the Game-generating a
screen display that will make players want to

stay in the world that you create!
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100 V=VX+VM(PEEK(197»:H=HX+HM(PE
EK(653) )

653; if Commodore is pressed there will be a 2.
Those are the two values that matter. Any other
value should result in no movement. We could han
dle this with program lines like this:

There it is-V and H have been set directly from the
values found in locat ions 197 and 653, using the
values found there as indexes into preset arrays.

It's time to put all this together into a program.
There are some things in this program that 1 haven't
explained yet-I'U explain what they're for afterward.
This progranl is for the Commodore 64; the values to
tum it into a VlC program are in REM statements
along the way. The differences are slight.

This would work. but it would be slow. It's much
easier to set up an array. HM(x), in which HM(I) = I
and HM(2)=-I, and all the other elements equal O.
Likewise, we could set up an array VM(x) to handle
venical movement. Since location 197 can return
values from 0 to 64, there'lI be 64 elements in the
array. With the 64, f5 returns a value of 6, which
means lip; f7 returns a value of 3. which means
down. So the array element VM(6) is et to - I and
VM(3) is set to I-all the other values of VM(x) are
set to O.

Now we can read the values and set the new val
ues of H and V with a minimum of arithmetic:

IS 2()
IS 21
IS 21
IS 22

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

120 V=V+BF*«V>BE)-(V<0»:H=H+RF*
«H>RE)-(H«) )

This one line, however. actually takes up more time
than lines 120, 121, 122, and 123, because six ar-

Line 5 DIMensions the arrays HM(Il) and VM(Il) to
hold the keyboard data. Line 10 sends the program
to the two setup routines at 600 and 500. Line 80
sets the staning values for the venical and horizontal
position variables. Line 90 routes the program into
the middle of the movement loop, so the figure will
appear on the screen when the program starts.

Lines 100 through 190 are the movement loop. In
line JlO. if the player hasn't called for any move
ment, the program is routed back to line 100.

Lines 120 through 123 check to see if the move
ment has taken the figure beyond the edge of the
screen. If, for example. the figure is off the bottom
of the screen-V> BE-then the value BF, which is
one greater than BE, is ubtracted from Y. This puts
the figure at the top of the screen. If V is les than
0, BF is added to V, which puts the figure at the
bottom of the screen.

These four Iines can be replaced by a single line:

19() GOTO t()()

497 RE~l

498 REM SET UP MOVEMENT STRINGS
499 REM
500 DIM VM$(BE):VM$(0)=CHR$(19)
510 FOR 1=1 TO BE:VM$(I)=VM$(I-1)
+CHR$(l7):NEXT
54() RETURN
597 REM
598 REM SETUP FOR COMMODORE 64
599 REM
600 RE=38:REM VIC
605 RF=39:REM VIC
610 BE=23:REM VIC
615 BF=24:REM VIC
620 PF$=CHR$(122)
630 POKE 53281,0:POKE 53280,0
631 REM VIC LINE: 630 POKE 36879,
8
640 POKE 657,128:PRINT CHR$(147)
650 FOR 1=0 TO 64:VM(I)=0:NEXT:FO
R 1=0 TO 7:HM(I)=0:NEXT
660 HM(1)=1:HM(2)=-1:VM(3)=1:VM(6
)=-1
661 REM VIC LINE: 660 HM(1)=1:HM(
2)=-1:VM(63)=1:VM(55)=-1
69() RETUR

H=H+1
H=H-1

LR=PEEK(653)
IF LR=1 THE
IF LR=2 THEN

5 DIM HM(7),VM(64)
10 GOSUB 600:GOSUB 500
8() V=1(): H=1()
9() GOTO 14 ()
97 REM
98 REM MAIN MOVEMENT LOOP
99 REM
100 V=VX+VM(PEEK(197»:H=HX+HM(PE
EK(653»
110 IF H=HX AND V=VX THEN 100
120 IF V>BE THEN V=V-BF
121 IF V<0 THEN V=V+BF
122 IF H>RE THEN H=H-RF
123 IF H<0 THEN H=H+RF
140 PRINT VM$(VX)TAB(HX)" "VM$(V)
TAB(H)PF$
15() HX=H: VX=V
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ithmetic operations must be performed each time
through the loop, whether the figure is beyond an
edge or not. It slows down the program only slight
ly, but the difference is noticeable.

Lines 120 through '123 make the figure "wrap
around" the screen-that is, when the figure moves
off the bottom of the screen, it reappears at the top;
when it moves offscreen to the left, it reappears at
the right. If you want, you can change the program
so the figure simply stop at the edge. If you want
to stop at the edges. ose these four lines:

120 IF V>BE THEN V=V-l
121 IF V<0 THEN V=V+l
122 IF H>RE THEN H=H-l
123 IF H<0 THEN H=H+l

COMPLEX CHARACTERS
Sometimes you'll want to move a figure that's lar

ger than a single character. This program can easily
be adapted to let you move complex chamcters. Let's
create a complex character that is three characters
high and three characters wide. First, since the char
acter is wider and taller than before, the variables
BE, BF, RE, and RF must be set to smaller limits.
The original figure was one character wide and high;
the new one is three characters wide and three
characters high, the difrerence in each direction is 2.
So lines 600 through 615 are now:

600 RE=36:REM VIC VALUE IS 18
605 RF=37:REM VIC VALUE IS 19
610 BE=21:REM VIC VALUE IS 19
615 BF=22:REM VIC VALUE IS 20
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And, finally, change line .140 to:

10 create the complex figure PF$ and the blank figure
to erase it, BU, these four lines replace line 620:

""+AA$+""+AA$+"

620 AA$=CHR$(17)+CHR$(157)+CHR$(1
57)+CHR$(l57)
623 PF$=CHR$(110)+CHR$(118)+CHR$(
109)+AA$+CHR$(110)+CHR$(113)+CHR$
(l(J9 )+AA$
625 PF$=PF$+CHR$(109)+CHR$(164)+C
HR$(ll(J)
627 BL$="

THIS IS NOT A GAME
All we've got so fur is some shapes moving around

on the screen. But the shapes don't mean anything,
and moving around doesn't accomplish anything. A
good game tells a story, has visual appeal, provides
rewards fbr good play, and has tasks to carry out,
obstacles to overcome, and puzzles to solve.

Next month we'll create background objects on the
screen-and put some of them in motion. In the
meantime, if there's anything you'd like to say-about
games, this column, or anything at all-feel free to
write to me in care of Ahoy'! It'll be easier to write
about things that intere t you if you tell me what you
want to see. 0

Just don't ask me what the figure is supposed to
represent-as nearly as I can tell, it's a one-eyed
bunny rabbit.

140 PRINT VM$(VX)TAB(HX)BL$VM$(V)
TAB(H)PF$

1nstead of moving the figure to the opposite edge of
the screen, these lines make the figure back up one
position if it has moved beyond the edge.

Line 140 actually erases the figure at the old po
sition (HX and VX) and PRfNTs it at the new p0

sition (H and V).
Line 150 sets HX to the new value of Hand VX

to the new value of V. Then, when the player calls
for the next movement, HX and VX will be used to
erase the figure at its current position.

Line 190 completes the loop, sending the program
back to line 100 to get the player's next instruction.

The rest of the program is setup. Lines 500 to 540
set up the veJ1ical movement string array VM$(x).
Lines 600 to 690 set up everything else.

Lines 600 to 615 set BE, BF, RE, and RF to the
values needed to keep the figure from moving beyond
the edge of the screen. If you have a VIC, change the
numbers to the values in the REM statements.

Line 620 sets PF$ to CHR$(122), the diamond
character. You can change this to any value that you
want. of course.

Line 630 changes the screen and border to black.
If you have a VIC, replace line 630 with the line
after the REM statemelll in line 63J.

Line 640 disables the SHIFT-Commodore feature
and clears the screen. (If you don't di able the
SHIFT-Conunodore feature, then when you move left
and right you'll change from upper to lower case and
back again-not a helpful addition to the game!)

Lines 650 and 660 set the values of the keyboard
reading arrays. VM(x) and HM(x). If you have a
VIC, replace line 660 with the line after the REM
statement in line 661. (And if YOu have a 64, of
course you don't need to include lines 631 and 661.)
Line 690 ends the subroutine.



COMMODORE 64
,mOfe power lhan Apple lI.t hlllihe price}

COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

SALE
VIC·20

(a reol co"!puler al the price of a toy)

$99.50 *
• 170K DISK DRIVE $159.00 *
• TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $99.00 *

WE
HAVE

THE
BEST

SERVICE

WE
HAVE
THE
LOy.'EST
PRICES

• 40-80 COLUMN BOARD $59.00
• 32K RAM EXPANDER $79.00

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

EXECUTIVE QUALITY
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
COMMODORE 64

40-80 COLUMN BOARD $59.00
Now you can gel dO OR 80 COLUMNS on youl
T V or monllOI at one llme! No more running
Oul 01 lrne space lor programming and makrng
columnsl Jusl plug ro ihlS ExpanSion Board and
you immedralely conl/erl rour VIC20 computer
to 40 OR 80 COLUMNSII You can also get an 80
COLUMN BOARD WORD PROCESSOR with marl
merge. termInal emulalor. ELECTRONIC
SPREAD SHEET! I List $5900 SALE 524.95 II
pu,cl"lased With 80 COLUMN BOARD1 !Tape or
Drsk).

9" GREEN SCREEN MONITOR $69.00
Excellenl qualilY SANYO. easy to real'.l. 80 col
umns x 24 Imes. G,een Phospl"lorous sCreen
With antr·glare. metal cabme!! Saves your TV
PLUS $9 95for connectIng cable

16K RAM CARTRIDGE $49.00
Increases programmlOg power 4 times Expands
lotal memolY to 4'IK (41,000 bytes). Memory
block switches are an oulslde cover! CARDCO
IncluCles FREE $29,95adl/enture game!!

32K RAM eXPANDER $79.00
ThiS car1rldge increases programmrng powel
over 8 times!! Expanl'.ls total memory to 51K
(51.000 bytes) almost Com·54 power! Block
swilcl"les ale on outsrl'.le 01 cOl/er! Has expansion
patl!~ Lrsts 101 $199(OUR BEST BUY!)

12" GREEN OR AMBER MONITOR $99.00
You, chorce 01 green or amber screen monltOI.
top QUality. SANYO. 80 columns x 24 Ifnes. easy
to ready, anli·glare. laster scanning! A mUSI lor
word procesSing PLUS $995 for connecllng
cable

60K MEMORY EXPANDER $49.00
Slxslot Board - SwitCh selectable - Resel bUI'
Ion - Ribbon cable - CARDeO A must to gel
Ihe most out 01 youl VlC20 Computer!

8K RAM CARTRiDGE $39.00
Increases Pfogramming powel 2 1/2 lImes. Ell
pands IOlal memory' 10 33K 133,000 byles}.
Memory block sWllches are on outSide 01 cover!
Includes FREE $1695 game

VIC·20 COMPUTER $79.50
ThiS 25K VIC·20 computer includes a rull size 66
key lypewltler keyboard color and graphiCS keys.
upper/lower case. full screen edllor. 16K ievel II
mlcrosoll basic. sound and music, real lime
1I0aiing poml decimal. sell leachlng book. con·
neels 10 an~ T V or monllor r (limit one to a
customer!}

$2995

'","00
'39 00

$5900
'39 00
,St495
.3900
$2900

,>9"

$19%
12495

12200
12700

1'1500
SIOOO
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1t4%....
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$4900
$5900

$1800
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13995

139 95

12495
129 95

$3495
.$3900

"'""15900
"t995
$4900
03900

"'00

1~99~

$6900

""""
14495
14900

124 5
129 95

The Cadillac of business programs
for Commodore 64 Computers

Urot 'SALE coupon
19900 $5900 $.4900
19900 15900 $4900
$99 00 $5900 $4900
199 00 S59 00 .sa9 00
S99 00 S59 00 S4900
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tnventOfy Management
Ateounts R&Cel~aCh~
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Paylolt
Gene.al Leugel

N.me
E.-ecull'.e WO'd
f'l'ocesso, $99 00

e..ecutr~eData Base 169 00
20000 WOI<I OiChQflary S24 95
fletlron'l;: Spreaoshect J~9 9~
AC«lunhng: P<lCIl 14900
Tol:.:l52
WClld Proce,sOJ

Tape

"'''TOlal Te"116
WQ.jI Processor

Tape
D,sk

fOlal Label '2 (;
Tape

"'''Proqrllmme'$
Helpe'IOos",

80 COlumn se'een
100SIo:.'

CrUsh Crumble Choml'l
iT aoel[)sll,

PlISIOp jCa""(l\l<:1
f yPlI"Ig Te;,ehe.

(Tape/[)oslll S2995 $249S
SpnleDe'ilgnel,D!slo..r St69~ 11495
Fl!eball JOy SI+elo:. S24 9~ 1t5 95
llgtH Pen 139 95 $ 1Ii 95
D!lst Cove. 1 Ii 95 1 695

f$elt lOOcQupOn ,Iem&"., Cu' Cdr_(oj)'1
Write or call fOI

Sample SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON!

Wo pock. SPECiAL SOFTWARE COUPON
with o.ory COMMODORE 84 COMPUTER·
DISK DRIVE·PRiNTER·MONITOR _ ooUI
this coupon Illows you 10 SAVE OVER
$100 OFF SALE PRICESI Up 10 $500 ....
Ings .re possible! I

80 COLUMN BOARD $99.00
Now you program 80 COLUMNS on the screen
at one limel Convens your CommOl'.lore 64 1080
COLUMNS when you plug In the 80 COLUMN
EXPANSION BOARD!r USt S199,....PLUS-you
also can get an 80 COLUMN BOARD WORD
PROCESSOR wilh mall merge. lermlnal
emulatof. ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET list
$59.00 SALE $24.95 II purchased with 80
COLUMN BOARD!l (Tape or Drsk)

• TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $99.00
You pay only $199.00 when you ordet the Com·
star TIF deluxe Irne prinler lhat prims 8 tl2 x 11
lull size. slngle sheet foil or Ian lold paper.
labels etc. 40. 66. 80. 132 columns. Impact dot
ma\flx. bl·dlrectional, 80 CPS. LESS Ihe value 01
Ihe SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack
with yOUf printer Ihal allows you 10 SAVE OVER
$100 011 soltware sale poces!! WlIh only $100 01
sal/jngs applied yOUt net ponter COSI Is only
$99.00.

• COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER $99.50
You pay only $199.50 when you order lhe power
lui 84K COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER! LESS the
value 01 the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we
pack with your computer that allows you 10
SAVE OVER $100 all soflware sale priceslt Wllh
only $100 01 savings applied. your net computer
cost Is $99,501!

80 COLUMNS IN COLOR
EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR $69.00

This EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR IS Ihe
finest available lor lhe COMMODORE 64 com·
puler! The ULTIMATE lor PROFESSIONAL Word·
plocesslng appllcalron~ DISPLAYS 40 OR 80
COLUMNS IN COLOR or Black and WhHe! Sim·
pie to operate. powerful lellt edltlng wUl"l a 250
WORD DICTIONARY. complete CUfSOI and In·
sertfdelete key conlrols hne and paragraph l(lser·
tion, automallc deletIon. centering. margrn sel'
tlngs and oulPUI to all punters! Includes a
powerful mall merge. Llsi 599.00 20.000 WORD
DICTIONARY . liSt $24.95 SALE 519.95. EX·
ECUTIVE DATA BASE • list $6900 SALE 549.00.
(Disk only).

SOFTWARE BONUS PACK $24.95
When yOu bUy the Commodore 64 Computer
from Prolecto Enterprizes you qualify to pur·
chase ONE SOFTWARE BONUS PACK lor a
special price 01 524.951! Normal price IS $49.95
(40 programs on disk 01'24 programs on Stapes).

i<170K DISK DRIVE $159.00
You pay only 5259.00 when you order the 170K
Disk Dnve! LESS the value of the SPECIAL
SOFTWARE COUPON we pack wllh your dIsk
dtlve thaI allows you 10 SAVE OVER $100 011
software sale pncesll Wilh only $100 01 savmgs
applied, your nel disk drlve cost rs $159.00

• LOWEST PRICES· 15 DAY FREE TRIAL. 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A.· ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL. OVER 500 PROGRAMS· FREE CATALOGS

PROTECTO
ENTERPRIZES IWElOVEOURCUSTOMERSI

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 3121382·5244 to order

A..... hrvIce No. 25.

I Add 110.00 lor shIpping. "andlmg and Insurance IIlrno,s res,denrs
1please add 6% ta~ Add 52000 10. CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII
I oll'.lers WE. DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
I Enclose cashlels Cnectl. Money Orde. or Personal Cnech Allow 101 days
,lor delivel')l. 2 10 7 days 10. phone ordels I day express mall! Cal'lada

~~~~~~~~~~~-~~:~~~~~~~~~~----



• SANYO MONITOR SALE!!

$6900

9" Data Monitor

• 80 Columns x 24 lines
• Green text display
• Easy to read· no eye strain
• Up front brightness control
• High resolution graphics
• Quick start· no preheating
• Regulated power supply
• Attractive metal cabinet
• UL and FCC approved

• 15 Day Free Trial - 90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty

Official VdI!o Products
ot the Los Angeles 1984 Olympics

eSANVO I

$ 69.00
$ 99.00
$ 99.00
$129.00
$249.00

,_ ..._._-

With the need for computing power growing every day, Sanyo has
stepped in to meet the demand with a whole new line of low cost, high
quality data monitors. Designed for commercial and personal com·
puter use. All models come with an array of features, including up·
front brightness and contrast controls. The capacity 5 x 7 dot
characters as the input is 24 lines of characters with up to
80 characters per line.
Equally important, all are built with Sanyo's commitment
to technological excellence. In1he world of AudiolVideo, Sanyo is
synonymous with reliability and performance. And Sanyo quality is
reflected in Our reputation. Unlike some suppliers, Sanyo designs,
manufactures and tests virtually all the parts that go into our products,
from cameras to stereos. That's an assurance flOt everybody can
give you!

9" Screen - Green Text Display
12" Screen - Green Text Display (anti-reflective screen)
12" Screen - Amber Text Display (anti-reflective screen)
12" Screen-Super 1000 Line Amber Text Display
14" Screen - Color Monitor (national brand)

Display Monitors F,om Sanyo

• LOWEST PRICES· 15 DAY FREE TRIAL. 90 DAV FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A.· ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL· OVER 500 PROGRAMS. FREE CATALOGS

--------------------------I Add $10.00 for ahlpplng, handling and In.ur.ne•. 1ll11lOf. resident,'
I pi.... add 6% I.... Add 520.00 lor CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII I
I OIde,... WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. I
I Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow ,. I
I days for delivery, 2 10 7 days tor phone orders. 1 day express marl! I
I Canada orders musl be In U.S. dollars. Visa· MasterCard· C.O.D. 1._-------------------------

PROTECTO
ENTERPRIZES iWELOV'OVRCUSTO",RS,

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 3121382·5244 10 order



80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE-$149.00*

are

Superior Quality
SUPER HIGH SPEED-160 CPS

COMSTAR T/F 15'h"
PRINTER-S579.00

SUPER HIGH SPEED COMSTAR T/F
15'h" PRINTER has all the leatures of the
SUPER HIGH SPEED COMSTAR T/F 10··
PRINTER plus a 15'h" carriage and more
powerful electronICS to handle larger
ledger bUSiness forms! ExclUSIVe bottom
paper leed! I

PARALLEL INTERFACES
For VIC·20 and COM·64-$49.00

For All Apple Computers-S79.00
NOTE: Other printer interfaces
avaIlable at computer stores!

Double
Immediate Replacement

Warranty
We have doubled the normal 90 day war·
ranty to 180 days. Therefore if your
printer falls within "180 days" from the
date of purchase you simply send your
printer to us via United Parcel Service.
prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY send you
a replacement printer at no charge.
prepaid. This warranty, once again.
proves that WE LOVE OUR
CUSTOMERS!

PRDTECTD
ENTERPRIZES (WHOY'OUACUS''''''AS,

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 80010
Phone 3121382·5244 10 order

and speCIal characters. plus 2K 01 user
definable characters! The COMSTAR TfF
SUPER· tOX PRINTER was Rated NO.1 by
"Popular Science MagaZine," II gIves you
print quality and features found on
printers costing tWice as much!! iCen·
tronlCS Parallel Interface) (Betler than Ep·
son FX 80).

Premium Quality-120 CPS
COMSTAR T/F SUPER·15'h"

PRINTER-S379.00
COMSTAR T/F SUPER 15.. •· PRINTER
has all the features of the COMSTAR TfF
SUPER· lOX PRINTER plus a 15'h·· car·
riage and more powerful electronics
components to handle large ledger
business forms! (Beller than Epson FX
100).

Superior Quality
SUPER HIGH SPEED-160 CPS

COMSTAR T/F 10"
PRINTER-$489.00

SUPER HIGH SPEED COMSTAR TIF
(Tractor Friction) PRINTER has all the
leatures 01 the COMSTAR SUPER· lOX
PRINTER plus SUPER HIGH SPEED
PRINTING- 160 CPS, 100% duty cycle.
8K buffer, diverse character fonts,
special symbols and true decenders, ver·
tical and horizontal tabs. RED HOT
BUSINESS PAINTER at an unbelievable
low price!! (Serial or Centronics Parallel
Interface)

,-------------------------_°,
I Add $17.50 lor shipping. handling and Insurance. WE DO NOT EXPORT I
I TO OTHER COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA I
I Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days I
I

lor delivery, 2 to 7 days lor phone orders, 1 day express mail! Canada I
orders must be in U.S. dollars. VISA - MASTER CARD ACCEPTED. We

I ship C.O.D. 1
~--------------------------.ISUPER·l0" ABCDEFGH I:JKLMNOPCOIRSTUVWXVZ

ABCDEFGHIJkU1NOPQR8TUlJWXYZ 1234:567&90

Premium Quality-120 CPS
COMSTAR T/F SUPER·l0X

PRINTER-S289.00
COMSTAR TIF (Tractor Friction) SUPER
lOX PAINTER gives you all the features
of rhe COMSTAR TIF PRINTER plus a
10" carriage, 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix
with double strike capability for 18 X 18
dot matrix (near letter quality), high
resolution bit Image (120 x 144 dot
matrix), underlining, back spacing, left
and right margin settings. true lower
decenders with super and subscripts.
prints standard, italic, block graphics

·STX·80 COLUMN
PRINTER-S149.00

Prints full 80 columns. Super silent
operation, 60 CPS, prints Hi-resolution
graphics and block graphics. expanded
character set. exceptionally clear
characters. fantastic print quality. uses
inexpensive thermal paper! Best thermal
printer in the U.S.A.! (CentronIcs Parallel
Interface).

"DELUXE COMSTAR T/F
80 CPS PRINTER-$199.00

The COMSTAR TJF (Tractor Friction)
PRINTER is exceptionally versalile. It
prints 8Y.t" x 11" standard size single
sheet stationary or continuous feed com·
puter paper. Bi·directional, impact dot
matrix, 80 CPS, 224 characters. (Cen·
tronics Parallel Interface).

1lI............ No. 25.



4 Color
80 COLUMN Letter Quality

PRINTER/PLOTTER
Super Special

$99
\12 PR\CE
S~LE

• LOWEST PRICE IN U.S.A.

COl1'll1'lodore-64 & VIC-20

ACTUAL PRINT SAMPLES

LOWER CASE - abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyZ

UPPER CASE - ABCDEFGhIJKLMNOPQRSTUUWXYZ

• PROJECTED SALES x
o • 00t'_~. '~C_S'

..... "I("t,J. '.O<'i '~{""1

'.

,.
I ,.
& ,.
I •.

J

• List your programs· High resolution graphics for bar charts and geometric figures (like
spirograph) • Plugs directly into VIC 20 and Commodore 64 - Interface included. Lowest
cost letter quality printer in the country.

At last you can list your programs (even control characters) and make beautiful high resolu
tion graphics at an affordable price. This 80 column leiter quality printer/plolter is great for
making complex bar charts for business plus fancy greeting cards and geometric designs.
Great for homework too. Everyone must have a 4 color printer plolter for their VIC·20 or
Commodore·64. List $199.00. Sale $99.00.

• LOWEST PRICES· 15 DAY FREETRIAL. 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A.· ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL. OVER 500 PROGRAMS. FREE CATALOGS

rA;-;;;;-;:-:;~:;-";;;;-:=:.:':;-;;;;-:;,;,:'i PROT E eTOI pI.... Ide! e" tax. Add $20.00 lor CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII I
I ord.,.. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES. I
I EnClose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Per$onai Check. Allow 14 1 EN TERPRIZES twELQVE OURCUSTOMERSII days lor deH'Iery, 2 10 7 days 101 phone orders. 1 day express mall! I
I Canada orders must be in U.S. doU.rs, Visa· MaSlerCard· C.O.D. I BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
.-------------------------. Phone 3121382·5244 to order

Auder Service No. 251
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quality printer. They are easy to
read, and the author has sacri
ficed "crunching" to make them
more understandable. (He does
tell the user how to crunch.)

The explanations of how the
programs work are not detailed
enough to help a real novice.
However, they are useful to any
one with a little programming ex
perience. The sample runs pro
vide a good example for studying
how to layout the printed page.

This is a solid book. The pro
grams are useful and can readily
be adapted for other applications.
The format makes the book ac
cessible to the beginner with min
imal frustration, yet the programs
are meaty enough to interest more
advanced users.

-AnneUe Hinshaw

MDNITDRS
GORoUA

HEWLETT·PACKARD

/

• ~ ....~\\ CALCULATORS
209 ~ ,"'. 1-IP.1OC 54
489 ",,1> 14....\'· tlP.11C 70 MP1SC 90
425 ,'-...., ~__!i!Q _!1P...JK_ ~
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family car.
Mom and Dad can compute

mortgage payments and interest
on savings. The home worker has
programs to help record time,
make orders, and create bids.

Education programs include an
outline generator, flash cards, and
a question and answer file for test
review. The whole family can
keep up a win/loss record for
their favorite sports team. A pro
gram for keeping track of club
dues is a good way to show off
the computer to friends.

Each program includes a des
cription, instructions for using it,
notes on pitfalls and how to
change the program, a program
listing, a sample run, and a list
of major variables. The listings
are full-size, printed on a letter-

SAVE BIG ON COMPUTER PRODUCTS

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621·1269 EXCEPT IIUno;., AI••k., H.w.;;

COMMODORE 64
PROGRAMS FOR THE
HOME By Charles D.
Sternberg

Commodore 64 Programs for
the Home (Hayden Book Com
pany, 1983) is a model of what
book collections of programs
should be. It includes 39 pro
grams which cover a wide variety
of applications. The listings are
clear and include adequate ex
planations for even the beginning
user.

The book starts with a list of
required equipment. The author
assumes that most Commodore
users have tape drives, but refers
readers to an appendix for help if
they wish to use disk drives. The
introduction explains how each
section is organized.

Sternberg summarizes the ba
sics of entering, debugging, and
using the programs. He notes
such pitfalls as mixing up "0"
and zero, and tells how to make
corrections. This section would
be improved by more explicit in
structions on entering DATA
statements. Many of the programs
require that the user substitute his
own data for sample data given in
the program listings.

The author provides an appen
dix with notes on Commodore
BASIC so people with other
kinds of computers can adapt the
programs. He does not mention
the VIC 20, but most of the pro
grams do not use graphics or
sound, so they should work on
the VIC.

The programs themselves are
varied. About a third of the pro
grams record information by adding
DATA statements to the program
listing and saving the new listing af
ter each entry session. This simple
mechanism is used for recording
fumily history, remembering birth
days, planning meals and family
chores, and keeping records on the
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By Bob I10ret
(VIC version by Robert Alonso)

all users in turn. The next screen to appear is the
instructions. One important part of the instructions
to be kept in mind is if you lose all your money
(Go Broke), you will not be able to bet any more.
After reading the instructions press "ft" and your
first race choices will appear with the odds of each
choice. At the bottom of the display you will be
asked me type of bet you want to make. Press I for
a Win bet, 2 for a Place bet, 3 for a Show bet and
4 for Trifecta. (VIC players can bet to win only.)

A win bet pays the odds shown, a place bet pays
'h the odds shown, and a show bet pays V, the odds
shown. Payoff rules are the same as at the real race
track. If you bet place and your horse wins, you
win. If you bet show and your horse comes in 1st,
2nd, or 3rd, you win.

When all players have entered their bets, the
screen changes to the race track where the race will
take place. All horses will be at the left or starting
gate and the race call will sound. After the race

Continued on page 96
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FOR THE C-64 AND VIC 20*
*4K Expansion Required

D
ouldn't it be great if someone gave
you $500.00 and told you to go to the
races and try your luck? Post Time
will do just thaI. This is an arcade

horse racing game that brings all the thrill and ex
citement of real racing into your home. One to four
players (only one player in VIC version) will enjoy
choosing a horse. making a bet, then cheering their
choice all the way to the finish line. Type in the
program, then save a copy to disk or tape in case of
any typing mistakes.

Once your program is entered, type "RUN", then
press return. The first display you see is the title and
author screen. This screen incorporates a unique
routine to display the author's name. Readers interes
ted in learning programming can incorporate this
routine in their own programs to enhance displays.
After a brief pause, the next screen that appears is
for user information. 64 users, type in the number
of players (I to 4), then type in the first name of
each player. From here on, the program will prompt

i
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SOUND ceONCEPT

IC20FORTHE
By A.]. Kwitowski

IT Ihe Commodore VIC 20 computer has the
ability to produce a wide variety of
sounds. Unfortunately, this ability often
goes untapped as the user is encumbered

and int.imidated by the assortment of POKES and
timing loop necessary to produce sounds. A
BASIC programmer trying to use sound to increase
the quality of a program is particularly constrained,
as only limited quantities and types of instructions
can be executed between the beginning and end of a
given sound.

DESCRwnON
Sound Concept is a group of related programs for

the bare or expanded VIC 20. The package allows
easy creation and use of sounds and strings of
sound within BASIC programs. Sounds created with
Sound Concept play simultaneously with the execu
tion of any BASIC instruction. Although usable in
any type of outside program; the sounds are partic
ularly useful in arcade-type games.

As an example, if you've ever tried to coordinate
a sound that decreases in frequency with your
alien's movement from the top to the bottom of the

screen, I'm sure you've been disappointed. Fiddling
with FOR XX TO YY: NEXT timing loops, you
can achieve either smooth sound or smooth graphic
action, not both. The timing loops that cause the
sound's frequency to change correctly can also
cause the graphic action to slow to an intermittent
crawl or speed to an imperceptible blur.

Sounds created using Sound Concept do not suf
fer from this type of deficiency; they are virtually
self-performing and do not interfere with graphic
action. The sounds are also very easy to initiate
within a user program, requiring only definition of
the variable AD (ADdress of data) and branching to
a subroutine. The subroutine merely POKES the
address carried by AD into two memory locations
and POKES one additional memory cell that starts
the sound(s), Continued execution of the BASIC
program is immediately returned.

A large diversity of sounds and an infinite num
ber of sound strings can be created using Sound
Concept. User selection of volume, frequency, tone,
or change, rate of change, direction of change, dur
ation, effects, and singular or dual channel(s) allows
for highly crearive effects, game melodies, and
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sounds in general.

The basis for Sound Concept is Sounder. It is an
interrupt-driven machine language program which
interprets data and produces the sounds. Additional
Sound Concept software consists of an Editor pro
gram that produces and edits sound data and a
Maker routine that places Sounder, the machine lan
guage, almost anywhere in free memory.

This assonment of software makes Sound Concept
a very useful utility that can be used in conjunction
with most BASIC programs. The Editor is also lots
of fun to play with in its own right!

Only the Sounder program (created with the
Maker routine), a few statements in BASIC, and a
sound data ta!>le are required for use of Sound Con
cept in an outside BASrC program. As nothing
comes free, Jive hundred bytes must be given up to
Sounder's machine language. Minimal additional
memory is needed for the other requirements.

ENTERING SOUND CONCEIT
To use Sound Concept, you must first produce

working versions of the Ediior and the Maker.
There is nothing difficult about doing this and the
effons are very well rewarded.

To function, the Editor, which is written in
BASIC, must coexist in memory with the machine
language program Sowlder. This is readily accom
plished for any of the memory configurations of the
computer, as the Maker program automatically
places Sounder in a specified memory area and pro
tects it from BASIC.

For those readers with a machine language moni
tor, a technique will be described to join the Editor
and Sounder to load as a unit. Readers without a
monitor can also use the Editor, but must first run
Maker to place Sounder in memory, then load the
Editor.

The Editor should be entered into the computer
exactly as given in Listing I. If you want the pro
gram to run in the 3583 bytes available on an unex
panded VIC 20, you must be especially careful, as
there is absolutely no spare memory to be used by
unnecessary spaces within and between commands.
When entry is completed, save the Editor, but do
not run.

Several of the longest lines must be entered using
Commodore's abbreviations for BASIC statements,
e.g., POKE is abbreviated by P,shifted-O. Other
wise, the computer will not accept the lines in their
entirety and the program will not run.

The Maker program creates versions of Sounder
for use in outside programs and with the Editor.
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Maker should be entered into the computer as given
in Listing 2. The data statements, lines 7:70 to 780,
should be entered very carefuly, as any c;rror will
cause a crash when Sounder is activated. The pro
gram will erase itself when done, so be sure Maker
is saved before being run.

LOAD~NG THE EDITOR
Before using the Editor, provisions must be ntade

to place Sounder, the ntachine language, in
memory.

If you don't have access to a machine language
monitor, such as Vicmon or Hesmon, you must load
and run the Maker program first, before the Editor
is loaded. If you are using memory expansion,
make sure it is in place before Maker is loaded.
When run, Maker will ask if you want Sounder
placed at the top of memory or if you want to spe
cify a starring address. Opt for placement at the top
of memory, and Maker will automatically: POKE
the machine code into a 492 byte area at the top of
free memory; lower pointers to protect the code;
display addresses to tum Sounder on and off with
SYS statements; and erase itself.

Once Sounder is in place, the Editor can be load-

[

"Sorry, Cromwell, bUI the computer made a
mistake, and someone has to take the blame; so

we'll have 10 let you go..."

,
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ed, per normal procedure. Once loaded, the ad
dresses following the SYS statements should be
double-checked and changed, if necessary, to insure
that they coincide with the SYS addresses provided
by Maker. The Ediror will now run as designed.

With a machine language monitor, the Editor and
Sounder can be combined to load as a unit. To do
this, first clear the computer by turning it off, then
back on. Now load the Editor, but do not run it.
Type in direct mode: PRINT 256 * PEEK (46) +
PEEK (45) (RETURN). Record the resulting value;
it is the address just past the last line of the pro
gram, where the first byte of the Sounder machine
language will be located. Now, type NEW
(RETURN) and load and run the Maker program.
When requested, input that you want to specify the
starting address and enter the value obtained above.
After Maker has completed its tasks, enter the ma
chine language monitor, find the Sounder machine
code, name it "EDITOR ML" and save it. Again,
tum the computer off, then on, to clear it. Load the
Editor as before. Again, don't tun it. Load the ma
chine language using the command: LOAD
"CREATOR ML",I,1 for tape, or LOAD
"CREATOR ML",8,1 for disk. This will return the
program to its original location in memory. Now se
lect a meaningful name for the program, something
like "EDIWR 8Ku and save it like a nonnal BASIC
program. The computer's operating system will con
sider the machine language as added lines of BASIC
and no alteration of pointers is necessary to protect
the code or to insure a complete save. If everything
went right, and it should, the united program will
run as intended and can be reloaded as a unit when
desired.

Please note that a ven;ion of the Editor/Sounder
created by this technique for a particular memory
configuration will crash if an attempt is made to
run it on a different configuration.

EDITOR
The Editor is menu-driven and allows: sound cre

ation; sound editing; playback of the current sound;
playback of a string of sounds; and display of val
ues of data for re-creating the sound in outside
programs.

A major problem I had in writing Sound Concept
was to to condense the Editor to the point that it
and Sounder would both fit in a bare VIC 20. A re
sult of this is that no REM statements could be in
cluded and the program flow is very difficult to fol
low. Table I is provided to aid in understanding the
workings of the program.

The Create option leads the user through a series
of decisions that determines the characteristics of
the sound. First, volume is selected from high, me
dium, low, and off. Next, duration i chosen from a
range of 2-254 jiffies (l jiffy equals. 1/60 second).
One of nine sound modifien; can be specified: con
stant frequency; increasing frequency at three differ
ent speeds; decreasing frequency at three different
speeds; and variations of what I call "warble" (al
ternating frequencies). The selection of the sound
channel(s) is made from individual or paired match
ings of the VIC's four sound channels. A final deci
sion, probably, is made on the sound's starting fre
quency.

If the starting frequency, duration, and rate of fre
quency change are selected so that the sound will
carry past the limits of the computer's sound chan
nels, producing a pause, this condition is detected.
The very final decision then is to leave the choice
as is or change either the duration or starting fre
quency to end the sound exactly at the limit of the
sound channels. The magnitudes of the optional fre
quency and duration values are displayed to aid in
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flexible storage of data in memory. Each sound re
quires mree bytes of memory for storage of the
sound data. Any string of sound is merely a succes
sion of sounds! ound data bytes, where me last data
byte of the previous sound is altered, signifying
Sounder to continue wim me next sound. The only
input Sound Concept's machine language requires is
the address of the first byte of sound data; all the
rest is taken care of automatically. Therefore, me
user is free to put data for sounds!sound strings
anywhere memory is free, i.e., not occupied by
BASIC or Sound Concept's machine language.
Placement of sound data at several different me
mory areas is also feasible.

The one restriction on data placement in normally
free memory is me first 16 bytes of the cassette
buffer, 828 to 845 decimal, $033C to $034D hex.

COlllinued on page 96

the selection.
If off was selected for the volume. the Create

routine ends after me specification of duration, as
the omer factors are meaningless. Pauses in a ound
string are created in this manner.

On the second and each following sound creation,
a decision mSul be made on whether or not me up
coming sound will be included 10 me previous
string. Sound strings of any length are created this
way.

Additional options on me main menu are PLAY
SOUND and PLAY SOUND STRI G. PLAY
SOUND displays the chosen factors and plays the
most recent creation. PLAY SOUND STRING play
any number of the created sounds in succession, up
to last time me response was "yes" to the question
"START OF A NEW SOUND STRING?" Both
PLAY options terminate with a return to the main
menu.

The EDIT opt ion Iists the chosen factors for the
current sound. then asks for the factor to be chang
ed. The options on that factor are then displayed, as
in the CREATE routine. After input on the change
is received, the revised sound is automatically
played and a return to the main menu is executed.
Reselecting the EDIT option repeats the above pro
cess, allowing a quick and comprehensive fine
tuning of the sound.

The option DISPLAY DATA provides a listing of
the sound identifiers, or data, for the current sound
string. The routine assumes the user's program will
store sound data in the cassette buffer, as the Editor
does, and gives the starting address of me string's
data. This information needs to be recorded if me
sounds are to be used in an outside program.

Although lack of memory did not allow me to in
corporate a dump of me sound data to a printer,
mis can be readily accomplished. While the data is
being displayed on me screen, press the RUN/STOP
key. In direct mode, type:

OPEN 4,4:CMD4:GOT0122 [RETURN].

The information on the screen will be transferred to
me printer. Again, hit RUN/STOP. Now type:

PRINT#4:CLOSE 4:GOT0122 [RETURN].

Program execution will resume with no loss of the
created sounds.

SOUND DATA
The structure of Sound Concept provides for very
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Line 2

Line 4

Line 6-10

Line 12

Line 14

Line 15
Line 18
Lines 20-22
Line 24

Lines 26-30
Lines 32-36
Lines 38-42

Lines 44-48
Lines 50-54
Lines 56-84

Lines 86-90
Lines 92-102

Lines 104-106
Lines 108-120
Lines 122-128
Lines 130-136
Line 138
Lines 140-148

TABLE 1
Define screen color variable; set
data table to ca sette buffer.
Subroutine to print highlighted
numbers.
Subroutine to clear screen; change
border color; print options.
Subroutine to change letters to nu
merical values.
Subroutine to clear screen, position
cursor, and initiate highlighted
printing.
Subroutine to read text.
PLAY SOUND STRING subroutine.
CREATE SOUND main subroutine.
Clear sound initiation cells; read
options data; start SOU DER.
Main menu.
Subroutine to select channel.
Subroutine to select starting
frequency.
Subroutine to select duration.
Subroutine to select sound modifier.
Subroutine to detect, display, and
change pau e.
Subroutine to select volume.
Subroutine to zero factors and deter
m,ine sound string continuation.
EDIT subroutine.
PLAY SOUND subroutine.
DISPLAY DATA subroutine.
Main menu subroutine.
Turn off sounder.
Data
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By Bernhardt Hurwood

don't want to know anything about
programming a computer. I just want
to use one."

The preceding statement, while sac
rilege to the average Ahoy! reader, represents the
attitude of the majority of microcomputer owners.
Most lack either the time or the inclination to delve
deeply into programming language. Neither,
however, can the average user afford all the soft
ware he would ideally like to own; nor, in many
cases. can the software which fits his unique needs
be found anywhere.

If you've read the introduction to program genera
tors that begins on page 23, you know that a solution
exists. So let's examine the CodeWriter series, which
has made it possible for non-programmers, using
plain English, to create their own software for what
ever purpose they choose.

CodeWriter Corporation (formerly Dynatech Mi
crosoftware) offers two file writing programs, Home
FileWriter and FileWriter 2. Home FileWriter ($69.95)
is the less expensive and simpler. Typical of its ap
plications are tax planning, recipe files, budgeting,
scheduling of bill payments, household inventories,
and calendar planning.

FileWriter 2 ($99.00) is more sophisticated. It
was formerly named CodeWriter-now the name of
the entire series. And like the other program gen
erators in the series, it prov ides all the necessary on-

screen instruction and prompting to permit non-pro
grammers to design the applications they need in mi
nutes. One can build a whole library of unique pro
grams; furthermore, FileWriler 2 automatically de
bugs programs, enabling trouble-free operations in
the future. It even has a menu-creation capability
which allows programs to be run with a single key
stroke. Business applications include accounts paya
ble, accounts receivable, inventory control, personnel
records, ledger systems, and sales forecasts.

MenuWriler ($29.95) is another practical program
generator, capable of creating as many as twenty dif
ferent 'screen menus, each of which will display up
to fifteen directory entries. All the user has to do is
touch an individual key and MenuWriler will load
and run any program displayed in the menus. Says
Dynatech's Y.P. of Sales, Cw. Wright, "The user
simply tells MenuWriler what he wants to do and
how the files are to be indexed-letters, numbers, or
some combination-and MenuWriler automatically
translates the plain English instructions and writes
the computer language code which actually does the
work in the computer."

For the user who needs highly specialized pro
grams that are too tied into personal needs, the ELF,
or Easy Language Form system ($49.00) is ideal.
Suppose you want to build your own ultralight air
craft which will be powered with. a VW engine mo
dified to run on kerosene. Before you get going you
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must calculate all the necessary aerodynamic ele
ments, then your projected costs, and finally what
your operational and maintenance expenses will be.
With ELF you can do all of that without having to
understand an iota of programming language. The
custom programming process is purely visual. It in
volves the entry of your own ideas on the screen in
a simple basic language form. Once you have done
that. ELF writes the computer code and your
uniquely created program is ready to run. For the
business user. ELF makes it possible to custom-de
sign form Ictler~. personal spreadsheets. even
analysis systems for organizational purposes. For
the recre.llional user. it makes possible the creation
of games.

At the same price as ELF, the computer novice
can now have Dialog, which enables him to create
his own interactive programs. This is especially valu
able to those who want to write educational or game
programs. With Dialog, a user controls text, ques
tions, and answers, all by means of simple onscreen
procedures. Before Dialog, interactive programming
could be performed only by an experienced, profes
sional programmer.

For the game addict, AdvelllureWriter ($49.00) is a
must. Imagine the possibilities of tmnsferring your
own adventure fantasies to the screen via the home
computer. Is science fiction your bag? If 0, you can
dream up any plot you wish. Send your hero across
the galaxy in a faster-than-light starship to save the
eanh from destruction. The enemy can consist of
scaly, super-intelligent, carbon monoxide-breathing
creatures that can beam deadly lasers at any target.
It is their plan to invade eanh and turn it into a
planetwide creche for their roclike embryos. They

Home File
Writer lets you

generaJe pro
grams for bud

geting, tax
planning, pay

ment sched
uling, etc.

READER SER
VICE NO. 230
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FilcWriter 2 fea
tures automatic
debugging and a
menu-creation
capability that
allows programs
10 be fIIn with a
single keystroke.
READERSER
VICE NO. 231

must first burn off the eanh's atmosphere and re
place it with the lethal carbon monoxide they re
quire. It is the hero's task to thwdn the monster mce
and destroy them.

If that son of thing inspires you to sit back and
yawn, perhaps you would prefer to create an alter
nate world where magic reigns instead of science; a
world of sorcerers, dragons, flying horses, magic
swords, witches, unicorns, and hidden treasure. The
characters you people this world with depend strictly
on you. Think of the hazards you can create: boiling
seas, caves inhabited by cannibal istic amazons, poi
sonous fogs, and vampires' castles.

But if fantasy and science fiction are not your cup
of tea, you can create jungle adventures, war games.
undersea exploration games, traditional treasure
hunts, even adventures in the wilds of the corporate
buardroom. As Warren Shore. President of Code
writcr. put it: "Yuu are not buying a une-purpose
game application. You are gelling a games system
that allows you to create a vinually limitless number
of games:'

An added feature. which tcchnically applics to all
of the program generators described here, is that any
program you create is your own propeny which un
der existing laws may be copyrighted in your name,
and which then becomes proprietary software for the
rest of your life plus fifty years. For the individual
with a creative mind and an entrepreneurial bent,
this could easily become the beginning of a new ca
reer, or at the very least, a profitable sideline. But
whether you want to stan a software business, or
merely take advantage of your computer to its fullest
capability, program generators such as these open up
a whole ncw world fur lIsers. 0
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A GUIDE FOR PARENTS
Part IV

By Richard Herring

he Office of Technical Assessment, cre
ated by Congress to keep it informed of
technical usage. predicts that halF the Fam
ilies in this country may have home com

puters by the end of the decade. Of the families that
own computers today, 46 percent bought them with
the idea of improving their children's education.
What are the brands to buy? During 1983, 87 percent
of the computers bought by schools were Apples,
Radio Shacks, and Commodores, according to a
study by Knowledge Industry Publications of White
Plains, New York, Microcomputer Hardware alld
Software ill the EI-Hi Market /983-lrl.

Terrel Bell, Secretary of the Department of Educa
tion, when interviewed by InfoWorid said, "I believe
that the computer, especially the inexpensive micro
computer, is going to change American education

probably more dmmatically than any other develop
ment that I see on the horizon:' Bell made it clear
that he thinks micros will "be a great asset in pro
viding students with an interactive learning environ
ment." This series of articles is wriuen to help you
turn your Commodore into an interactive learning
environment for your child to use at home.

EDUCATIONAL VALUE
The criteria by which you, as a parent, can judge

the educational value of software are both the hard
est and the easiest to apply. The packaging and do
cumentation should provide some of the information
you need. Look for the background and education of
the program's authors. Certainly a high school kid
who is a programming whiz may write good educa
tional software, but it is more likely that professional
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ware differently. Once a softwdre company realizes
the traits that underlie good educational programs,
the results are obvious. Spinnaker's Seuss demands
that educational software be innovative. Seeing only
three themes in arcade software-shoot something,
chase something, or dodge something-he wants
more from his company's products.

Snooper Troops tea
ches data organiVng.
READER SVc. NO. 236--..set ."J6t'5' ....__...

computers, not books or TV. Tom Snyder, author of
Snooper Troops and president of Tom Snyder Pro
ductions, began his career as a teacher who happened
to have a computer in his classroom. As a self
described nerd who wanted to play with the com
puter, he began to write educational programs.

That's when he found that if he wrote a game that
only interested one child in his class of twenty-five,
he would create twenty-four problems. He learned to
get lots of kids involved and to avoid the general trend
toward boring educational software. Snyder now lets
his creative juices flow, but through the programming
talents of the seventeen people in his company. He
says he no longer programs anything they let out the
door.

Other. less well-known teachers have turned into
programmers too. Dale Disharoon is a good example.
Just a few years ago he was teaching at an elementary
school in California. He is now the author (along
with Jim Bach) of Spinnaker's Hey Diddle Diddle and
Alphabet UJo. In Hey Diddle Diddle a child must
unscramble the lines of a poem (there are 30 poems
with 8 lines each). When he is successful, his reward
is a song and a colorful graphics display of the
characters in the poem. This program reinforces
reading skills, grammar, rhyming, and logical
thinking.

ext. consider the credentials of the company. If a
software company has been around for a while and
has a history of well-received products. there is pro

bablya reason. Big name
companies are less likely
to attach their reputations
(and their advertising
budgets) to marginal pro
grams. That does not
mean you should rule out
new, single-product com
panies. just that you
should evaluate the soft-

Child picks time limit.
READER SVc. NO. 235

Match timing with skill.
READER svc. NO. 234

educators will do so. Programs whose authors are
leachers or have advanced degrees in education are
more likely to use proper teaching techniques.

As home computer education becomes big
business, you'll see some legendary characters get
ting involved. A little more than a year ago,
Theodor Geisel signed a contract with Coleco to de
sign videogames. That may not mean much unless
you know his more popular pseudonym-Dr. Seuss.
More recently, at the
Winter Consumer Elec
tronics Show, CBS Soft
ware made plain its com
mitmentto the education
business. CBS an
nounced a line of educa
tional software, based on
the television series Mis
ter Rogers' Neighbor-

hood, on which Fred Ro
gers will collaborate. Al
ready in the big name
business, CBS has
worked with the
Children's Television
Workshop (Sesame
Street).

Also, look for a col-
laboration of authors. To

expect a single author to be an educator, program
mer, musician, and graphics designer is asking a lot.
David Seuss, president of Spinnaker Software, says it
is not uncommon to have professional musicians i~

volved in developing educational software. And he's
right. In mid-I983, Atari hired Ed Borgas as a musi
cal consultant. Borgas has composed scores for mo
vies, commercials, and TV shows including Peanuts
specials, Here Comes Garfield, and Sesame Street.
Educational music software for Commodore compu
ters from CBS has been produced by the Emmy
award winning Dovetail Group. This software features
the Jazz Scats, an offbeat musical trio.

Other educational software authors lay claim to
their reputations based on what they have done with
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Is the program clear about its specific teaching ob
jectives? The packaging should not only tell you
what those objectives are, but when you load the
program, the objectives also should fit what you see.
If they do not, try to figure out what the program i
attempting to do. The objectives should be geared
toward the computer as a tool. If meeting these ob
jectives can be accomplished more easily or better
with a different tool, then use it, not a computer.

In the pair of Snooper Troops adventure games
The Granite Poillf Ghost and The Disappearing Dol
phin-the educational intent is clear. It is to teach
children to organize data; they must draw maps, take
notes, and analyse facts. These games meet their ob
jective. Their author, Tom Snyder, says that he likes
the fact that the instructions do not say to "Get a
pencil, get paper." As kids play the game, though.
they realize they cannot remember all they need to
know and soon they are scouring the house for a
pencil.

Spinnaker's Story Machine is designed to let chil
dren write their own simple short stories and then
automatically animate them onscreen. However, it
falls short of its objectives. Some real limits are
placed on the child's creative ability. If you try to
use too many actors (nouns) on the screen at one
time, the program will stop. Or, the program may
cross out a word you have just typed in. Before your
story gets very complicated, you are liable to run
out of space. Once you figure out the boundaries of
your creative environment everything works fme, but
those boundaries do not encompass as much territory
as the program objectives might lead you to believe.

Many well thought out programs even include
ways to determine if the child is actually learning
what the software purports to teach. These tend to
be some of the newer educational titles since much
of the early software did not teach-it just let you
practice what you already knew. PreschooL IQ
Builder I from POI lets you check your child's score
on any lesson. Just press the zero key and you will
find out if your child has mastered the material.

Make sure the educational program you're about to
purchase is not a poor quality game, which would
never sell well, repackaged as educational software
in hopes that its slow action will be acceptable.
"Few educational titles are based on rigorous aca
demic protocols," according to Sherwin A. Steffin,
an educational technologist with expertise in high
school and college course design and vice president
of Eduware. "There is great stress on being colorful
and entertaining. But often the instructional values
are missing. Some products simply rehash software

designed for fun rather than for learning." If the
program does not say what its teaching objectives
are, perhaps the author did not know.

Does the program list the prerequisite skills need
ed by the child? Even very young children can grasp
advanced concepts if they are presented properly. By
the same token, a piece of educational software
geared toward your child's age group may require a
skill that your child does not have yet. Unless you
are willing to spend a sub tantial amount of time
with your child and the program. fru tration is the
sure result. Programs should give you ome idea of
the behaviors and knowledge your child needs to use
them succe sfully.

Back to PreschooL IQ Builder I, we find a pro
gram which POI claims is designed for three to six
year olds. Teaching the concepts of same and dif
ferent, the program shows two objects on the TV
screen. The child must decide whether the colors or
letters are the same, or match letters on the screen
with those on the keyboard. For many six year old
children this activity will be much too easy. You
should decide its value for your child before you
buy. Your three year old will be able to u e it over a
period of years. Your precocious five or six year old
may look at it only once.

Watch how the program responds when you type
in something. Do the graphics draw your attention to
irrelevant portions of the screen? Your child's eyes
will certainly be drawn to the action. Sandra Curtis,
director of researcb for Joyce Hakansson Associates,
points out that children tend to learn what they find
interesting, not what adults say is important.

Some software disrupts your attention to the learn
ing objectives by its own attempt to keep your atten
tion. Typing Strategy, from Behavioral Engineering,
is an elaborate tutorial for beginning or advanced
typists. But its busy screen is distracting. Two. or
even three, things are usually going on at one time.
How do you decide what to pay attention to?

The action should be where the learning is. 71,e
Game Show is a good example of a program which
draws your attention to relevant facts. Advanced
Ideas' program is similar to the TV game Password,
with the moderator and one of each team's players
shown on the computer screen. When your computer
partner gives you a clue, the moderator looks at
your partner, the clue appears in a bubble above his
head, and all other action on the screen stops. As
the clue to the secret word is given, the action
directs your attention to that clue. then stops when
you are looking right where you should be.

Does the computer respond with a squawk when
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you guess wrong? Some children are very hesitant to
use software which lets everyone in the room know
when they give an incorrect answer. This is less of a
problem with Commodore computers than with Ap
ples and Ataris. Many programs for those machines
generate sounds which can not be turned down or
off merely by twisting a TV knob. Watch your
child's reaction to the various beeps and squeeks
used by programs. Even a beep for a correct answer,
if it is the same beep every time, can get old.

Does the progranl present problems in traditional
ways? For younger children, arithmetic problems
should be presented vertically. Only older children
will be familiar with the horizontal display of math
problems most common on computers. Symbols
should match tho c used by children. To most kids,
an asterisk does not imply multiplication.

ADD/SUB from Boston Educational Computing
Inc. is a good example of familiar problem format-

For many types of educational software, timing is
also important. Whether in school at age six or in
the business world at age thirty-six, your child will
eventually face time limits. ADD/SUB lets you
choose the speed at which answers must be given.
With a default of about seven seconds, this peed
option should allow your child to benefit from the
program over a longer period of time.

Another game from the same company, NUMBER
Continued 011 page 9/

ting. Choosing addition or subtraction, you can have
the program present problems with one to four digits
and with decimals. Problems that require carrying
and borrowing can also be included. Large, easy to
read numbers appear onscreen with a plus or minus
sign and a line drawn between the problem and the
answer. Answers are given one digit at a time, from
right to left, just like they would be on paper. If a
kid is just learning to carry or borrow, he can get
help by having an arrow point to the column from
which he has borrowed or to which he must carry.
This type of problem format will seem fumiliar to
your child; he can concentrate on the arithmetic, not
new rules imposed by the software for doing it.

Similarly, for multiple choice questions, the an
swers should be stacked one above the other as they
appear in most standardized tests. The child' choice
should not be made by highlighting the whole an·
swer he wants to pick. Rather, just the number next
to the answer should be highlighted since this is vi
sually more similar to circling the correct answer on
a written multiple-choice exam.

Another example of using traditional methods is
Academy Software's Typing Tutor. It comes with the
same kinds of instructions that a typing instructor
would give. Finger placement, posture, and elbow
position are all described. Punctuation must be fol
lowed by proper spacing. And, unlike some other
typing program , the scoring formula used is the
same one you would find in any beginning class for
budding young typists.

Typing Tutor
uses many of
the same in
stmctions that a
typing instmetor
would give.
READER SER
ViCe NO. 262
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In Hey Diddle
Diddle, the child
must unscramble
the lines of one
of 30 eight-line
poems. The pro
gram reinforces
reading skills,
grammar, rhym
ing, and logical
thinking.
READER SER
VICE NO. 260

Story Machine
lets children write
their own simple
short stories and
automatically
animate them
onscreen.
READER SER
VICE NO. 261
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THE e-64

By Bob Uoret

joystick movement.
After this is completed, the program will show the

start of the first of three legs with the message
"GET READY" and the name of the first player. A
short delay and the screen will start scrolling up
wards as you ski down the course. The object is to
ski between the two flags (also called Gates). You
will be penalized for every flag or obstacle your ski
er hilS on the way down. When you hit an obstacle,
your skier will lose his balance and go up on one
ski but then recover. At the end of each leg, your to
tals will be displayed with the message "NEXT
LEG COMING UP" at the bottom of the screen.
You will then go into the second leg which is a little
more difficult and then the third leg which is still
more difficult. Your final totals will then be dis
played with the message "NEXT PLAYER
PLEASE" on the bottom of the screen. Player Num
ber 2 will then start from the beginning of the
course and go through all three legs with his total
displayed after each leg. This will continue until all
players have gone through the whole course. All pla
yers' final totals will be displayed and the program
will end.

For those interested in programming, the following
is a Iist of program flow:

IW Iith the winter ski season over for most
of North America, and many ski bums
wavering between a trip to the Alps
and suicide, Ahoy! provides an

alternative-Alpiner for the C-64.
Alpiner is not just another skiing progf:!I11, it's a

challenge that only the best will conquer. Designed
for one to four players, it has three different screens
(called legs) and three difficulty levels. I suggest you
start with the easy level to get the feel of the cour
ses. Type in the program. then save a copy to disk
or tape in case of any typing errors. Since the pro
gram moves the character set and uses an assembly
subroutine to read the joystick, a typo may lock up
your computer.

After saving a copy of the program, type "RUN"
and press return. The fun begins when the title
screen appears and the question "ENTER NUMBER
OF PLAYERS" is displayed. The program will ac
cept from I to 4 players. Less than I or more than
4 will be rejected and the program will restart. After
the number of players has been entered, the program
will ask for the first names of the players. Enter the
first names and pres return. The next screen will
ask you for the difficulty level. Select 1 for Ama
teur, 2 for Professional, or 3 for Alpiner level of
play and press return. The message "Hold on ... I'm
arranging the course" will appear on the screen with
a short pause. In this time, the program is moving
the character set, creating sprites, and installing a
machine language subroutine in memory to read the

Lines 1-4
Lines 10-70
Lines 100-180

Title and author information.
Title screen and user information.
Player difficulty level.

Continued on page 93
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SPARE CHANGE
Broderbund Software
C-64
Disk

There's trouble at the Spare
Change Arcade. Two Zerks have
escaped from their coin-operated
Zerk Show machine and are on
the loose. They're trying to col
lect enough tokens to retire but,
as owner of the arcade, it's up to
you to stop them.
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Spare Change. i-n
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_Broderbund_
Keep the Zerks gainfuUy employed.

READER SERVICE NO. 232

To keep them from retiring you
must deposit eighteen tokens in
the arcade's token bins before the
Zerks can get five tokens into
their piggy bank. Tokens can be
taken from the token machines
that are around the arcade and,
occasionally, you can fmd them
in the coin-return slots of the
payphones.

In order to keep the Zerks
from filling their piggy bank be
fore you can fill the token bins,
you must provide distractions to
keep them from the task at hand.
Fortunately, the Zerks aren't ter
ribly bright, and are easily
distracted.

One way of distracting the
Zerks is by means of the juke

box. Simply drop in a token and
when the music starts, the Zerks
will drop whatever they're doing
and begin dancing like fools. As
the game progresses, you can
keep them busy by depositing to
kens in the popcorn machine
(Zerks love to watch the stuff
popping), or by calling one pay
phone from another. The Zerks
will answer and take time out for
a little conversation.

Once you've acquired at least
ten tokens and placed them in the
bins, the door to the Zerk show
opens and you can enter for a
brief rest and to get credit for to
kens already collected. For every
token above nine, you get a mo
ney bag. Collect nine money bags
and you advance to the next le
vel. Every time you complete a
level, you get to watch a hu
morous Zerk Cartoon and after
completing four levels you get
your own Zerk Show booth for
your collection.

Spare Change is a mildly ad
dicting game with a sense of hu
mor. Although veteran gamers
will quickly find it easy to outwit
the Zerks repeatedly, level after
level, the game includes a "Con
trol Zerks" option that allows you
to increase the game's difficulty.
By pressing fl, you call up the
Zerk Control Panel that lets you
modify nine facets of the Zerks'
behavior. This option insures that
your hundredth visit to the Spare
Change Arcade will be as much
fun as your frrst.

Broderbund Software, 17 Paul
Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903
(415-479-1170).

-lloyd Davies

AIRLINE
Adventure International
C-64
Disk

Because Airline makes little use
of the C-64's graphic capabilities

and produces not so much as a
single beep from the computer's
sound chip, you might consider it
a board game that you play on
your computer. Like many board
games, Airline is a strategic con
test which involves the conquest
and management of territory.

The territories, in this case, are
thirty-six U.S. cities like New
York, Dallas, L.A., and Washing
ton. Each city is acquired not

A corporate battle for the skies.
READER SERVICE NO. 233

through military confrontation
and the placement of troops, but
by purchasing landing rights and
basing commercial aircraft at
each location.

Up to four human or computer
controlled players begin the game
with $100,000 each. This initial
capital is used to buy landing
rights which vary in price direct
ly with the size of the city. While
landing rights in New York will
cost you almost twice as much as
L.A. rights, once the fares start
rolling in, a New York-based
plane will earn far more than a
similar plane based in L.A.

A second factor in determining
the amount of the fares you will
receive is the type of aircraft in
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YOU GO TO BEAT J.R~
AT HIS OWN GAME?

oat4Softe
19808 Nonlhoff Place. Chatsworth. CA 91311 Phone (818) 701-5161

This year's hottest graphic adventure game puts you in the hot seat. If you're like most of us, you've
probably sat in front of a television and cooled your heels watching J.R~· walk all over family,
friends, anyone who gets in his way.

Now it's your turn to even the score. The Dallas QuestT" lets you write yourself into the script.
And out of the country. The adventure takes you to hidden jungles deep in South America where
primitive gods rule the land. Then back to Southfork" where money reigns supreme. As many as 40
scene changes over 2 continents test you logic, determination, grit and eventually greed. If you
succeed in outwitting JR.'" bysecuring asecret oil field for Sue Ellen, there's $2,000,000 and her
personal congratulations waiting for you.

From the opening to the closing scene you'll be captivated by the graphic realism. Each one
was drawn and detailed by professional artists and developed in con

junction with the producers of "Dallas.'''" The hi-resolution
clarity and visual panning motions are only afew of the surprises
waiting for you.

In the Dallas Quest,T" there's one thing you're certain to
learn. Whether pursued by the power hungryJR.;" or blood
thirsty natives, it really is a jungle out there.

Available now for Atari and Commodore 64
Computers and coming soon for the Apple II Series and

IBM PC and PC/JR. Suggested retail $34.95.
Check with your local home computer software

retailer for The Dallas Quest," and to learn of
other great programs from Datasoft® send for
a free consumer catalog.

IlWl«lIt l$ I rrdllmd IIWtllll~ dI~ Ille--l.oriIrl;&r.lla1la,J It. SolIIM. E'Ioullt :and Thr n.!1a Quet
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operation. When you purchase a
plane to base at one of the cities
to which you own landing rights,
you can chose from a prop. air
bus, DC-IO, B-747, or Concorde.
The larger the plane, the greater
the revenue, and the costlier the
original investment.

Each time all players complete
their turns by either buying land
ing rights or aircraft, the compu
ter calculates the tares for each
player, and adds these to the
scores. At the end of the game
the airline entrepreneur with the
most money wins.

Airline is an enjoyable game,
but because your options are lim
ited to buying unowned landing
rights and purchasing airplanes to
base at those sites, the game
often grinds to a halt if you
choose to playa large number of
turns. Once all landing rights
have been bought and you've up
graded all your planes to Con
cordes, there's nothing left to do
but collect the computer-assigned
fares. What the game really needs
is a larger assortment of cities,
more interaction between players.
and an element of chance.

Airline could have had players
competing for landing rights in
hundreds of cities all over the
globe. Players could have been
allowed to trade or even auction
off landing rights and aircraft to
other players. Individual fares
could have been selected by the
players with the computer deter
mining how much revenue that
particular fare would generate.
Finally, fares could vary from
time to time because of seasonal
travel, weather, natural disasters,
etc.

Instead, Airline is a simple
contest which gives players little
to think about and even less to
do. With Airline, the skies may
be "friendly," but they're also
pretty boring.
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Adventure International, Box
3435, Longwood. FL 32750
(305-862-6917).

-lloyd Davies

MONSTER SMASH
Datomost
C-64
Disk, cassette; joystick

It isn't often that a unique skill
and-action game comes along.
Monster Smash is one.

Monster Smash: a graveyardmash?
READER SERVICE NO. 245

You are the caretaker of a mon
ster-infested graveyard. The mon
sters ("A wild and furious bunch
who like to party and raise the
dead") are dying to escape the
graveyard and wreck havoc on the
nearby town. Most other caretak
ers might let them go-good rid
dance, no?-but you are a com
munity-minded sort, so your task
is to stomp them as they go rac
ing by.

The game screen can roughly
be compared to the Hollywood
Squares board. A grid is formed
by a series of horizontal gates.
Forming the squares are tomb
stones with which you flatten the

creatures. The creatures appear
onscreen upper left and make a
dash for screen right. With your
joystick you flip the gates into a
vertical position and down again
to a horizontal. In this manner
you divert the monsters down
screen and into the path of your
tombstones: they will scurry to
the right whenever a gate is open
to them. As the monsters keep
coming, three and four and more
at a time, you keep slamming
and swishing them by pushing
the fire button. Complicating
matters are visitors and kids. If
you allow them to pass through
the graveyard unsmashed, you
gain extra points. Keyboard con
trol options allow more precise
control of gates and tombstones,
and there are six levels of
difficulty.

Don't be fooled by the title.
There is very little in the way of
spooky atmosphere, no creepy
music. screams, or digital gore.
The monsters are funny-looking
and lovable, really. with names
like Spirits, Smokey, Eyes, Claws,
Eggs and Snakes. The sound ef
fects are like staccato broom
strokes: they help contribute to
the helter-skelter nature of the
game. And it does get chaotic,
with dozens of gates and tomb
stones flipping and an endless
WdVe of scurrying groaties rushing
by. Mindless but witty reflex-test
ing fun.

Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Ave..
Chatsworth. CA 91311-2750.

-Tim Moriarty

THE SMART 64
TERMINAL PLUS 2
Microtechnic Solutions Inc.
C-64
Disk

This full-featured terminal
package is designed to be used in
conjunction with the Commodore
64. one or two disk drives, a
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A fllll-Jeatured terminal package.
READER SERVICE NO. 254

REVIEWS

for BASIC program files to se
quential text files and the reverse
conversion procedure. Only stan
dard V1C/64 BASIC commands
without extensions are converted.
Special commands, such as from
the VIC Super Expander or from
Simo/ls' BASIC, will be saved as
direct text.

This last limitation can easily
be overcome on downloaded files
by loading the program, listing the
prOblem lines to the screen. and
hitting a carriage return over each
prOblem line. The conversion
from program to sequential files
may be a problem with most
BASIC extensions. In this case.
the computer itself can be used to
create the sequential file. This is
readily managed by OPENing a
sequential file in direct mode, ex
ecuting a CMD command to the
open file and LiSting the pro
gram to the disk drive. Do not
forget to complete the procedure
with a PRJ T# followed by a
CLOSE conunand. The resulting
text file can be uploaded by the
Smart 64 Ten/li/lal PillS 2 without
any difficulty.

To aid in the processing of
downloaded files, a review and
extract feature is provided. This
makes it easy to separate program
text and image files from the b0
dy of the download files for fur
ther processing. A word processor
which reads sequential files can
be used to perform this function
as well. The limiting factor is the
size of the download file. The
Sman 64 Termi/lal PillS 2 can cre
ate a text file which will fill all
available space on the disk. Most
word processors are limited to
available memory in the size of
the files they can handle.

Messages and other text must
also be processed from sequential
text files. Brief text files, up to
nine 80 character lines, can be
created and edited by the 1650
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format or in standard ASCll for
mat. The program will handle the
conversion from Commodore
ASCII as required. The use of
ASCII text files is necessitated by
the industry communications stan
dards. Binary or program files
will invariably contain characters
that will be interpreted by the ter
minal software as various control
codes. Any attempt to transmit a
binary file in its original fonn
will lead to unpredictable results.

Several utilities are provided to
get around these restrictions. Two
programs handle the conversion

disk is provided for as well. A
somewhat abbreviated DOS wedge
utility allows disk access without
leaving the main program.

The feature which will be of
greatest interest to most users is
the abil ity to download and up
load files. The Sman 64 Tenninal
PillS 2 has several ways to handle
these operations. To begin with,
all upload and download files
must be ASCII files. These can
be either in Commodore ASCn

printer, and either the model 1600
modem or the model 1650 auto
matic modem. It's packed with
useful leatures that greatly assist
the user in performing various te
lecommunications chores, not the
least notable of which is the abili
ty to upload and download files.

Operation of the program re
quires two disks, the original pro
gram or "System" disk, and a
user disk. The lalter is initially
preparcd using the Sman 64 Build
program included on the original
program disk. The user disk con
wins the various parameter files
such as the ASCII conversion ta
bles, modem seltings, function key
assignments, printer parameters,
and screen color settings. All
download and upload files are
stored on this disk as well. If you
havc occasion to communicate
with more than one host compu
ter. you should creatc a separate
cu tomized user disk for each
one.

Thc package provides a number
of convenience features. The func
tion keys arc put to good use with
fI transmitting the user ID and f2
thc user Password. The 28 kilo
byte buffer, used for temporary
storage of downloaded data, is
toggled on and off with function
key D. Up to four 80 character
lines may be assigned to function
keys f4-f7 for single key transmis
sion to a remote terminal. AII
standard control codes are trans
mitted with the CTRL kcy. The
main option menu can be ac
cessed at any time with function
key rs. A screen dump to the
printer is available while on-line
by simultaneously pressing the
Commodore/British Pound keys.
Communication with the host
computer is automalically suspen
ded when the last two options are
exercised.

The ability to suspend commun
ication and send stored data to



Automodem section of the Smart
Tennina/ program. Larger text
ftJes will have to be created with
your own word processor or text
editor. These files must be created
a sequential files. Easy Script is
suitable for this purpose. Just
stick to plain text with carriage
returns, avoiding any of the em
bedded format commands, to stay
out of trouble.

An alternative method is provi
ded for handling program files.
This approach will handle ma
chine language programs as well
as all extensions to BASIC. The
process involves forming an
ASCn image file of the original
binary program file. What this
does is read the original program
data, a byte at a time. The corre
sponding hexadecimal values, in
ASCn format, are then sent to a

NEW C·64
SAIL TO AMERICA

A totally new computer expertence

• Per.nt, Tell your kids Cadmean's The
Voyage 01 the Mayflower has all the
cok>r. sound and excitement they love.
Challenge the mighty Atlantic. defy Its
roaring storms and bring your passen
gers safely to the new world. There's
nevar been an experience like it. Any
where.

• Kldl Tell Y9ur parents The Voyage of the
Mayflower is a terrific learning adven
ture. Recreate the hazards and drama of
the first Pilgrim voyage. Learn about sail
ing strategy. weather, navigation and
history. The more you know the more fun
it Is. Every level Is 8 unique experience
whether you're 6 or 60. Unforgettable.

• Femlll•• Pit your imagination againsl
the wor1d as the Pilgrims knew it. Share
the exciting journey to a new life In a new
land. Risk the danger and feel the joy.
Learn together how the Mayflower sailed
Inlo history on Ihe courage of those few
who dared.

All this and a FREE 11 x 16 Poster for only
$29.

School and dealer inquiries weJcomed
DISK ONLY

ORDER NOW. FREE shipping for Master·
Card and Visa orders. Call (313) 994-0845
Day or Night. C.O.D., checks. moneyor·
ders add $3.00 shipping.

CAOMEAN CORP.,
309 Koch, Ann Arbor, MI48103

R..dM hrvIoe No. 271
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sequential text file. This file can
be easily uploaded and downloa
ded as any other text fIle. The re
verse conversion involves reading
the ASCn file, converting the
hexadecimal representation back to
the corresponding binary value,
and sending the corresponding
values back to a program file.

The procedure worked well.
The only limitation is that both
the sending and receiving parties
must have the necessary conver
sion software. The file format is
fully described in the manual so
that any reasonably competent
programmer can write the neces
sary conversion code. Machine
language would be desirable as
the proces will be rather slow in
BASIC. Although the manual does
not mention this, it is our under
standing that Compuserve program
ftJes are transmitted using this inl
age format.

The program will work with
one or two single disk drives as
well as the 4040 dual disk drive.
The Data 20 Corporation 80 col
umn board is supported as well.
The original program d.isk is copy
protecled, but the company offers
out-of-warranty replacemenlS for
$5 and one additional backup co
py for $10. This copy protection
will be a slight nuisance for single
disk drive users as it requires
swapping of the user disk with the
program disk whenever major op
erating modes are changed (such
as when switching from on-line
mode to file operations mode).
The bad sectors used for copy
protection were also checked at
every major mode change. This
last procedure should really be
unnecessary, after the initial start
up, in particular as the resulting
head chatter pUlS additional strain
on the di k drive componenlS. It
is something bf a shame that the
company felt the need to add this
to their disks, as earlier versions

of the program were unprotected
and more convenient to use with a
single disk drive.

The manual was well-written,
although too conci e at times for
anyone unfamiliar with terminal
operations. The beginner will pro
bably require several readings of
the manual to get the most out of
it. The printing and binding left
something to be desired, the for
mer being small and fuzzy, the
latter being flimsy. Our copy fell
apart well before we were finished
with it. The program is user
friendly, providing promplS when
needed. Most users will rarely
consult the manual after a few on
line session .

Microtechnic Solutions Inc.,
P.O. Box 2940, New Haven, CT
06515.

-Morlon A. Keve/son

GREEN ARROW
Softwave
C-64
Disk

Because computers can store
and provide easy access to vast
quantities of information, they
have become the file cabinelS of
the eighties. A single 5 'A" disk
can tore literally hundreds of
pages of information and feed any
of it back within seconds. Even
so. it takes well-written, user
friendly software to unlock a
computer's data management
capabilities.

Green Arrow is a file manage
ment system for the home which
comes with three record formalS
Mailing List, Appointment Book
and Recipe Box. Each format
contains a specific Iisl of fields
thaI you can write to. For exam
ple, the Mailing List includes
fields for company name, contact,
address. phone number, etc. All
fields can be easily altered to uil
your needs.

In addition, each field can be
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cial analysis. It's equally at home
with family budgets and any other
application that requires a grid of
numbers and text. (You can even
track statistics of your favorite
baseball team.)

The overall worksheet stretches
255 rows deep by 63 columns ac
ross. A three-line menu of 20
commands is always present near
the bottom of the screen, and a
message line below it shows error
messages, prompts, and the pro
posed responses that guide you
through the command you've se
lected. On the bottom of the
screen, the location of the cur
rently active cell is displayed. To
the right of that, the contents of
the active cell will be posted.
This may be a number, text or the
formula for determining the con
tents of that cell. At the far end
of the status line, the percentage
of free space remaining on the
current worksheet and its name
are noted.

The active cell is highlighted, and
the cursor keys facilitate scrolling in
all four directions. You can also
page across to the next full screen
ful of text in any direction. Moving
rapidly to a specific cell is accom
plished by punching up the
"GaTO" command and entering
the address of the destination cell as
the "proposed response." If you've
used text to name certain cells
something like "Sales" or "Gross
Profits", you can key in the name as
a response and shoot right to it. To
enter text into a cell, the ''Alpha''
command is selected by pressing
"a". The name is then keyed in, and

-lloyd Davies

MULTIPLAN
HesWare
C-64
Disk

Multiplan's name is derived
from its ability to link several
worksheets together. No other
electronic spreadsheet includes
this feature, which provides prac
tically unlimited space for detailed
small business records and finan-

files with addresses in New
York," "all files with zip codes in
a certain range," "all recipes with
either pork or chicken as the
main ingredient;' etc.

You can also decide which field
the records will be sorted by
once they've been selected. Final
ly, you define the print format to
control exactly how the records
will be displayed on your moni
tor, or printed by your printer.
Again, you're given a wide range
of controllable parameters includ
ing label width and height, num
ber of labels across, number of
print lines per label, and whether
or not you want to empty fields
to print as blank lines. You can
even include words and punctua
tion in the print format that don't
appear in the actual files.

So you say you need a filing
system that will handle more than
your mailing lists, appointments,
and recipes. You also want to ca
talogue your family tree, medical
history, and collection of 11,000
baseball cards. Well, Green
Arrow has a fourth option that al
lows you to design your own for
mats from scratch. This, along
with its easy-to-use, menu-driven
operating system and excellent in
struction booklet, makes Green
Arrow a fine data management
system for home use.

Softwave, 156 Drakes Lane,
Summertown, TN 38483
(615-964-3573).

DATA M/\NM;EMI-;NT SYS'rEM
IJi,.kct1.e for the CnmmndMer..., 64

Comes with three record JOnna/s.
READER SERVICE NO. 269

Once you've created many files
in a certain format, you can se
lect which files you want to re
view or print in a number of dif
ferent ways. First of all, you can
select by any of the individual
fields such as name, city, state,
or zip code. Then you can limit
the selection by making the con
tents of the selected fields less
than some value, greater than
some value, equal to a list of Vljl
ues, not equal to a list of values,
or equal to a range of values.
These provide almost unlimited
types of selection such as "all

coded to accept only a limited
amount of a specific type of data.
This way, you can cut down on
errors by specifying that the zip
code will only accept numbers
and there must be five of them.
Also, by limiting the amount of
data in a field, you can increase
the total number of files a disk
will hold. The computer conve
niently keeps track of this num
ber so you always know how
much room you have left on a
disk.

iii;'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"'-iiiiiiiiiiiiiir
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appears in the cell after you hit re
turn. Numbers are entereO by selec
tiryg "Value" or just typing in a
number-Multiplan recognizes that
you want to enter a number and im
mediately responds.

All the commands follow a
similar process, offering proposed
responses that request information
on how to carry out the com
mand you've punched up. Most
spreadsheets force you to mem
orize the keystrokes for the
various commands, or refer to a
"cheat sheet" until you've
memorized them. Multiplan's om
nipresent menu and the step-by
step structure of its proposed
responses make it an exceptional
ly smooth program to master and
operate.

Like a word processor for
numbers, Multiplan can insert,
delete, move, and sort rows and
columns. Creating a worksheet is
expedited by copying the contents
of a cell across, down, or to a re
mote location on the sheet. The
formatting of a cell's contents
may be varied in a number of
ways, including centered, left, or
right alignment. Saving and load
ing are as conveniently imple
mented as the rest of Multiplan's
features.

Cursor movement dictates the
construction of a formula. Say
you want a cell to contain the
total of the two cells directly
above it. Cursor over to that cell,
then press" =" (to tell Multiplan
you want to enter a formula),
move two cells up and press
.. + ". Now move the cursor down
one cell and press return. This
formula (cell 3 equals the con
tents of cell I + the contents of
cell 2) is now entered in cell
three, and can be seen on the
status line whenever that cell is
active. When numbers are entered
into the first two cells, their sum
will automatically appear in the
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third cell. Cursor control for
building formulas make the task
manageable, and all the C-64's
standard mathematical operations
are available. If you've defined
certain cells by name. formulas
may be composed of names
alone, as "Profit = Sales
- Costs". Few spreadsheets are
sharp enough to comprehend for
mulas written in plain English.

I :...,.

For COllllllUlol'l' GI

Versatile spreadsheet for the CoM.
READER SERVICE NO. 253

Multiplan's arsenal of 31 func
tions includes 12 unique ones,
such as LEN and MID, in addi
tion to SUM, AVERAGE, and
others that serve as shortcuts
when creating formula. The re
calc feature, which automatically
recalculates every figure in the
worksheet as soon as the number
in any cell is changed, can be
switched off to save time when
altering the values of several
cells. Because it's not entirely
RAM-resident, Multiplan usually
takes five to ten second to ac
cess the disk before completing
recalculation or executing most
commands.

But suppose you hit the wrong
key in the middle of a formula,
or select an improper command?
No problem, becau e you can
cancel any ongoing action by
pressing the RUN/STOP key. Ex
tensive "Help" screens are espe-

cially valuable: You can request
information on speci fic com
mands, proposed responses, edit
ing, common problems, and other
topics, in addition to paging
through the entire Help file.

Multiplan's most noticeable
drawback is related to the C-64's
40-column display, which limits
the number of columns visible at
anyone time. This has been
somewhat circumvented by the
ability to open up to eight win
dows, allowing you to view wide
ly separated sections of the work
sheet while working on the active
window. Still, with a 40-column
display you won't be able to work
practically with more than four
or five windows at once, because
you can't fit much data into the
smaller ones. HES says
80-column devices won't work
with Multiplan.

Obtaining hard copy is only a
matter of pressing "p" for print.
Multiplan prints as many of the
sheet's columns as will fit on a
single page. then continues on the
next. The results can be pasted
together to form a completed
spreadsheet that's the same di
mensions as the one created on
screen. (It won't print, or even
display, graphs or histograms).

The 422-page manual contains
a lucid tutorial, reference section,
and several useful appendices
and is nowhere as intimidating as
its size makes it seem. A plastic
overlay that fits 'over the function
keys is al 0 included, as well as a
handy reference guide. Even if
you never harness the full powers
of what is certainly one of the
most versatile spreadsheets avail
able for the C-64, its ease-of-use
and foolproof design make
Multiplan ($99.95) an outstanding
value.

HesWare, ISO North Hill Drive,
Brisbane, CA 94005.

-Shay Addams



BUBBLE BURST
Spinnaker Software
C-64
Cartridge, joystick

Soapie the Serpent is the main
character in this "fun and learn
ing" game for ages 4 to 8.

Soapie is discovered in repose.
All she wants is to soak in her
bubble bath and be left alone, but
her peace is disturbed by a flock
of zeboingers (birds, to you).
They fly in the bathroom window
and peck at Soapie's soapbubbles.
If all of Soapie's bubbles are
obliterated, the game is over.
Soapie defends her modest do
main with a bubble blower. The
player lines up a zeboinger in the
bubble blower's round sights,
hoping to intercept the path of
the pest, and pushes the fire but
ton. If the shot is accurate, the
bird is enfolded in a bubble and
is carried gently out of the ac
tion.

Bubble Burst contains one- or
two-player options, two skill lev
els, and over 25 rounds of play.
The speed of the birds, and their
onscreen number at anyone time,
increase as gameplay progresses.

It is Spinnaker's hope that the
game will develop a child's abili
ty to recognize patterns and then
to predict behavior based on what
they have learned. The various
types of zeboingers do have dis
tinctive flight patterns. In addi
tion, the later, faster rounds re
quire the child to employ some
simple strategies in hot selection
and in saving the limited number
of bubble-salvos.

Ahoy! submitted Bubble Burst
to the scrutiny of a fresh-faced,
pure of hean six-year-old; but al
as, a six-year-old somewhat jaded
by exposure to computergames
aimed primarily at teens and
adults. Our six-year-old was di
vened for a while. He had no
trouble with the fundamentals of

zeboinger-zapping and very much
enjoyed the game for awhile, es
pecially the way that Soapie
grinned in his direction with ev
ery successful strike. However,
once the concepts were fully
grasped and gameplay wore on,
the game grew tedious rather

Cleanliness is next to impossible
with a flock of zeboingers around.

READER SERVICE NO. 237

quickly. The child showed no in
terest in developing a strategy, ev
en under encouragement, except
in regards to the zeboinger whose
strategy is to turn on the shower.
Increasing the difficulty didn'l
seem to help. The child left the
game with little reluctance and
when a second session was of
fered some time later, the re
sponse was lepid.

REVIEWS

Bubble Burst might be fine for
younger children or children not
normally inclined to play arcade
style games. AI the same time,
gameplay is a one-nOle affair al
any speed or di fficulty.

The game booklet contains a
cleverly illustrated and readable
history of Soapie The Serpent as
well as a tutorial on bubbles, how
to make bubble blowers, how to
create odd-shaped bubbles, and
so on. The documentation is ex
cellent, but don't expect a long
life for the game ilsel f.

Spinnaker Software, 2 I5 First
Street, Cambridge, MA 02142.

-Tim Moriarty

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN
Muse Software
C-64
Disk; joystick, keyboard

Achtung! Was ist das? Feuer!
Huh? Wazzat? Only the TV? [

thought Mr. Roboto was sneaking
up on me'

My Commodore talks-threat
ens, really. Its verbosity (all of ten
words) is the fault of a new/old
game named Castle flblfellstein.

ew for the C-64. Old because
the Apple version has been out
for two and one-half years, the
Atari version for two.

lt is mid-WWlJ. Castle Wolfen
steill has been convened by the

azis into a prison/supply
dump/headquaners. You are an
allied POW (and Ihi ain't Hogan's
Heroes-you \VOIlt 10 escape!).
Deep in the bowels of the castle,
a fellow prisoner bequeaths you
his advice and his only valuable
possessions before the SS lake him
away-for good. His advice? You
musl escape. One prisoner almost
made it when he found a Nazi
uniform. But first, find the Ger
man war plans. You'll save thou
sands of lives. His possessions? A
handgun and ten bullets. His
death sceam slill ringing in your
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ears, you begin your life-or-death
adventure.

Seeing only one room of the
Castle onscreen at a time, you
must trek through ·damp corridors
filled with locked doors, Nazi
guards, SS storm troopers, and
supply chests. The guards are ea
sy. They walk routine patrols. You
can shoot them from around a
corner or they will surrender if
you confront them at point-blank
range. Search guards (dead or
alive) to get their keys and extra
bullets. It is ironic to force a
guard into surrendering when you
have no bullets. Once you have ta
ken his. shoot him. You really
have no choice; you almost have
to leave a trail of dead bodies
strewn behind in order to beat this
game.

The SS storm troopers (those
aren't leller sweaters they're wear
ing) are much more formidable
foes. Bullet-proof vests are their
standard issue, so your handgun
will not be much use. You will
have to use a grenade-if you can
find one. Of course, if you are
too close when the grenade goes
off. .. But you don't mind starting
over. The SS patrol no posts; ra
ther, they roam the castle with ap
parently nothing to do but blow
away escaped prisoners. Once you
get the SS on your tail, one of
you will die before the chase
ends.

Each room of the castle will
contain a chest or two. Supply
chests are the most essential ele
ment of this game-and the most
aggravating. To open a chest,
stand next to it, point at the lock,
and wait: Maybe one minute.
Maybe four. Once the seconds
tick away, the chest will pop open
revealing grenades or bullets, or
even a German uniform or bullet
proof ve t, if you are lucky. Of
course, that long wait may culmi
nate in nothing more than
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schnapps or bratwurst, so do not
expect too much.

You can speed up the proce s of
opening chests by shooting them.
(You also can end the game by

A combination arcade game/adven
ture game set in mid-World War 11.

Elude the SS and escape.
READER SERVICE NO. 246

shooting a chest full of explo
sives.) Shooting at locked doors
may also open them, but first try
the keys you have taken from
dead Nazis. You will need your
bullets later and sometimes even
ten will not open a door.

Castle Wolfenstein presents you
with several ways to die-just like
real life. One of these ways is far
superior to the others-unlike real
life. If you are caught and shot by
Nazi guards, the game will start

REVIEWS

over. You will be in the first
room, but your progress will be
saved. Open chests will still be
open and dead guards will still be
dead. Other ways of dying, like in
a grenade explosion, force you to
really start over. Even the cas
tle's Ooor plan will be different.

Castle Wolfenstein has few
faults-none if you are patient.
Each room must be loaded from
disk so there is a lag as you move
through the castle. Every time you
bump into a wall, the screen goes
into hysterics for a few seconds.
After about two bumps, you will
wish there were a way to turn off
this "feature." Then, there are the
chests. Once they are opened they
stay open, but sometimes you'll
decide to go for a sandwich while
you are waiting. You can play
from the keyboard or with a joy
stick. Use the joystick! You will
still have to hit a few keys to fire
your pistol, throw a grenade, etc.

This game, despite its periodic
lethargy, is addicting. I am not all
that big on killing everything that
moves, but I really get caught up
in the adventure-drawing a map,
trying to outOank guards, hoping
this chest will not contain more
bratwurst-as the game says, ''AW
FU L." Castle Wolfenstein was one
of the first combination arcade/ad
venture games. Using simple but
effective graphics, it tests your ar
cade reOexes and your problem
solving skills.

Muse Software, 347 N. Charles
Street, Baltimore, MD 21201.

-Richard Herring

SIMULATED COMPUTER
II
Carousel Software, Inc.
C-64
Disk, cassette; keyboard

Everybody who buys a home
computer takes a stab at learning
to program. Most of us started

COll/inued on page 87



AN ARTICLE ON INPUTTING DATA
By DaLe Rupert

r-

Q
--==----' uickly-how many ways can you think of

to put data into your computer program?
That should be easy. Let"s see. There

is the seldom-seen LET statement: LET
A = 35. That gives a value of 35 to the variable A.
(Of course, the shorter form A = 35 does just as
well.)

Then there is the INPUT statement. It allows the
person running the program to enter data into the
program from the keyboard:

l!) INPUT "\"HAT IS YOUR NAME" ; N$

When the computer executes this line, it prints
whatever is within the quotation marks followed by
a question mark. Then the program stops and waits
for the user to type something and to press the
Return key. Subsequently that something is assigned

to the string variable S.
Another common way to "give" data to a pro

gram is with the READ and DATA statements. Just
as with the LET statement. the programmer stores
the data in the program when it is written. Contrast
that with the INPUT statement which brings data'
into the program when it is run.

The READIDATA statements work like this:

2() READ A,B$,C
30 DATA 23,HELLO EVERYONE,l7

Here the first item in the DATA Jist (23) is assigned
to the numeric variable A. The second item is the
string HELLO EVERYONE, and BS is given that
value. The final value of 17 is assigned to C.

otice a few things about READ/DATA. The
items in the DATA list must correspond with the
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variable types of the items in the REA D statement.
Replacing the B$ with a B results in a ?SYNTAX
ERROR IN 30 response. Also, it is not necessary to
enclose the string value within quotes (unless it con
tains a comma), but quotation marks are pemlilted.

Finally, the items in the DATA statement are
separated from one another by commas. There may
be more DATA items than READ items, but if there
are fewer DATA items, you will see the infamous
?OUT OF DATA ERROR IN 20 reply. The data
items need not all be contained in the same DATA
statement. The computer begins at the top of your
program looking for DATA statements when it en
counters a READ statement. It continues searching
for DATA statements throughout your program ulitil
it has found a value for all variables in the READ
statement.

While we are dealing with READ/DATA, we may
as well mention the associated RESTORE state
ment. RESTORE allows the items in a DATA state
ment to be read more than once. It merely causes
the computer to stan at the top of the program once
again to locate the first DATA statement and value
it can find.

What values do A, Band C have after this line is
executed?

5 READ A,B:RESTORE:READ C:DATA 5,
6,7

If you said "5, 6, 7", you should review the
RESTORE statement. If you said "5, 6, 5", then
you are ready for the "no-holds-barred, try to con
fuse 'em data input mastery" quiz. Without using
your computer, predict what the following program
will print:

10 REM - LET, INPUT, AND READ/DAT
A QUIZ
20 REM <THE USER TYPES 15 OAK IN
RESPONSE TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIO
N>
3 f) INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR ADDRESS";A
$
M) READ A,B,C
Sf) READ D
60 RESTORE : READ E
7f) READ F$
8 f) LET G=VAL(A$)
90 LET H=VAL(F$ +F$)
100 PRINT A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H
lU) DATA 5,l f)
120 DATA 15,20,25

Later in the article I'll list the answers. If you must,
go ahead and type it into your computer. If you
don't get the right answers, then you should run it
on your computer.

The three types of data input statements just
discussed are the most commonly used ones. Each
has its own peculiarities and advantages.

There are still at least four other statements that
can be used to bring data into a computer program.
How many can you think of? Probably the next
most common is the GET statement.

The GET statement is usually used to input a
single alphanumeric (string) character into the pro
gram. GET reads one character from the keyboard
buffer and assigns that value to a variable: GET Ali
removes the first item from the buffer and stores it
in A$.

The keyboard buffer is a set of ten RAM loca
tions staning at address 631 in the Commodore 64.
As you type, the value of each key is stored in the
buffer temporarily. The computer periodically realls
this buffer to see if anything is waiting there. That's
what happens unless the computer is busy doing
something else. Run this little program to keep the
computer busy:

5 FOR P=1 TO 5000 : NEXT

While it is running, rapidly type a series of let
ters on the keyboard. They won't appear on the
screen until after the computer is done running our
program. When the program is done, you will see
at least part of your letters below the READY
prompt. If you count them, you will see that only
the first ten letters appear. The later ones fell into
the proverbial "bit-bucket" and are lost.

The advantages of a buffer should be apparent.
Even if you type faster than the computer can read,
the computer can eventually catch up with you. If
you type LIST [RETURN] while the program above
is running, the computer will obey your command
once it finally has a chance to read it.

The computer executes a GET A$ instruction by
removing the next character from the buffer if one
is there at that moment. If so, the character is
assigned to A$. If the buffer happens to be empty
when the GET statement is executed, A$ is assigned
a null value.

The null value is represented the same way as
other string constants, by the use of quotation
marks. But the null value (or null string) simply
has nothing between the quotation marks: .m. This
is not to be confused with the space character" ..
which merely looks as though it has nothing be
tween the quotes. The space character takes up
room on the screen whereas the null string does
not.

If you take the ASCn value of the space
character, you get 32. But all you will get is an
"?ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR" if you type
PRlNT ASq....) using the null string. What do
you suppose LEN('''') gives? Try it and see.

Although both bring data into a program from the
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AS < > "', THEN 30
BS = "" THEN 4()

REM - USING THE GET STATEMENT
PRINT "PLEASE TYPE 5 CHARACTER

keyboard, there is a primary difference between the
GET and the INPUT statements. INPUT puts the
computer imo a temporary holding pattern. The
computer continuously scans the keyboard buffer,
pulling characters out and printing them as the user
types them in. Execution continues with the next
program statement only after the computer reads a
(return) code, CHR$(13), from the buffer. Conse
quently the user tells the computer when the
INPUT data is complete by pressing the [RETURN)
key.

On the other hand, the GET statemem is a "one
time only" command. If there happens to be
nothing in the buffer when the computer executes
GET AS, then that is exactly the value assigned to
AS-the null string. Consequently GET is frequem
Iy used within is loop such as in this program:

n

order in which strings are joined makes a differ
ence.

Line 70 is the watchdog to make sure the string
doesn't get too long, and line 80 prints the results.

Why would you use GET if INPUT does so
much automatically? Once again, GET allows the
programmer to better control the characters that are
typed into the program. Improper characters can ea
sily be handled or ignored, as this example shows:

10 PRINT "TYPE ANYTHING EXCEPT 'Q
'"

Line 20 causes the computer to sit in a loop until a
key is pressed. If that key is a "Q", then line 30
puts the cursor omo the next screen line with the
PRINT statement and branches back to line 10
where the initial message is reprinted. If the typed
character is not a "Q", then the IF statement in line
30 is..false. The rest of line 30 is ignored, and exe
cution continues at line 40. Here the input character
is echoed on the screen, and the program goes back
to line 20 to get another character.

So far all of the data input statements we have
discussed have been related to the keyboard. Let's
have a look at a slightly more exotic way of bring
ing data into a program.

Let's investigate the PEEK function. PEEKing al
lows us to get data directly from memory. Descrip
tions of many memory locations are listed in the
Commodore 64 Programmer's Reference Guide be
ginning on page 310. Here is a program that can
look at itself in memory by means of the PEEK
function:

A pointer to the starting address of BASIC text
(namely this program) is stored as two bytes in
memory locations 43 and 44 according to the last
line of page 311 in the Programmer's Reference
Guide. The value of a two-byte pointer is calculated

Continued 011 page 9~

10 REM ... BASIC MIRROR
20 Ml = PEEK(43)
3r) M2 = PEEK(44)
35 REM « M = START OF TEXT
40 M = Ml + 256 * M2
45 REM « N = START OF VARIABLES
50 N = PEEK(45) + 256 * PEEK(46)
60 FOR P = M TO N-l
7rJ V = PEEK(P)
80 IF V < 31 OR V > 128 THEN V
166
grJ PRINT P , PEEK(P) • CHRS(V)
l r)r) NEXT P

2r) GET AS : IF AS='''' THEN 2r)
30 IF AS = "Q" THEN PRINT : GOTO
1r)

40 PRINT AS : GOTO 20

RS = BS + RS
5 THEN 4r)
RS " IS THE REVER

GET AS : IF
GET BS : IF
PRINT BS;
CS = CS + BS
IF LEN(CS) <
PRINT :PRINT
OF " CS

This program shows that the programmer has more
control over the input data with a GET statement.
This program accepts only the rust five characters
entered from the keyboard. Also, the [RETURN]
key is not necessary here.

otice that the logical tests in lines 30 and 40 are
opposites. Line 30 reads the buffer until it is empty,
thus clearing out any characters that may be there.
This is a very good idea if you are using the GET
statement in the middle of a program. As we saw
earlier, the buffer may have accumulated unwanted
keystrokes while the computer was busy doing
something else.

Now that the buffer is empty, line 40 sits and
waits for a keystroke to occur. B$ will no longer
equal the null string once a key is pressed, and exe
cution then continues with line 50.

Line 50 prints (or echoes) the typed character.
Notice that unlike INPUT, GET does not print the
characters that are typed from the keyboard. GET
does not even show the cursor. Those niceties are
up to the discretion and expertise of you, the pro
grammer.

Line 60 builds up a string variable C$ by conca
tenating the characters. R$ is also built up as the
keys are pressed, but each new character is put on
to the front of R$. As a result, C$ and R$ are
opposites of one another. The mathematicians
among you will conclude that concatenation is not
commutative. Everyone else will realize that the
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By Dale Rupert

PROGRAMMING
CHALLENGES

For a real challenge, write a subroutine which
simulates an INSTRI G function. This function lo
cates the first occurrence of the string A$ within the
string B$ at which A$ starts. If A$ is not within
B$, the value of N is zero.

For example, if A$ = "CAT" and B$=
"CONCATENATE", your subroutine assigns the
value 4 to N since "CAT" starts at position 4 in
"CONCATE ATE". If A$="C" then = 1, and if
A$="car" or A$="Z" then N=O, using the
same value for B$.

PROBLEM #6-3: STRiNG CHALLENGE

PROBLEM #6-1 : SPEED DEMON

IE Iach month, we'll present several pro
grams designed to toggle the bits in your
cerebral random access memory. We in
vite you to send your solutions to

Commodares, P. O. Box 723, Bethel, CT 0680 I .
We'll print and discuss the cleverest, simplest, short
est, or most unusual solutions that we receive. Your
original programming problems would be equally
welcome!

Write the fastest program to assign the values I
through 10 to the variables A through J respectively.

1 TA=TI
2 FOR NN=l TO 100
1I) •

(your program goes here)

9 r)r) •

1r)r)r) NEXT
1r)lr) TB=TI
1020 PRINT TB-TA "JIFFIES FOR 100

ITERATIONS"

Your program must start at line 10 in the program
~bove. Lines I, 2, and 1000-1020 must be typed just
as shown. This timing routine causes your program
to be executed 100 times to give a more accurate
measurement of your program's speed.

PROBLEM #6-2: SIMPLE MYSTERY

Without typing it in, figure out what the follow
ing shon program does:

1r) GET A$ : IF A$="" THEN If)
21) A=ASC(A$)
30 IF A=65 OR A=69 OR A=73 OR A=7
9 OR A=85 THEN PRINT"{RV}" A$ "{R
O} "; : GOTO If)
4r) PRINT A$; : GOTO If)

PROBLEM #6-4: GRAPHiC RECTANGLE
Use graphic symbols to dmw a rectangle on the

screen of width W and height H. W may range
from 3 to 40 and H may range from 3 to 24. The
boundary of the rectangle should be a single contin
uous line. The rectangle should be centered on the
screen. The user may specify Hand W.

If you were quick and had an understanding of
arrays, you probably determined the answer to Pro
blem #5-1: Faster Compllter from last month's Ahoy!
faster than your computer. Even using paper and
pencil to get taned, you could have found that the
answer was 999,000 before you could have typed
and run the program for the result. Sometimes the
built-in computer is beuer.

Problem #5-2: Random Army created then scanned
a random array of numbers looking for the index or
subscript of the largest A(L) and smallest A(S)
elements of the array. Often it is handier to work
with just the subscripts rather than the actual values
of the elements in an array.

One solution to Problem #5-3: RlInning Average is
listed below.

5 N=r)
1r) INPUl' V
2r) S=S+ V
3r) N=N+1
4f) PRINT "WITH" N "TERMS. THE AVE
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RAGE IS" SiN
srj GOTO Uj

If you add line 15,

50 IF X=0 THEN X=39:PRINT
6(j IF A$=C$ THEN X=39 : PRINT" [CU
} "
7(j GOTO 2(j

15 IF V<0 THEN N=N-2

(The spaces have been added for clarity,)
The two logic puzzles Logical Conclusion and

LIlogicaL Conclusion brought in far fewer solutions
than the other two problems. Congratulation to
Dino Russo, Mark Nekic, and Daniel Amodeo
(Bethesda, MD) for their work on these problems.

Thanks to everyone else who submitted programs
and comments, Keep up the good programming!
(And please note the new address for Commodares,
listed at the beginning of page 63.)0

Ken puts the letters on the screen from right to left
as you type them. RETURN starts a new line as
does the space bar if you have fewer than 10 spaces
left on a line, It's quite an experience to run this
program. Give it a try. Ken said it's one of his first
programs. Keep up the good work!

Several readers sent programs which included
ReversaLs and Palindromes in one. They include
Barbara Steinman (New York, NY), Joe Persichetti
(Trenton, NJ), Larry Masterson (Willard, OH),
Robert Griffiths (Syracuse, NY), and James
Dunavant (Gainesville, FL). Mr. Dunavant pointed
out that our zip code is a palindrome!

Of all the Palindrome solutions, Mark ekic's
program was the shortest:

"Can it remember alUliversaries?"

1 INPUT N$:L=LEN(N$):FOR X=l TO L
:IF MID$(N$,X,l)=MID$(N$,L+I-X,l)
THEN NEXT:PRINT "YES"

Because of the time lag between deadlines and
publication dates, we are just now receiving re
sponses to the Commodares in the March issue of
Ahoy!

The shortest solutions to ProbLem 112: ReversaLs
were one-liners of the form submitted by Dino
Russo (Columbia, SC):

~' ).."\
1 INPUT"WORD OR PHRASE";W$ :FOR L
=LEN(W$) TO 1 STEP -1 :PRINT MID$
(W$,L,I); :NEXT

Uj FOR L=1 TO 26
2(j FOR N=1 TO L
30 PRINT CHR$(L+64);
4(j NEXT N
S(j PRINT
6(j NEXT L

then you may delete a value by typing its negative.
This assumes that all other values you are using are
positive.

You can solve ProbLem 115-4: Leller TriangLe with
the following program:

Tim Forget (Kirkland Lake, Ontario), Gregg
Leonard (Dayville, en, Robin Robertson (Alham
bra, CA), Jason Franzen (Liberal, KS), Lionel Sap
kus (Burbank, IL), Lloyd Burkett (Laurelton, NY),
Bob Fultz (Clarksburg, WV), and Mark Nekic
(Eastlake, OH) all submitted similar programs.

S. Gaudet (Rumford, ME) very cleverly added
TAB(20-LEN(N$»/2 between the PRJNT and the
MID$ in the program above, Can you figure out
what that does? It's a nice touch if N$ isn't too
long. Can you modify this function to center the
results on the C-64's forty column screen?

Ken Buskirk (Lancaster, CA) submitted a program
for REVERSALS which is paraphrased below: i>''}

10 X=39 : B$=CHR$(32) :C$=CHR$(13
)
20 GET A$ : IF A$="" THEN 20
3 rj X=X-l : PRINT SPC(X) A$ "[CU}"
40 IF A$=B$ AND X<=10 THEN X=39:P
RINT
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PROGRAM LISTINGS
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiii(

I:

I:

II
I,

II

10 In the following pages are listed several
programs that we hope you'll want to
punch in your Commodore computer. But
please read the following introduction

first: there are a few things you'lI need to know.
Certain computer commands are displayed on the

monitor by a variety of odd-looking characters. To
get your computer to display these command ra
ther than actually perform them. you'lI need to en
ter the quote mode. Hold down the SHIFT key and
press the "2" key: a set of quote marks will ap
pear. This tells the computer that the characters
that follow are to be displayed, not performed. To
exit the quote mode. type another set of quote
marks. or hit the RETURN key. You'll also enter
the quote mode when you I serT spaces or charac
ters onto a line.

In Ahoy! 's program listings, you'lI frequently
find lellers and/or numbers surrounded by brackets
{ }. That's because, for the purposes of clear re
production. we at Ahoy! use a daisy wheel printer
incapable of reproducing command symbols. For
example, when you're in the quote mode and
press the SHIFT and CLR/HOME keys at the same
time, the screen (or a dot-matrix printer) will indi-

cate this command with a heart {li}. Because a
daisy wheel cannot duplicate this symbol, it substi
tutes an alternate code between brackets. In the
case of the SHIFT/CLR HOME symbol, our prin
ter substitutes {sci.

Another special case is SHIFT and COMMO
DORE characters. We represent these by underlin
ing or overlining, respectively: any character un
derlined in the program listing should be punched
in as a SHIFTed character.( I = SHIFT J), any
character overlined should be punched in as a
COMMODORE character (I = COMMODORE J).

An alternate way of entering commands and
other graphics symbols and characters is to use
their corresponding character strings. The
CLR/HOME command. for example, is entered by
typing CHR$( 147). While this requires a few extra
strokes, it facilitates editing your program or read
ing the printed listing. For a complete list of CHR$
codes. consult the appendix at the back of your
Commodore user manual.

Below is a list of the command abbreviations
you'lI find in our program listings, the commands
they stand for. how to enter them, and how they'll
appear on the screen or on a dot matrix printout.

I'
,.

..

\,
i

!

I;
I
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BUG REPELLENT CORRECfION
These are updated versions of Bug R.peUenl. See
the DOle on page 4 before typing any programs!

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR VIC 20 BUG REPELLENT
LINE # 63000:MH LINE #
LINE # 63001:BD LINE #
LINE # 63002:FO LINE #
LINE # 63003:ND LINE #
LINE # 63004:DJ LINE #
LINE # 63005:LP LINE #
LINE # 63006:JB LINE #
LINE # 63007:JF LINE #
LINE # 63008:KA LINE #
LINE # 63009:HP LINE #
LINE # 63010:KJ LINES:

63(Jll:NN
63(J12:IG
63013: EN
63(J14:GJ
63(J15: IK
63(J16:HG
63(J17:CK
63fJ18: JF
63(J19:0H
63(J2(J: LH
21
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C-64
B G REPEL ENT
By ichael Kleinert and Davi Barron

The program listed below will allow you to quickly debug any
Ahoy! program you type in on your C-64.



~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ"
Type in and save !he Bug RelJelle/ll progr:Ull. Type NEW, then

'ype in thc Ahoy! prognun you wish 10 check. When tha,'s done,
save your progr:un (don'I run ill) and type SYS 49152 RETURN.
You'll be asked if you wan' thc line value codes displayed on the
screen or dumped (0 the printer. If you seloct screen, it will appear
there.

The table will move quickly. too quickly for most monals to
follow. To pause !he lisling depress and bold !he SHIFT key. To
pause for un ex'endod period, depress SHIFT LOCK. A' long as il
is locked, the display will remain frozen.

Compare the table your machine generaleS to the table in Ahoy!
that follows lhe program you're entering. If you spot a difference,
an error exiSlS in that line. Jot down the numbers of lines where con
tradictions occur, LIST each line, spot thc errors, and correct them.

'5000 FOR X = 49152 TO 49488 :READ
Y:POKE X,Y:NEXT:END

'5/JfJ1 DATA 32, 161, 192, 165, 43,
133, 251, 165, 44, 133

·5002 DATA 252, 160, 0, 132, 254,
32, 37, 193, 234, 177

'5 /J/J3 DATA 251, 2fJ8, 3, 76, 138, 1
92, 23 /J, 251, 2fJ8, 2

-5 fJfJ4 DATA 23 /J, 252, 76, 43, 192,
76, 73, 78, 69, 32

• 5fJ/J5 DATA 35, 32, fJ, 169, 35, 16fJ
, 192, 32, 3fJ, 171

-5/JfJ6 DATA 16 /J, IJ, 177, 251, 17 /J,
23/J, 251, 2/J8, 2, 23 /J

'5/J/J7 DATA 252, 177, 251, 32, 2 /J5,
189, 169, 58, 32, 21fJ

-5 fJ/J8 DATA 255, 169, fJ, 133, 253,
23 fJ, 254, 32, 37, 193

-5fJ09 DATA 234, 165, 253, 16fJ, IJ,
76, 13, 193, 133, 253

-5 fJ1IJ DATA 177, 251, 2fJ8, 237, 165
,253,41, 24 fJ, 74, 74

-5fJ11 DATA 74, 74, 24, 1IJ5, 65, 32
, 211J, 255, 165, 253

-5012 DATA 41, 15, 24, 1fJ5, 65, 32
, 2l /J, 255, 169, 13

.5fJ13 DATA 32, 22 fJ, 192, 23 fJ, 63,
2/J8, 2, 23 fJ, 64, 23/J

- 5014 DATA 251, 2fJ8, 2, 23 fJ, 252,
76, 11, 192, 169, 153

-5fJ15 DATA 16 fJ, 192,32, 3 fJ, 171,
166, 63, 165, 64, 76

- 5fJ16 DATA 231, 192, 96, 76, 73, 7
8, 69, 83, 58, 32

-5fJ17 DATA IJ, 169, 247, 16 /J, 192,
32, 3fJ, 171, 169, 3

- 5fJ18 DATA 133, 254, 32, 228, 255,
2/J1, 83, 241J, 6, 2/Jl

-5/J19 DATA 8fJ, 208, 245, 23 fJ, 254,
32, 211J, 255, 169, 4

-5fJ2/J DATA 166, 254, 16 fJ, 255, 32,
186, 255, 169, fJ, 133

-5/J21 DATA 63, 133, 64, 133, 2, 32
, 189, 255, 32, 192

- 5fJ22 DATA 255, 166, 254, 32, 2/J!,
255, 76, 73, 193, 96

-5/J23 DATA 32, 21 fJ, 255, 173, 141,
2, 41, 1, 2fJ8, 249

-5/J24 DATA 96,32, 2/J5, 189, 169,
13, 32, 21 fJ, 255, 32

-5 /J25 DATA 2fJ4, 255, 169, 4, 76, 1
95, 255, 147, 83, 67

.5fJ26 DATA 82, 69, 69, 78, 32, 79,
82, 32, 8fJ, 82

-5027 DATA 73, 78, 84, 69, 82, 32,
63, 32, fJ, 76

-5/J28 DATA 44, 193, 234, 177, 251,
2fJ1, 32, 24 /J, 6, 138

-5fJ29 DATA 113,251,69,254, 17 /J,

138, 76, 88, 192, IJ
-5030 DATA 0, 0, 0, 230, 251, 208,

2, 23 fJ, 252, 96
-5/J31 DATA 17 /J, 177, 251, 2fJ1, 34,

2fJ8, 6, 165, 2, 73
-5fJ32 DATA 255, 133, 2, 165, 2, 2/J
8,218, 177, 251, 2fJl

'5fJ33 DATA 32, 2fJ8, 212, 198, 254,
76, 29, 193, fJ, 169

-5/J34 DATA 13,76, 211J, 255, fJ, IJ,
fJ

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR C-64 BUG REPELLENT
LINE # 5000:GJ LINE # 5018:FK
LINE # 5001:DL LINE # 5019:FL
LINE # 5002:DB LINE # 5020:CL
LINE # 5003:0F LINE # 5021:GC,
LINE # 5004:KN LINE # 5022:NN
LINE # 5005:CA LINE # 5023:NH
LINE # 5006:CE LINE # 5024:IM
LINE # 5007:JE LINE # 5025:KC
LINE # 5008:CL LINE # 5026:DC
LINE # 5009:NB LINE # 5027:ML
LINE # 5010:MB LINE # 5028:GN
LINE # 5011:EP LINE # 5029:JK
LINE # 5012:GH LINE # 5030:NA
LINE # 5013:AN LINE # 5031:DM
LINE # 5014:NG LINE # 5032:JA
LINE # 5015:BF LINE # 5033:FM
LINE # 5016:EP LINE # 5034:PA
LINE # 5017:PJ LINES: 05
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IMPORTANT
Before typing in an Ahoy! program, refer to the first
two pages of the program listings seclion.

SOUND
CONCEPT
FROM PAGE 98

ORY LOWERED."
'23 r) PRINT"{CD) (CD) (CR) (RV}SYS(RO)
";A;"TO START"

·2M) PRINT"{CD) (CD) {CR} (RV}SYS{ROj
";A+13;"TO STOP(CD}{CD)"

.25r) NEW
MAKER '26r) POKE56,INT(C/256) :POKE55,C-25

6*PEEK(56):RETURN
'270 DATA120,169,108,141,20,3,169,
28,141,21

'280 DATA3,88,96,120,169,191,141,2
r),3,169

'290 DATA234,141,21,3,88,96,172,14
'10 POKE36879,31:PRINT"{SC}{CD)(CD ,3,200

)(CR}{BL}(RV)SOUND{RO) (RV)CONCEP '300 DATA208,2,230,l,177,0,96,160,
T(RO) {RV}MAKER[CD)" 0,177

·2r) PRI T"(BKllCDllCRllRV)OPTIONS: .31r) DATAr),24,144,2r),173,61,3,24r),
" 12,172

.Jr) PRINT:'(CDllCRllRV)l.{RO} PLAC '32r) DATA77,3,2r)6,61,3,32,17,27,24
E (RV)SOUNDER(ROllRO) IN":PRINT"( ,144
CRllCR)(CR}(CR)TOP OF MEMORY." ·33 r) DATA3,32,14,27,72,72,162,l,41

·4r) PRINT"(CDllCRj{RV)2.(RO) SPECI ,224
FY START":PRINT"(CR)(CR)(CR)ADDRE '34r) DATA2 rJ8,6,142,68,3,24,144,55,
SS OF (RV)SOUNDER(RO)." 2r)l,128

·50 INPUT"(CD)INPUT CHOICE";A ·350 DATA208,9,142,68,3,232,142,69
'60 IFA=lTHENC=256*PEEK(56)+PEEK(5 ,3,208
5)-493:GOSUB260:CLR:GOT0130 '360 DATA42,201,192,208,6,142,68,3

'7r) IFA=2THEN9 r) ,232, 2rJ8
'80 GOT010 ·370 DATA240,232,201,32,240,222,20
'90 PRINT"(SC)(CR)STARTING ADDRESS 1,160,208,5
":INPUT"{CD}";C ·380 DATA142,68,3,240,226,201,224,

'100 D=256*PEEK(44)+PEEK(43)+2760: 208,6,142
IFC<DTHEN90 .390 DATA68,3,232,208,216,232,201,

'110 IFC>256*PEEK(56)+PEEK(55)-493 64,240,198
THEN90 .400 DATA232,208,195,104,41,28,240

'12r) GOSUB26rJ:CLR ,62,162,1
'l3rJ PRINT"(SC)(CD)(CD)(CD}{CD)(CD .4UJ DATA142,7 rJ,3,2 rJ1,4,2 r)8,8,142,

) (CD) (CD) [CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CR) [CR) 71 ,3
(CRII CR) (C R)REA DIN G DATA" .42 r) DATA142 , 67 , 3 , 24 rJ , 45 , 2r) 1 , 8 , 24 rJ

'140 A=256*PEEK(56)+PEEK(55) ,247,201
·150 FORB=ATOA+492:READC:D=D+C .430 DATA12,208,5,142,73,3,240,238
'16 r) PRINT"(HM) (HM)";C ,2r)l,16
'170 POKEB,C:NEXT .440 DATA208,7,169,l,141,71,3,208,
'18r) IFD04945r)THENPRINT" (SCllCD)( 21, 2rJ1
CR)ERROR IN DATA":END .45r) DATA2r),2MJ,17,2rJl,28,2r)8,lr),l

'190 FORB=lT09:READC:D=A+C:READE:F 42,64,3
=A+E .460 DATA169,128,141,63,3,208,3,14

'200 POKED+l,INT(F/256):POKED,F-25 2,73,3
6*PEEK(D+l):NEXT .470 DATA104,41,3,240,18,201,l,208

'210 B=A+376:POKEA+7,INT(B/256):PO ,4,169
KEA+2,B-256*PEEK(A+7) ·480 DATA5,208,10,201,2,208,4,169,

'22r) PRINT"[SC) [CD){RV)SOUNDER(ROj -lrJ,2 rJ8
IN PLACE &":PRINT"{CD)TOP OF MEM .490 DATA2,169,15,141,76,3,32,17,2
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7,72 .760 DATA76,191,234

•

.500 DATA41,127,208,4,169,1,208,1, ·77(J DATA56,29,62,26,227,29,257,29
FJ,141 ,385

·

.5FJ DATA74,3,104,41,128,208,4,169 '78(J DATA37,399,44,433,301,444,301

·

, FJ, 2(J8 ,457,364

•

·520DATA2,169,22,141,65,3,32,17,2
7,72

, • 53(J DATA41,127,24,105,128,174,68, . .
3,157,9 '--

.54(J DATA144,174,69,3,240,3,157,9,
144,FJ4 BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES

i

·550DATA41,128,141,75,3,173,14,14 FOR MAKER
4 , 41 , 24fJ

·56(J DATA24,109,76,3,141,14,144,14 LINE II FJ:HD LINE II 41(J:OB
(J,77,3 LINE II 2(J: AP LINE II 42(J:DG

• 57 (J DATA96,172,66,3,208,69,189,9, LINE II 3(J: EA LINE II 43(J:KG
144,172 LINE II 4(J: OA LINE II ~4fJ: NJ

•58(J DATA64,3,240,25,205,63,3,48,1 LINE II 5(J:JE LINE II 45(J:OP
(J,141 LINE II 6(J: EK LINE II 46(J: AI

• 59(J DATA63,3,56,237,65,3,24,144,3 LINE II 7(J:NP LINE II 47(J:JO
5,141 LINE II 8(J: PH LINE II 48(J:DK

.600 DATA63,3,24,109,65,3,24,144,2 LINE II 9(J: BK LINE II 49(J:NM
5,172 LINE II I(J(J: LK LINE II 5(J(J:GG

·610 DATA67,3,208,12,56,233,1,201, LINE II 11 (J: DM LINE II 5FJ: NL

J
127,2(J8 LINE II 12(J:PH LINE II 52(J:FC

.62(J DATAI3,238,66,3,208,8,189,9,1 LINE II 13(J: BN" LINE II 53fJ: KO
44,24 LINE II 14(J:AF LINE II 54(J:CJ !·630 DATAI05,1,240,243,157,9,144,1 LINE II 15(J:FA LINE II 55fJ: MK
74,69,3 LINE II 16(J:GO LINE II 56(J:B~1 I

·640 DATA240,3,157,9,144,96,173,62 LINE II 17(J:AI LINE II 57(J:LA
,3,24(J LINE II 18(J:OJ LINE II 58(J: CI

·65(J DATA9,206,62,3,32,25,27,76,19 LINE II 19(J:GM LINE II 59(J: II
1,234 LINE II 2(J(J:OE LI E II 6(J(J:PA

I• 66(J DATAI73,60,3,240,9,206,60,3,3 LINE II 21 (J: DC LINE II 61(J:JD
2,32 LINE II 22(J:AK LINE II 62(J: FA

·67 rJ DATA27,76,191,234,174,68,3,24 LINE II 23 rJ:DP LINE II 63(J:OM I(J,248,173 LINE II 24fJ: FO LINE II 64(J: GL
·680 DATA70,3,240,32,173,71,3,240, LINE II 25rJ: KA LINE II 65(J:FM ~13,173 LINE II 26(J:PJ LINE II 66(J:KB ;·69(J DATA72,3,240,5,206,72,3,240,1 LINE II 27(J:EC LINE II 67(J:MO
4,238 LINE II 28(J:AI LINE II 68 rJ:AA

• 7(JrJ DATA72,3,32,33,28,173,73,3,24 LINE II 29(J:HE LINE II 69(J:IN
(J,6 LINE II 3(JrJ:CG LINE II 7(JrJ : HC

·7FJ DATAI74,68,3,32,33,28,206,74, LINE II 31(J:JP LINE II 7lfJ: BE (Ii

3,2(J8 LINE II 32rJ: LB LINE II 72(J:GA
• 72 rJ DATA206,169,0,174,68,3,32,96, LINE II 33(J: GO LINE I' 73(J:ND..

28,173 LINE II 34(J:NI LINE II 74(J:OE
.73rJ DATA75,3,208,8,238,60,3,238,6 LINE II 35(J: CB LINE II 75(J:BE
1,3 LINE II 36rJ: HF LINE II 76(J: IP

·740 DATA208,8,173,14,144,41,240,1 LINE II 37(J:HD LINE II 77(J:OG
41,14,144 LINE II 380:NK LINE II 78(J:HN

.750 DATAI69,0,162,15,157,61,3,202 LINE II 39 rJ:MP LINES: 78
,2 rJ8,25(J LINE II 4rJrJ:IE I I •
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IMPORTANT
Before typing in an Ahoy! program, refer to the first
two pages of the program listings section.

EDITOR 2: E=A: IFE<lORE>9THENSfJ
·54 D$(3)=C$(E):RETURN

~----------------------------~'S6 A=2*C-5l2:IFE=lORE>7THENRETURN
.58 M=2'(E-2):F=INT(D+A/M):G=INT(

A/M):U=INT(256-D*M/2)
.60IFE>4THENM=2'(E-5):F=INT(D-(A+

256)/M):G=INT«A+256)/M):U=INT(12
'2 Y=36879:POKE0,74:POKEl,3:GOT024 8+D*M/2)
.4 ?RINT"(CRJ(RVj";M;"(ROJ(CLJ(CLj .62 IFF<lTHENRETURN

(CLj (CRJ(RV). (RO) "; :RETURN '64 GOSUB6:PRINT:M=1l:H=3:GOSUB16:
.6 GOSUB14:IFPEEK(y)=30THENPRINT"( PRINT"THE FACTORS WILL","CAUSE A

BL}";O$(2):GOTOlfJ PAUSE OF",F;
-8 POKEY,29:PRINT"(GN)";O$(l) .66 PRINT"JIFFIES AFTER","THE SOUN
·lfJ PRINT"(BK}{CDj":RETURN D":A=3:IFG<lTHENC$(2)="":A=2
·12 INPUTY$:A=VAL(Y$):RETURN .68 IF(E<5AND(U<1290RU>255))OR(E>4
014 PRINT"(SC}(CR}(CR){CR}{CR)(CR} AND(U>2550RU<129))THENC$(3)="":A=

(RV)";:RETURN A-I
.16 RESTORE:FORA=lTOM:READY$:NEXT: ·70 PRINT"{CR}{CD}{RV)OPTIONS: (CD)
FORA=lTOH:READY$:C$(A)=Y$:NEXT:RE ":FORM=lTOA:GOSUB4:PRINTC$(M); :IF
TURN M=lTHENPRINT,"{CR}{CD)(CD}(CD){RV

.18 POKEY ,26:PRINT"(SC} (CR) {CR} (RD }CHANGE:
)(RV}";O$(4):POKE782,T:POKE828,l: '72 IFM=2THENPRINTG
GOTOl18 '74 IFM=3THENPRINTU

·20 ONJGOSUB92,86,44,50,32,38,56:I '76 PRINT:NEXT:IFM=2THENPRINT"{CD)
F(J=3ANDKdJ)ORJ=7THENI=3:GOT028 NO OTHER OPTIONS{CD}"

.22 J=J+l : GOT02fJ .78 PRINT"INPUT CHOICE"; :GOSUB12:I
·24 FORA=lT06:POKE827+A,0:READY$:O FA<lORA>M-ITHEN64
$(A)=Y$:NEXT:SYS6900 ·80 IFA=2THEND$(2)=STR$(G):D=G

.26 GOSUB130:IF(I=30RI=4)ANDQ<3THE -82 IFA=3THENC=U:U$(5)=STR$(U)
N26 '84 RETURN

·28 J=1:ONIGOSUB20,l04,108,18,122, '86 GOSUB6:M=14:H=4:GOSUB16:FORM=1
138:IFI=2THENPOKEY,26:I=3:GOT028 T04:GOSUB4:PRINTC$(M):PRINT:NEXT:

·3fJ GOT026 PRINT"SELECT VOLUME";
'32 GOSUB6:M=18:H=8:GOSUB16:FORM=1 ·88 GOSUB12:K=A:IFK<lORK>4THEN86
T08:GOSUB4:PRINTC$(M):PRINT:NEXT: .90 D$(l)=C$(K):K=K-l:RETURN
PRINT"SELECT CHANNEL"; :GOSUB12:B='92 B=fJ:CdJ:D=fJ:E=fJ:H=fJ:Q=Q+3:IF'Q>
A 173THENGOSUB14:PRINT"(CD)TABLE FU

• 34 IFB<lORB>8THEN32 LL": GOT01l8
'36 D$(4)=C$(B):RETURN .94 IFQ=3THENT=Q:RETURN
.38 GOSUB6:PRINT"SELECT STARTING", '96 GOSUB6:PRINT"START OF NEW{CD}"

"FREQUENCY VALUE{CD}","(128-255)" ,"SOUND STRING":INPUT"(CD}(CR}({R
; : GOSUB 12: C=A : IFC< 1280RC >255TH EN 1 V} Y( RO ) / (RV) N( RO) ) " ; Y$ : IFY $=" Y"TH
38 ENT=Q

.42 D$(5)=STR$(C): RETURN .98 IFY$="N"ANDQ>3THENH=842+Q: IFPE
·44 GOSUB6:PRINT"(CDjSELECT DURATI EK(H»127THENPOKEH,PEEK(H)-128
ON{CD)", "(2-254 JIFFIES)"; :GOSUBI .1fJrJ IF'Y$="Y"ORY$="N"THENRETURN
2:D=A:D$(2)=STR$(D):IFD>2540RD<2T .102 GOT096
HEN44 .104 POKEY,30:GOSUB6:GOSUBI08:PRIN

.46IFD>2540RD<2THEN44 T"{CDjCHANGE ITEM";:GOSUB12:IFA<1
·48 RETURN ORA>5THEN104
·50 GOSUB6:M=26:H=9:GOSUB16:F'ORM=1 .106 ONAGOSUB86,44,50,32,38:GOSUB5
T09:GOSUB4:PRINTC$(M):PRINT:NEXT 6:RETURN

.52 PRINT"SELECT MODIFIER"; :GOSUBI ,VJ8 M=6:H=5:GOSUB16:IFPEEK(y)<>Y;
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***
.2 REM *** DESIGNED BY BOB LLORET

LINE II 78:CA
LINE II 8(J:PE
LINE II 82:AL
LINE II 84:IM
LINE II 86:~lP

LINE II 88:HA
LINE II 9(J: AM
LINE II 92:EJ
LINE II 94:KN
LINE II 96:FO
LINE II 98:KG
LI NE II l'J(J: BK
LINE II 1(J2: PJ
LINE II l'J4: PM
LINE II 1(J6:BP
LINE II l'J8:IN
LINE II l1(J: GB
LINE II 112:IA
LI NEil 114 : CG
LINE II 116:IF
LINE II 118: FG
LINE II 12(J: 1M
LINE II 122:LL
LINE II 124:BE
LINE II 126:LE
LINE II 128:IM
LINE II 1JrJ:KG
LINE II 132:GI
LINE II 134:0J
LINE II 136:IM
LINE II 138:BP
LINE II 14(J:BI
LINE II 142:IF
LINE II 144:FL
LINE II 146:BG
LINE II 148:KL
LINES: 73

POST
TIME
FROM PAGE 96

LINE II 2:CI
LINE II 4:0K
LINE II 6: DA
LINE II 8:AG
LINE II l(J:DA
LINE II 12:10
LINE II 14:CC
LINE II 16:PP
LINE II 18:HB
LINE II 2(J:NF
LINE II 22:EG
LINE II 24:0M
LINE II 26:IL
LINE II 28:AB
LINE II 3(J:PE
LINE II 32:HG
LINE II 34:IB
LINE II 36:HJ
LINE II 38:CL
LINE II 42:LH
LINE II 44:DI
LINE II 46:PL
LINE II 48:IM
LINE II 5(J:AG
LINE II 52:NJ
LINE II 54:FB
LINE II 56:FL
LINE II 58:EJ
LINE II 6(J: BN
LINE II 62:PA
LINE II 64:HH
LINE II 66:GN
LINE II 68:DP
LINE II 7'J:FA
LINE II 72:EE
LINE II 74:FH
LINE II 76:BO

C-64~
.1 KEM ****** P 0 S T TIM E ***

THENPOKEY,26:GOSUB14:PRINT"{RD)";
0$(3):PRINT"{BK)"

.110 IFK;0THENB;2:FORA;3T05:D$(A);
"":NEXT

.112 FORM;lT05:GOSUB4:PRINTC$(M);D
$(M):PRINT:NEXT:IfPEEK(Y);30THENR
ETURN

.114 B%(1);K+4*E+32*B-36:B%(2);INT
(D/2):IFE;9THENB%(2);B%(2)+128:B%
(l );B%(l )-4

.116 B%(3);INT(C/2)+128:FORA;lT03:
POKE842+Q+A,B%(A):NEXT:POKE782,Q:
POKE828,l

.118 FORA;lT0200:NEXT:IF(PEEK(Y-1)
AND15»00RPEEK(842»0THENl18

·12(J RETURN
.122 POKEY,24:GOSUB14:PRINT"{BK)";
0$(5):PRINT"(CD)(CD)FOR LAST STRI
NG:","(CD)(CD)DATA;";:FORA;843+TT
0845+Q

.124 PRINTPEEK( A);",";: NEXT: PRINT"
(CLl ":PRINT"(CD)(CD)(RV)AD(ROjDR
ESS;";843+T:PRINT"{CD){CD)HIT KEY

WHEN DONE
.126 GETY$:IFY$;""THEN126
·128 RETURN
.13(J POKEY,31:PRINT"{SC)(CD)(CR)(B
L)(RV)SOUND(RO) (RV)CONCEPT{RO) (
RV)EDITOR{RO){CDj

.132 PRINT"(BKj(CD)(CR){RV)OPTIONS
: {CD)":FORM;lT06:GOSUB4:PRINTO$(M
):IFM<>4THENPRINT

.134 NEXT:PRINT"(CD)INPUT CHOICE";
:GOSUB12:I;A:IFI<10RI>6THEN130

.136 RETURN

.138 PRINT"{SCj":SYS6913
'140 DATACREATE SOUND,EDIT SOUND,P
LAY SOUND,PLAY SOUND STRING,DISPL
AY DATA,END

.142 DATAVOLUME ,DURATION,MOD ,CHA
N ,START FREQ,LEAVE AS IS,DURATIO
N TO,START FREQ TO

.144 DATAOFF (REST),LOW,MED,HIGH,S
1 (LOW),S2 (MED),S3 (HIGH),SN (NO
ISE),Sl & S2,S2 & S3

.146 DATAS1 & S3,S2 & SN,CONSTANT
FREQ,INCREASE SLOW,INCREASE MED,I
NCREASE FAST

.148 DATADECREASE SLOW,DECREASE ME
D,DECREASE FAST,WARBLE l,WARBLE 2

.5 PRINT "{SC)":POKE 5328(J,6:POKE
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53281,0:FOR A-I TO 3:PRINT: EXT A '140 PRINT "(BL}(RV}(CU)
FJ PRINT TAB(6);"(YL}[RV} .:!:{RO}

(RV}f; ':'[RO) [RV}f; .:!:(RO} (RV}b .16(J PRINT "(BL}[RV}(CU)
~It

"

"

il2(J PRINT "(BL) (RV) {CU}

'13(J PRINT "(RV}(CU) *~~~~~~~"

o S TTl M E(RVj *C~CCCCC*

72 AHOYl

'15 PRINT TAB(6);"{GN)(RV} {RO} (.17(J PRINT TAB(l(J);"(PU}(CD}NUMBER
RV) (RO) (RV) (RO) (RV) {RO} (RV OF PLAYERS";:INPUT NP:IF NP<l OR
) (RO) (RV) {RO] l l I" NP>4 THEN FJ(J

.2(J PRINT TAB(6);"{BL}(RV] (1<O)t '18(J PRINT "(8R)(CD) ENTER P
(RO) (RV) (RO) (RV) (RO) .![RV) LAYER'S FIRST NA~IES":PRINT

:!:(RO) (RV) (RO) l l l" ·185 FOR I-I TO NP:PRINT "{RD}(CD}
.25 PRINT TAB(6);"(PU}(RV) {RO} PLAYER #";I;:I'PUT NAME

(RV) (RO) (RV) (RO) (RV) {RO $(I):NEXT I
I (RV) {RO} l l l" ·19(J PRINT "(SC}":POKE 5328(J,(J:POK

.3(J PRINT TAB(6);"(RD)(RV} {RO} E 53281,rJ
.!(RV) (RO}t(RO) :!:{RV} (RO)" -195 PRINT TAB(7);"{LB}(CD}(CD}I~EL

(RV] " CO 1E TO COM~lODORE DOI~NS"

• 32 PRINT • 2(J(J PRINT "( G ) [CD}( CD}( CD}( RV}[ 1
·35 PRINT TAB(l6);" [BL}(RV}f; ::o(R ](RO) ALL PLAYERS START InTH $5(J(J
O} (RV)" :!:(RO} (RV}.:!:{RO) lRV)t(R ·2(J5 PRINT "(RV) (CD) {CD] [2] (RO) AL
O} (RV)" .!" L PLAYERS IVILL BET IN TURN"

·4(J PRINT TAB(6);"(GN)t: f. t: (G ·2UJ PRINT "(RV}(CD}(CD}[3](RO] TH
N] (RV) (RO) (RV) [RO) (RV) E PROGRAM IVILL KEEP TRACK OF InNS
.!E, (RO) (RV) " AND LOSSES"

.45 PRINT TAB(6);"(YL}ll t: .22(J PRINT "(RD}(RV}(CD}(CD}[4](RO
{RV} (RO) {RV} (RO) (RV) [RO) } IF YOU LOSE YOUR ~1O EY, YOU InL

(RV) (RO) (RV) " L OT BE ABLE TO BET"
.5(J PRINT TAB(6);"(RD}lll .298 RE 1 **** CREATE SPRITES *","

[RV} (RO) (RV) (RO] (RV) (RO) *
(RV) (RO) (RV) " .299 REM -------------------------

'55 PRI T TAB(l6);"(PU) (RV) (RO)
.:!:(RVj (ROJ.~(RO) (RV) (RO) (RV .3(J(J v-53248

) (RO) ",{RV) (RO}t;" .31(J FOR SP-12288 TO 1235(J:READ 'u
·6(J PRINT "{CD}(CD}(CD}(CD} (CD}":~l :POKE SP,NU:NEXT SP

SG$-" DESIGNE '32(J FOR SP-12352 TO 12414:READ U
D BY •••• BOB LLORET" :POKE SP,NU:NEXT SP

.65 PRINT" (BL}(RV) (RO) '33(J FOR SP-12416 TO 12478:READ NU
(RV] " :POKE SP,NU:NEXT SP

·70 A$-RIGHT$(MSG$,LEN(MSG$)-l):B$ ·340 FOR SP-12480 TO 12542:READ NU
-A$+LEFT$(MSG$,l) :POKE SP,NU:NEXT SP

.75 PRINT "(PU}(CU}";TAB(7);LEFT$( ·345 FOR SP-12544 TO 126(J6:READ NU
B$,26):MSG$-B$ :POKE SP,NU:NEXT SP

·80 FOR D-l TO 80:NEXT D:MSG-MSG+l ·350 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
:IF MSG-75 THEN 90 0,0,0,0,14,0,1,252,128,1,248,192

·85 GOTO 70 .360 DATA 32,229,224,119,255,240,2
'9(J A$-'''':BS-'''': lSGS-"":MSG-(J (J7,254,96,143,254,rJ,7,252,rJ,6,12
• 1(J(J PRINT "(SC}":POKE 5328(J,6:POK ·37(J DATA (J,6,12,(J,3,24,(J,rJ,144,(J,

E 53281,7 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
'110 PRINT "(BL}{RV}(CU) .380 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

II (J , (J , (J t (J , 14 , (J , 1 , 252 , 64 , {J , 228 , 96 , (J ,

(J,24(J
" ·39(J DATA 231,255,248,127,255,176,

P 15,254,0,15,254,0,12,6,0,12,3,0
" ·400 DATA 6,1,128,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,



f) , fJ , fJ , fJ , fJ , () , fJ

.410 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,14,0,1,252,0,1,248,
32,224

·420 DATA 230,112,55,255,248,15,25
5,188,15,255,24,15,254,0,12,6,0,1
2,3

.430 DATA 0,24,3,0,16,1,128,0,0,0,
fJ,fJ,fJ,fJ,fJ,fJ

·440 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,14,0,1,252,0,225,25
2,16,112

.450 DATA 227,48,23,255,248,15,255
,252,15,255,14,15,254,4,12,6,0

.455 DATA 24,3,0,48,1,128,96,0,192
,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

.460 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,56,0,48,60,0,248

.461 DATA 122,7,248,254,63,252,254
,127,255,254,127,255,254,127,255,
254

·462 DATA 255,255,255,255,255,255,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

.465 PRINT "{CD} {PU} IF YOUR RE
ADY FOR SOME EXCITEMENT ...
PRESS 'Fl'"

·466 GET AN$:IF AN$="{Fl)" THEN 47
(j

.467 IF AN$="" THEN 466

.468 REM *** RACE SELECTIONS ***
·469 REM =========================
.470 FOR 1=1 TO NP:CASH(I)=500:NEX
T I:BR=0:B=0:TS=0:FP=0:HP=0:SI=54
272

·475 CNT=CNT+1:FOR L=0 TO 24:POKE
SI+LJj:NEXT L

.48(j PRINT "{SC)":POKE 5328(j,9:POK
E 53281,7

.49(j PRINT "{ BR}{ RV}{ CU }.fili!l]Hi!l]HHH
RO} (RV }]!l.!lH
.!l.!l.!l!l!l"

'500 PRINT "{RV]{CU]BBBBBBBBB(RO}{
BL) RACE #";CNT;"SELECTIONS-{RV}{
BR)BBBBBBBBBBBB"

'~10-PRINT-OfRVf{CU}!l!l!l!l!l!l.!l!l!l{RO)r
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF[RV}BBBBBBB!l!l
fl."

.520 PRINT:PRINT "{BL} NO.
NAME ODDS "

·530 FOR 1=1 TO 6:T=31:0D(I)=INT(R
ND(0)*15)+I:READHNAME$(I):IFOD(I)
>9 THEN T=3(j

'54(j PRINT "{BK} ";I;TAB(9);"(PU}"

; HNAM E$ (I ) ; TAB (T) ; " (RD) " ; 0D( I) ; "T
o 1":NEXT I

.550 PRINT:PRINT "(BL) $ $ $ {BR
)(RV}TRIFECTA PAYS 50 TO I{BL){RO
) $ $ $":PRINT

-555 FOR 1=1 TO NP:IF CASH(I)<=0 T
HEN BET(I)=0:H(I)=0:GOTO 695

·560 PRINT "[Gl) OKAY ";NAM
ES(I);", MAKE YOUR BET"

·57(j PRINT: PRINTTAB( 15);" (LB) I-WIN
":PRINTTAB(15);"2-PLACE":PRINTTAB
(15) ; "3 - S H0\ "

.580 PRINT TAB(15);"{RD)4-TRIFECTA
"

.590 GET AN$(I):IF AN$(I)="" THEN
59(j

'6(j(j IF AN$(I)<"I" OR AN$(I»"4" T
HEN PRINT "( CU){ CU){ CU){ CU}{ CU}{ C
U)(CU)":GOTO 56(j

'6Uj PRINT"{CU) (CU) (CU) {CUI {CU} (CU
j":FORA=IT07:PRINT"

":NEXT
.615 PRINT" (CU] {CUI (CU] (CU] (CU) {C
U]{CU}"

.620 IF AN$(I»="l" AND AN$(I)(="3
" TH EN GOTO 64(j

·630 IF AN$(I)="4" THEN GOTO 670
.640 PRINT TAB(12);"(CU]{LB}WHICH
HORSE";:INPUT H(I):IF H(I)<l OR H
(1»6 THEN 64(j

·65(j PRINT TAB(5) ;"{CD}YOU HAVE $"
; CASH (I) ;" YOUR BET";: INPUT BET(I
)

·660 IF BET(I»CASH(I) THEN PRINT
" [CU} {CU} {CU}": GOTO 65(j

.665 PRINT "(CD}":GOTO 685
·670 FOR TRI=1 TO 3:PRINT TAB(10);

"(CU}HORSE NUMBER ";TRI; :INPUT H(
TRI)

·675 PRINT:NEXT TRI
·680 PRI T TAB(5);"YOU HAVE $";CAS
H(I);" YOUR BET";:INPUT BET(I)

·682 IF BET(I»CASH(I) THE PRINT
" (CU ) {CU }(CU ) " : GOTO 68(j

.6'.5 PRINT"{CU) {CUI {CUI (CU) (CU) {CU
}·.CU]":FORA=IT07:PRINT"

":NEX
T

'69(j PRINT "{CU}(CU}{CU)(CU}{CU}(C
U} (CU) [CU}"

·695 NEXT I
'698 REM **** THE RACE ****
'699 REM ====================
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.7r)r) GOSUB 2r)r)r) 1+1, r)
'705 POKE V+16,0:B=0:TS=0:FP=0:HP= ·930 GOTO 820
o '935 FP=FP+1:WIN(FP)=N:WIN$(FP)=HN

.71r) P=3 r):PY=135:FOR 1=1 TO 6:X(N) ANE$(N):OD(FP)=OD(N)
=P:Y(N)=PY:PY=PY+14:NEXT N .940 IF FP=3 THEN POKE SI+4,32:POK

.720 POKEV+39,l:POKEV+40,14:POKEV+ E SI+1,0:POKE SI,0:GOTO 950
41,7:POKEV+42,3:POKEV+43,4:POKE V .945 RETURN
+44,0 '948 REM **** PHOTO FINISH ****

'730 A=0:FOR N=lTO 6:POKE V+A,X(N) '949 REM ======================
:A=A+1:POKE V+A,Y(N):A=A+1:NEXT N '950 PRINT "(SC)":POKE V+21,0:POKE

'735 FOR N=l TO 6:COL(N)=30:NEXT N 53280,l:POKE 53281,1:PRINT "(CD)
.7M) FOR S=2r)4r) TO 2r)45:POKE S,l92 (CD}(CD)(CD}[CD}(CD)"

:NEXT S:POKE V+21,255 ·955 FOR D=l TO 600: EXT D
·75r) PRINT "(BK}[CU) THE '96r) PRINT TAB(l5);"[G3}P HOT 0"
Y' REO F F ! ! !" :PRINT TAB(l4);"[CD)(CD)(CD}F I N

.760 FOR D=l TO 1000:NEXT DIS H"
'77r) PRINT "[CU} '97r) FOR D=l TO 5r)r):NEXT D

" ·98r) PRINT TAB(l5);"[G2)(CU)(CU}[C
.815 REN *** HORSE MOVEMENT *** U)[CU)[CU}P HOT O":PRINT TAB(14
'816 REM ========================= );"[CDj[CD)(CD)F I N ISH"
.820 2=INT(RND(0)*6)+1 '990 FOR D=l TO 500:NEXT D
'830 IF 2=1 THEN A=0:B=1:R=1:N=1:H .1000 PRINT TAB(15);"(G1)[CU)(CU)(
=2040 CU}[CU}(CU}P HOT O":PRINT TAB(l

.84r) IF 2=2 THEN A=2:B=2:R=3:N=2:H 4);"(CD)(CDj[CD)F I N ISH"
=2041 ·1010 FOR D=l TO 500:NEXT D

'85r) IF 2=3 THEN A=4:B=4:R=5:N=3:H ·lr)2r) PRINT TAB(l5);"[CU}[CU)(CUj{
=2042 CU)[CU)[BK}P HOT O":PRINT TAB(l

.86r) IF 2=4 THEN A=6:B=8:R=7:N=4:H 4);"[CD)(CD)(CD}F I N ISH"
=2043 ·1030 FOR D=l TO 700:NEXT D:GOTO 1

·870 IF 2=5 THEN A=8:B=16:R=9:N=5: 150
H=2044 ·1100 HP=HP+1:PLA(HP)=N:IF HP=3 TH

'880 IF 2=6 THEN A=10:B=32:R=11:N= EN 1115
6:H=2045 ·1110 GOTO 1120

'890 Y(N)=Y(N)-3:POKE V+R,Y(N):POK '1115 PRINTTAB(4);"[BL}[CU}AT THE
EH,193:FOR D=1 TO 4:NEXT D:POKEH, 1/2 MILE POLE-";PLA(l);" ";PLA(2)
194 ;" ";PLA(3);

'895 FOR D=l TO 4:NEXT D:X(N)=X(N) ·1120 RETURN
+5:COL(N)=COL(N)+5 '1140 REM **** RACE RESULTS ****

'896 POKE SI,2:POKE SI+1,l:POKESI+ .1145 REM ======================
24,8:POKE SI+4,129 '115 r) PRINT "[SC}":POKE 5328r),2:PO

'900 IF X(N»=255 THEN X(N)=0:TS=T KE 53281,15
S+B:POKE V+16,TS .116r) PRINT TAB(6);"[RD}**[BL) R A

'905 IF COL(N)=155 THEN GOSUB 1100 C ERE S U L.T S[RD) **":PRINT
'910 IF COL(N)=320 THEN GOSUB 935 '1170 PRINT TAB(10);"[BL)(CD)WIN I
'912 POKE SI+4,16:POKE SI,r):POKE S "
I+1,r) ·1l8r) PRINT TAB(8);"[CD)PLACE I"

'913 FOR D=l TO 3:NEXT D '119r) PRINT TAB(9);"(CD}SHOW I":PR
'915 POKE SI,2:POKE SI+1,l:POKESI+ INT "(CU)(CU)(CUj[CU)(CU)(CU)(CU)
24,8:POKE SI+4,129 "

'92 r) POKEV+A,X(N):Y(N)=Y(N)+3:POKE '1195 FOR D=l TO u)r)r):NEXT D
V+R,Y(N):POKEH,195:FORD=lT010:NEX'1200 FOR FP=l TO 3:PRINT TAB(15);
TD: POKEH ,192 "[BK) [CD} ";WIN(FP);" (PU) ";WIN$(F

'925 POKE Sl+4,16:POKE SI,r):pOKE S P)
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( BK) "

(BK}N"
'215(J PRINT" (CU) (BK) (RV) (BR)

(38 SPACES}

(BK) "
.216(J PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV}4(BR)

{38 SPACES}

(BK) "
·212(J PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV)2(BR)

{38 SPACES}
(BK)I"

.2130 PRINT "(CU)(BK}(RV) (BR)
(38 SPACES]

'1205 FOR D=1 TO 1300:NEXT D:NEXT .1580 FOR D=1 TO 5500:NEXT D:GOTO
FP 475

.121(J PRINT" CBK )"El£.f.Hl':HHlHH '1998 REM *** DRAW RACE TRACK ***
~E£~f£L[LIEfllfIIIIIIEL" '1999 REM =======================

.1220 FOR 1=1 TO NP .2000 POKE V+45,1:POKE V+12,85:POK
-1240 IF AN$(I)="l" THEN 1280 E V+13,48:POKE 2046,196:POKE V+29
'1250 IF AN$(I)="2" THEN 1300 ,192
"126fJ IF AN$(I)="3" THEN 132(J .2fJ1fJ POKE V+21, 192:POKE 2(J47, 196:
.1270 IF AN$(I)="4" THEN 1340 POKE V+46,1:POKE V+14,120:POKE V+
'1280 IF H(I)=WIN(I) THEN AMT(I)=B 15,48
ET(I)'~OD(l):GOTO 136(J .2(J2(J PRINT "(SC)":POKE 5328 fJ.(J:PO

·1290 CASH(I)=CASH(I)-BET(I):GOTO KE 53281,5
138(J ·2(J3(J FOR A=1 TO 3: PRINT "( BL) (CU)

·1300 IF H(I)=WIN(l) THEN AMT(I)=I (RV)
NT(BET(I)*OD(l)/2):GOTO 136(J ":NEXT A

'!3(J5 IF H(I)=IHN(2) THEN AMT(I)=I .2(J4fJ PRINTTAB(9);"(G1)*(RD}~ (G
NT(BET(I)*OD(2)/2):GOTO 136(J I) (RO}*(YLl.t; (G1)*(BL)~ (G1)*

'13lfJ CASH(I)=CASH(I)-BET(I) :GOTO (OR}f. (G1 }*(,PU}f."
138(J '2(J5(J-PRINT TAB(9);" (G1)* (BK }COM

'1320 IF H(I)=WIN(l) THEN AMT(I)=I MODORE DOWNS(G1} T"
NT(BET(I)*OD(1)/3:GOTO 1360 .2060 PRINT TAB(10);"(G2)*(RV)

·1325 IF H(I)=WIN(2) THEN AMT(I)=I (RO}f."
NT(BET(I)*OD(2)/3):GOTO 1360 .2070 PRINT TAB(II);"(G2}*(RV)(WH)

01326 IF H(I)=WIN(3) THEN AMT(I)=I ++++++++++++++ (RO) (G2)f"
NT(BET(I)*OD(3)/3):GOTO 1360 '2080 PRINT TAB(12);"(WH)(RV} ++++

·133fJ CASH(I)=CASH(I)-BET(I) :GOTO H:;:+++++++" :PRINT TAB(l2);" (G1)(
138(J RV}"

·134(J IF H(l)=IHN(l)ANDH(2)=WIN(2) ·2(J9(J PRINT "(WH}POVYpoITPOVYPOYYE
AND H(3) =WIN (3 )THEN AMT (1)= BET(I) QYYPOVfpOVf.EQYY.EQVf.EQYY"

*5fJ:GOTOI36(J '21(J(J PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV}I(BR)
0135(J CASH(I)=CASH(I)-BET(I) :GOTO {38SPACESj
1380 (BK}F"

.136fJ CASH(I)=CASH(I)+AMT(I) ·21lfJ PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV) (BR)
'137(J PRINT "(BL}(CD}";TAB(5);NAME {38SPACESj .
$(1);" WON $";AMT(I);"-YOU HAVE $
";CASH(I):GOTO 1500

·1380 IF CASH(I)<=0 THEN 1400
'139(J PRINT"(RD}(CD)";TAB(5);NAME$
(I);" LOST $";BET(I);"-YOU HAVE $
";CASH(I):GOTO 1500

·14fJ(J PRINT "(BK}(CD}";TAB(5);NAME (BK) "
$(1);" I,ENT BROKE":BR=BR+l:IF BR= '2140 PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV}3(BR)
NP THEN END {38 SPACES}

·15fJ(J NEXT I
'1510 IF CNT=10 THEN END
·1520 IF NP=l THEN LINE=9
'1530 IF NP=2 THEN LINE=7
'1540 IF NP=3 THEN LINE=5
'1550 IF NP=4 THEN LINE=3
'1560 FOR A=1 TO LINE:PRINT:NEXT A (BK)I"
'157(J PRINT" (BK}(RV) (RO)( .217(J PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV) (BR)

RD) NEXT RACE ••.• COMING UP (RV}(B (38SPACESj
K) "
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-218(J PRINT "(CU){BKJ(RV}5{BR)
{38 SPACES}

(BK)S"
-219(J PRINT "(CUJ(BKJ(RV) (BR)

{38 SPACES}
(BK) "

-22(J(J PRINT "(CU)(BK)(RV)6{BR)
{38 SPACES}

(BK}H"
-221(J PRINT "(\HI} (CU}POYYPOYYPOyyr

QY YPOY YPoV\'POY YPOY ypQYyEilY Y"
-222(J RETURN
-2300 DATA SEATTLE SLEW,SECRETARIA

T,LIGHTNIN' ,SLO POKE,STREAKER,GAM
BLER

-2310 DATA FIREWORKS,HOOFER,THUNDE
R,SLICK STICK,GOLDEN BOY,ROCKET

-2320 DATA BOLD FORBES,AFFIRMED,GE
NERAL ASSEMBLY,DANCERS IMAGE,HILL

RISE,NASHUA
-2330 DATA GENUINE RISK,RIVA RIDGE

,PENSIVE,ASSAULT,TIM TAM,CARRY BA
CK

-2340 DATA JIM FRENCH,NO LE HACE,B
REVITY,NASHUA,FABIUS,ASSAULT

-2350 DATA MAJESTIC PRINCE,PENSIVE
,WORTH,OMAHA,JET PILOT,COUNT TURF

.2360 DATA DAUBER,CROZIER,SHAM,CAR
RY BACK,PONDER,POT 0 LUCK

·2370 DATA ADVOCATOR,HILL PRINCE,S
PY SONG,MISSTEP,ZAL,TICKET

-2380 DATA BALLY ACHE,CAPOT,CITATI
ON,NEEDLES,DECIDEDLY,SWAPS

'2390 DATA FOWARD PASS,RUMBO,BURGO
o KING,CAVALCADE,FLYING EBONY,NAT
IVE DANCER

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LIN E
LINE

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR POST TIME (C-64)
LINE Ii 1:0E
LINE # 2:DE
LINE # 3:MF
LINE # 5:IJ
LINE # If): KB
LINE # 15:IP
LINE # 2(J:JG
LINE # 25:ml
LINE # 3(J: CF
LINE # 32:JJ
LINE # 35:EB
LINE # 4(J:OB
LINE # 45:KG
LINE # 5(J:FM
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# 55:0G
# 6(J:HA
# 65:FA
# 7(J:JA
# 75:CF
# 8(J:CK
# 85:PF
# 9(J:BH
# lfJ(J: 00
# 11 (J: OJ
# 12(J:OJ
# 1 JrJ: DC
# 14(J:OJ
# 16(J: OJ

LINE # 17(J:AI
LINE # 18(J:ML
LINE # 185:0N
LINE # 19(J:OD
LINE # 195:NA
LINE # 2(J(J:Ml
LINE # 205:KH
LINE # 21(J:JF
LINE # 22(J: HA
LINE # 298:KO
LINE # 299:DB
LINE # 3(J(J:AD
LINE # 31(J:FB
LINE # 32(J:BM
LINE # 33(J:PJ
LINE # 3MJ: LA
LINE # 345:HG
LINE # 3YJ: PF
LINE # 36(J:AC
LINE # 37(J:NJ
LINE # 38(J:AN
LINE # 39(J:PP
LIN E # 4(J(J: DE
LINE # 41(J: BD
LINE # 42(J: BK
LINE # 43(J: GA
LINE # 44(J:GD
LINE # 45(J:GP
LINE # 455:PH
LINE # 46(J: BF
LINE # 461 :ON
LINE # 462: FD
LINE # 465:BE
LINE # 466:ED
LINE # 467:AE
LINE # 468:EC
LINE # 469:00
LINE # 47(J:KG
LINE # 475:DG
LINE # 48(J:GE
LINE # 49(J:EA
LINE # YJ(J:BJ
LINE # 51(J: LA
LINE # 52(J: PB
LINE # 53fJ: BH
LINE # 54(J:GN
LINE # 55(J:CP
LINE # 555:0D
LINE # 56(J:LG
LINE # 57(J:EF
LINE # 58(J:GA
LINE # 59(J: BB
LIN E # 6 (J(J : EG

LINE # 6IfJ:ME
LINE # 615:PC
LINE # 62(J: PH
LINE # 63(J:HG
LINE # 64(J:HC
LINE # 65(J:LC
LINE # 66(J: JJ
LINE # 665:LG
LINE # 67(J:MA
LINE # 675:FA
LINE # 68(J:ON
LINE # 682:JE
LINE # 685:EC
LINE # 69(J:JD
LINE # 695:0N
LINE # 698:MJ
LINE # 699:LE
LINE # 7(J(J:HE
LINE # 7(J5: JL
LINE # 7lfJ:LC
LINE # 72(J:LH
LINE # 73(J:JN
LINE # 735:KL
LINE # 74(J:CA
LINE # 7YJ:EA
LINE # 76(J:JO
LINE # 77(J: JL
LINE # 815:FB
LINE # 816:00
LINE # 82(J: BD
LINE # 83(J:EO
LINE # 8MJ: EI
LINE # 85(J:HN
LINE # 86(J:J~l

LINE # 87(J:OL
LINE # 88(J: GN
LINE # 89(J:CL
LINE # 895:JE
LINE # 896:NO
LINE # 9 (J(J : FM
LINE # 9(J5:MD
LINE # 91fJ:JP
LINE # 912:KC
LINE # 913:CD
LINE # 915:NO
LINE # 92(J: LC
LINE # 925:KC
LINE # 93(J:EC
LINE # 935:MD
LINE # 9MJ: CN
LINE # 945:IM
LINE # 948:JN
LINE # 949:DF



*[ R
[ RV )

1 S(J(J: ON
lSl(J:CA's PRINT"(SC] (CD] [CD) (CD]":POKE368
152 rJ : AA 79, 14
lS3(J:DB 'FJ PRINT"(CR)(YL)(RV) "'[RO] (RV
ls4(J:DG ]t, *lRO] (RV]t, ~'[RO) [RV)) ",
lSYJ:DH·1S PRINT"(CR][GN](RV) [RO] (RV)
lS6(J:IF {RO) [RV] (RO] (RV] (RO) (RV) (R
ls7(J:GB 0) (RV] [RO)"
lS8(J:EG·2(J PRINT"(CR][BL)(RV) [RO])[RO)
1998:NO (RV) (RO] (RV) [RO] *(RV] *(RO
1999:GJ) [RV] (RO]"
2(J(JrJ:IN .25 PRINT"(CR)(PU)(RV] (RO] (RV
2rJ1rJ:KK ] (RO) (RV) [RO] [RV] (RO]
2 (J 2 (J : GB ( RV) (R 0] "
2(J3(J:PF '3 fJ PRINT"(CR] (RD) (RV] (RO]
2(JMJ:DI V] [RO]t,(RO) *(RV) (RO]f.
2(Js(J: ~lB "
2 (J6(J : DL • ~s PRINT" (CR1( CR] [CD) (~L) (RV)f
2(J7(J:AA *(RO) (RV)f, *[RO] (R.V]*(RO) [RV]
2 rJ8(J:KL [(RO) [RV)f *"
2(J9(J:PG .MJ PRINT"[CR)(CR)(GN] (RV) (RO]
21(J(J:MP (RV] (RO] [RV] *f [RO] (RV) "
21FJ:FJ.4s PRINT"(CR)(CR](YL) (RV) [RO)
212rJ:OL (RV] (RO] (RV] [RO] [RV) (RO
213rJ:FJ ] (RV) "
21MJ:OF' srJ PRINT"(CR) [CR] (RD) (RV] (RO]
21srJ:FJ (RV) (RO] (RV) (RO] (RV] (RO
2160:0J ) (RV) "
217rJ:FJ'Ss PRINT"(CR)(CR)(PU) (RV) (RO)
218rJ:OC *(RV) (RO)f. (RO) (RV) (RO) (RV)
219 rJ: FJ (RO) *(RV) - (RO)f"
22rJrJ:NA ·61 A$=" GM1E BY. •.. BOB LLORET "
2210:CF'62 B$="VERSION BY ROB ALONSO "
222(J:IM '63 FORX=lT04S
2300:KC.64 A$=RIGHT$(A$,21)+LEFT$(A$,l)
2310:IH·6s B$=RIGHT$(B$,l)+LEFT$(B$,21):F
232rJ:HJ ORD=lT08(J:NEXT
233 rJ:JJ·66 PRINT"[HM) [CD) [CD] [CD) {CD) (CD)
234rJ:AA (CD) [CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) [CD) (CD) [CD) [
23srJ: DD CD) (CD) [CD) (CD) (\'H)"; A$; "[ CY) [CD]
236rJ:DO ";B$:NEXT
2370:DL·70 FORI=ITOS00:NEXT:PRINT"(SC][BL
2380:PM. )":POKE36879,126
2390:GP.110 A$=" (RV)
224 "

LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LI NE /I
LINE /I
LINE 1/
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LI E /I
LINE #
LINE /I
LINE #
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LIN E /I
LINE /I
LINE #
LINE 1/
LINE #
LINE 1/
LINE #
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINE /I
LINES:

IMPORTANT

# 9YJ:OJ
# 9Ss:JP
# 96 rJ:ON
# 97 rJ:GC
1/ 98 rJ:NK
# 99 rJ:GC
1/ FJrJrJ: KJ
1/ 1 rJ IrJ : GC
1/ FJ2 rJ: DA
1/ FJ3rJ: PO
1/ llrJrJ:KG
1/ 11FJ:HE
1/ l11s:FB
# 112rJ:IM
1/ 114rJ:JD
/I 114S:DF
# l1S rJ:GC
/I 116rJ:NC
/I l17 rJ:NC
/I 118rJ:NE
/I 119rJ:ID
/I 119S:JO
/I 12 rJrJ:CD
/I 12rJS:DD
1/ 121 rJ: CE
1/ 122rJ: FO
/I 12MJ: CJ
1/ 12s(J:CB
/I 126(J:CO
/I 127(J:CL
/I 128(J:FF
/I 129(J:CA
/I 13(J(J:GD
/I 13(Js: DN
/I 13FJ:CA
/I 132rJ: AG
1/ 132S:0A
# 1326:CC
/I 133(J:CA
/I 134(J:AM
# 13S(J:CA
1/ 136(J:EG
/I 137(J:DA
/I 138(J:IH
/I 139(J:JB
/I 14(JrJ:EB

Before typing ill all Ahoy! program, refer to the first
two pages of the program listings section.

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LI E
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE , 120 PRINTA$:PRINTA$

• 13rJ PRINT" [RV) *~* POST TIME *~

VIC 20 VERSION * "
,------------------, • 14(J PR I I TA$ : PRI NT A$

·18(J INPUT" (PU) (CD) (CD) [CR)PLAYER'
S NAME";NAME$

'19(J PRINT"(SC)":POKE36879,8
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0195 PRINT"(RV)(WH)(CR)WELCOME TO 0820 Z=INT(RND(0)*6)+1
COMMODORE(RO} (RV)DOWNS" ° 83(j IFZ=ITHENHO(l)=HO(l)+1 :PRINT"

° 2(j(j PRINT "(GN}(RV}(CD}[I](RO) YO (HM}(CD}(CD}(CD)(CD}(CD}(CD}(CD)(
U WILL BEGIN WITH $500 CD}(CD)"RIGHT$(A$,HO(I))+"(CL}{RV

02(j5 PRINT "(RV}(CD)(CD}[2](RO) YO "
U CAN PLACE A BET EACH TURN· 8Mj IFZ=2THENHO(2)=HO(2)+1 :PRINT"
" (HM) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (

°2Fj PRINT "[RV)(CD}(CD}[3](RO) TH CD) (CD}(CD}(CD)"RIGHT$(A$,HO(2))+
E PROGRAM WILL KEEP TRACK OF "

WINS AND LOSSES" • 85(j IFZ=3THENHO(3)=HO(3)+I: PRINT"
022(j PRINT "{RD] (RV) (CD) (CD) [4] (RO (HM) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD] (CD) (

) IF YOU LOSE YOUR MONEY, TH CD](CD}(CD}(CD)(CD)(CD)"RIGHT$(A$
E GAME ENDS" II

°23(j PRINT "(CD)(PU) PRESS 'Fl' T· 86(J IFZ=4THENHO(4)=HO(4)+I:PRINT"
o PLAY" (HM) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (

0466 GETAN$:IFAN$<>"(Fl}"THEN466 CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD)"R
°470 CASH=500:CNT=CNT+l "
0480 PRINT " (SC)":POKE36879,123 0870 IFZ=5THENHO(5)=HO(5)+1:PRINT"
0490 PRINT"{WH)(RV)(CU)]BBBBB(RO} (HM)[CD){CD)(CD)(CD)(CD)(CD)(CD)(

(RV)BBBBBB" CD}(CD}(CD)(CD](CD}(CD)(CD){CD)(C
° 5(J(J PRINT"{RV) (CU)BBBBBB(RO] (BL) D) {CD)"RIGHT$(A$,HO(5))+"(CL} (RV)

RACE #";CNT;"(RV) {WH)BBIHlBB"RDOWN "
S" • 880 IFZ=6THENHO(6)=HO(6)+I:PRINT"

°5Fj PRINT "(RV) (CU)BBBB{RO)FFFFFF (HM) (CD) [CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (
FFFFFFF(RV]B.BBBll" IHTH $5(j(J CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (CD) (C

°520 PRINT"(CD){BL}NO. NAME D)(CD)(CD}(CD)"RIGHT$(A$,HO(6))+"
ODDS(CD)" "

0530 FORI=IT06:0D(I)=INT(RND(0)*15· 890 FORX=IT06:IFHO(X»20THENGOTOI
)+I:READHNAME$(I) 000

°54(j PRINT"pm)";I;"{PU} ";HNAME$(· 9(j(J NEXT:POKE36878,8:POKE36877,78
I) :GOT0810

0543 A=LEN(STR$(OD(I)))+5:PRINT " (R 01000 IFX=HTHENCASH=CASH+OD(X)*BET
D}(CU)";TAB(21-A);OD(I);"TO 1":NE :GOTOl(j2(j
XT ·1010 CA=CA-BE:IFCA=0THENPRINT " (SC

.550 PRINT"(CD)(BL)(RV} )YOU LOST ALL YOUR MONEY-BETT
" ER LUCK NEXTTIME!":END

° 56(J PRINT" (PU) (CU)OKAY "; NAME$: PR,· l(j2(j PRINT" (SC}(CD}(CD)(CD}(CD}(C
INT"MAKE YOUR BET" D)(CD)YOU NOW HAVE $";CASH

064(j INPUT"(GN)I,HICH HORSE";H:IFH< ° FJ3(j FORX=IT05(j(J(J:NEXT
10RH>6THENPRINT"(CU) (CU)":GOT06MJ ° Fj4(j CNT=CNT+l:GOT048(j

°6YJ PRINT"YOU HAVE $";CASH ° 2(j2(j PRINT "(SC)":POKE36879,88
0655 INPUT"YOUR BET";BET ° 2(J4(j PRINT" M(YL)) (Gl) M(BL]~

°66(j IFBET>CASHTHENPRINT"(CU} (CU) ( (Gl) M(PU)£ (Gl) 'M(WHLC
CU}":GOT065(J ° 2(j5(J PRINT"(Gl) (BK}CmlMODORE

°7(J(J GOSUB2(j2(j DOWNS(Gl) "
°71(j FORX=IT06:HO(X)=(j:NEXT ° 2(j6(j PRINT" {CR} (CR) (CR) (CR) (BK)1(
0750 PRINT "(WH)(HM}T H E Y ' R E RV) (RO)£"
OFF !" ° 2(j70 PRINT"{CR}(CR) (CR)(CR)(CR)(IY

°8Fj POKE36878,(j:A$="(CR)(CR}(CR}( H).!(RV)(I'H) ++++++++ (RO))"
CR} (CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (C ° 2(j8(j PRINT"(CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (CR) (C
R}(CR)(CR](CR}(CR}(CR)(CR}(CR}{CR R)(I,H}(RV) ++++++++ ":PRINT"(CR}{
)(CR){CR)" CR}(CR)(CR)(CR){CR)(Gl}(RV)
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75(J:CG
81(J:BN
82(J:BD
83(J: LB
8MJ: FK
B5(J: OJ
86(J:MK
87(J:PB
88(J: PC
89(J: NH
9(J(J:FE
1(J(J(J: KP
l(Jl(J:OL
lfJ2(J: EO
lfJ3(J: AG
1(J4(J: LE
2(J2(J: DA
2(J4(J: NN
2(J5(J:CG
2(J6(J:ED
2(J7(J:PC
2(J8(J:CE
2(J9(J:NC
21fJ(J:KN
211(J:BL
212(J:OB
213(J:BL
214(J:OD
215(J:BL
216(J:NP
217(J:BL
218(J:PA
219(J:BL
22(J(J:OG
22lfJ:BL
222(J: EE
223(J:IM
23(J(J: MF
231(J:II
232(J: FJ
233(J: HP
23MJ:DA
235(J:KC
236(J:CP
237(J: OE
.238(J:KN
239(J:BO
96

LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE if
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE II
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE II
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINE #
LINES:

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR POST TIME (VIC 20)
LINE # 5:AF
LINE # lfJ:BA
LINE # 15:LI
LINE # 2(J:PG
LINE # 25: LK
LINE # 3(J:OH
LINE # 35:KK
LINE # 4(J:PM
LINE # 45: FC
LINE # 5(J: NL
LINE # 55:BI
LINE # 61:GP
LINE # 62:MD
LINE # 63:MG
LINE # 64: LB
LINE # 65:KN
LINE # 66:GH
LINE # 7(J:HC
LINE # 11(J:HD
LINE # 12(J:EJ
LINE # 13(J:LB
LINE II IMJ:EJ
L:i:i~E # 18(J:JF
LINE II 19(J:OG
LINE # 195:AP
LINE # 2(J(J : CG
LINE # 2(J5:JC
LINE # 21(J:NI
LINE # 22(J: BC
LINE II 23(J:HD
LINE # 466:HM
LINE # 47(J:GD
LINE # 48(J:CD
LINE # 49(J: DF
LINE # 5(J(J:DL
LINE # 51(J:FN
LINE II 52(J: IB
LINE # 525:KN
LINE # 53(J:GC
LINE # 5MJ:NH
LINE # 543:DB
LINE # 55(J:CA
LINE # 56(J:CO
LINE # 64(J: PC
LINE # 65(J:DJ
LINE # 65S:BE
LINE II 660:ND
LINE II 7(J(J : FB
LINE # 7l(J:KL

"
• 2(J9(J PRINT" (WH 1POYYPOYVPOYYPOHE

OTIPoY"
• 21 (ii'jPRINT "(CU) (BK) (RV)l(BR)

{20 SPACES} (BK) F"
'211(J PRINT "(CUj{BKj{RV) (BR)

{20 SPACES} (BK) "
·212fJ PRINT "(CU)(BK}(RV}2(BR)

{20 SPACES} ( BK ) I"
'213(J PRINT "(CU) (BK) (RV) (BR)

{20SPACES} (BK) "
·214fJ PRINT "(CU)(BK}(RV)3(BR)

{20SPACES} (BK}N"
'215fJ PRINT "(CU}(BK)(RV) (BR)

{20 SPACES} (BK) "
.216fJ PRINT "(CU}(BK}(RV)4(BR)

{20 SPACES} (BK ) I"
·217(J PRINT "(CU)(BKj{RV) (BR)

{20SPACES} (BK) "
·218(J PRINT "(CUj{BK)(RV}5(BR)

{20 SPACES} (B K ) S"
·219(J PRINT "(CU) (BKj{RV) (BR)

{20SPACES} (BK) "
• 22(JfJ PRINT "( CU j{ BK)( RV)6 (BR)

{20 SPACES} (BK )H"
• 2 21fJ PRINT "( CU) ( BKj{ RV) (B R)

{20 SPACES} (BK) "
• 222(J PRINT "(\~H) (CU)POYYPOYYPOYYE.

QYYPOYVPO"
• 223(J RETURN
• 23fJfJ DATA COLE SLEW,SECRETARY,LIG

HTNIN',SLO POKE,STREAKER,GAMBLER
• 231fJ DATA FIREWORKS,HOOFER,THUNDE

R,SLICTICK,GOLD BOY,ROCKET
• 232fJ DATA OLD FORB,AFFIRMED,ASSEM

BLER,DANCERS,HILLY,NASHUA
• 233fJ DATA GEM RISK,RIVALRY,PENSIV

E,ASSAULT,TIM TAM,CARRY OUT
• 23MJ DATA FRENCHY,NO HASTE, BREVIT

Y,NASHUA,FABIUS,ASSAULT
• 235fJ DATA MAJESTY,PENSIVE,WORTH,O

MAHA,JET-SET,COUNT IT
• 236fJ DATA DAUBER,CROZIER,SHAM,CAR

RY OUT,PONDER,NO LUCK
• 237fJ DATA ADVOCADO,PRINCE,SPY SON

G,MISSTEP,ZAL,TICKET
• 238fJ DATA LEG ACHE,CAPOT,CITATION

,NEEDLES,DECIDED,SWAPS
• 239fJ DATA LIL PASS,RUMBO,BUG KING

,CAVALCADE,DEAD PONY,SLO DANCE
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TEST 5

TEST 6
TEST 6
BASIC RA

ST 3"
'lZ0 PRINT "ENTER {RV}5{RO} FOR TE
ST 5"

'l3 f) GET IN$: IF IN$=''''GOTOl3 f)
'140 IN=VAL(IN$)
,150 IF I <3 OR IN>5GOTOl10

TEST 3 'ISS IF IN=4 GOTO F) f)
REM:FOR TAPE-SAVE FIRST '160 IF IN=3 THE POKE 44,lS:GOTOl
REM:MEMORY MA AGEMENT TEST 3 0:REM SK EXPANDER
REM:LOADS INTO FIRST SK EXPAND ,170 POKE 44,160:GOT010:REM BLOCK

5

MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
FROM PAGE 95

, F)
- Zf)
" 3f)

EA
-40 REM: IN THE VIC-Z0. WILL NEED -10 REM:MEMORY MANAGEME T
THE 3K -Z0 REM:LOADS INTO NORMAL

-5() REM: EXPANDER AND SK IN BLOCK ~I ON THE C64
5 AS WELL -30 POKE 44,19Z:POKE4915Z,0:LOAD"T

-6f) IF PEEK(Z51)=1 GOTO F)r) EST 7",S
- 7f) T4$=" (SC}TEST 4 NOW ACTIVE": PR TEST 7
INTT4$ -10 REM:MEMORY MANAGEMENT TEST 7

-S0 PRINT"LOADING TEST 5 INTO BL -Z0 REM:LOADS INTO FREE RAM AT ADD
OCK 5" RESS 4915Z IN THE C64

-9f) POKE 4()96 f),f):POKE44,16 f):LOAD"T '3() POKE 45,3:POKE 46,S:CLR
EST 5".S:RE~1**LEAVE OFF THE ,S FO '4f) PRINT"BYTES FREE ARE"Z"16+FRE(
R TAPE 0)

-If)f) PRINT T4$ _Sf) PRINT"TEST 6 HAS BEEN ELIMINAT
-Uf) PRINT "ENTER {RVj3{ROj FOR TE ED"

80 AHOY!

, 1f)

, Zf)
, 3f)

ER
'40 REM: IN THE VIC-Z0. WILL NEED
THE 3K ,10 REM:FOR TAPE-SAVE THIRD

-50 REM: EXPANDER A D SK IN BLOCK 'Z0 REM:MEMORY MANAGEMENT TEST 5
5 AS WELL -30 REM:LOADS INTO SK BLOCK 5 IN T

-60 IF PEEK(Z51)=1 GOTO 100 HE VIC-Z0
-7f) T3$="{SC}TEST 3 NO\~ ACTIVE":PR _4f) REM: THE VIC-Zf). IHLL NEED THE
INTT3$ 3K

-Sf) PRINT"LOADING TEST 4 INTO 3K" _Sf) REM: EXPANDER AND SK IN BLOCK
"gf) POKE F)Z4,():POKE44,4:LOAD"TEST 5 AS WELL

4",S:REM**LEAVE OFF THR ,S FOR T ,60 IF PEEK(Z51)=1 GOTO 100
APE '7() T5$="(SC)TEST 5 NOI, ACTIVE":PR

-If)() PRINT T3$ INTT5$
'IF) PRINT "ENTER (RV)4(RO) FOR TE -S() POKE Z51,l:REM SET LOAD COMPLE
ST 4" TE FLAG

-lZf) PRINT "ENTER (RVj5{RO) FOR TE _gf) GOTO U()
ST 5" - F)f) PRINT T5$

"lY) GET IN$:IF IN$=""GOT013 f) -IF) PRINT "ENTER (RV}3(RO) FOR TE
"14() IN=VAL(IN$) ST 3"
-15() IF IN<4 OR IN>5GOT01F) -lZ() PRINT "ENTER {RVJ4{RO} FOR TE
-16f) IF IN=4 THEN POKE 44,4:GOTOF) ST 4"

: REM 3K EXPANDER - 1Y) GET IN$: IF I $=""GOT013()
,170 POKE 44,160:GOT010:REM BLOCK -140 IN=VAL(IN$)

5 -150 IF IN<3 OR IN>4GOT0110
TEST4-16f) IF IN=3 THEN POKE 44,lS:GOTOl

REM:FOR TAPE-SAVE SECOND 0:REM SK EXPANDER
REM:MEMORY MANAGEMENT TEST 4 -170 POKE 44,4:GOT010:REM 3K EXPAN
REM: LOADS INTO 3K EXPANSION AR DER



TEST 8

BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR MEMORY MANAGEMENT

"60 PRINT"ALL OF ORIGINAL BASIC RA
M IS AVAILABLE FOR STORAGE OF DA
TA"

LINE II l6IJ:KH
LINE II 17(J:FE
LINES: 17

TEST 4
LINE II lfJIJ:EI
LINE II 1UJ:AM
LINE II 12(J:PA
LINE II 13(J:DM
LINE II 14IJ:CK
LINE II lS(J:GE
LINE II lSS:EK
LINE II 16IJ:PI
LINE II 17(J:FE
LINES: 18

TEST 5
LINE II l(JO:FB
LINE II lI(J: AM
LINE II 12(J:PC
LINE II 13(J:DM
LINE II 14(J:CK
LINE II lSIJ:HF
LINE II 16(J:PI
LINE II 17(J:EP
LINES: 17

TEST 6
LINE II 3(J: MB
LINES: 3

TEST 7
LINE II S(J: HF
LINE II 6(J:PN
LINES: 6

TEST 8
LINE II lfJ(J: EM
LINE II llfJ:HI
LINE II 13(J: D~I

LINE II 14fJ:CK
LINE II lS(J:PI
LINE II 1 7(J: BH
LINES: 13

TEST 9
LINE II lfJIJ:FF
LINE II 1UJ:HK
LINE II 13(J:DM
LINE II 14fJ:CK
LINE II lsrJ:OJ
LINE II 171J: EL
LINES: 13

LINE II lfJ:DO
LINE II 2(J:EC

LINE II l(J:JE
LINE II 2(J: DP
LINE II 31J: KC
LINE II 4fJ:AM
LINE II S(J: KB
LINE II 6(J: DH
LINE 1/ 7(J: FK
LINE II 8(J: ND
LINE II 9IJ:CC

PROGRAMMERS! Ahoy! pays competitive rates
for 64 and VIC programs. Send us yours on disk
or tape, with a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

LINE II lfJ:MH
LINE II 2(J: DL
LINE II 3(J:DJ
LINE II 6(J: DH
LINE II 7(J:GO
LINE II 8(J:ND
LINE II 9(J:CC

LINE II IfJ: MH
LINE II 21J: CA
LINE II 3(J:FK
LINE II 4fJ:PA
LINE II S(J: KB
LINE II 6(J:DH
LINE II 7(J:IL
LINE II 8(J:DA
LINE II 9(J:PJ

LINE II lfJ:LL
LINE II 2(J:DM
LINE II 3(J: AM
LINE II 6(J: DH
LINE II 7(J:EP
LINE II 8(J: KG
LINE II 9(J:FG

LINE II IfJ:DN
LINE II 2(J:GC
LINE 41 3(J: PC
LINE II 4fJ:BM

LINE II 13(J:DM
LINE II 14(J: CK
LINE II 15(J:HF

TEST 3
LINE II 7(J: OA
LINE II 8(J:LL
LINE II 9(J:00
LINE II lfJIJ:EL
LINE II 1IfJ:PC
LINE II 12IJ:PA

LINE II l(J: LL
LINE II 2(J:CB
LINE II 3IJ:IM
LINE II 4 IJ:PA
LINE II SIJ:KB
LINE II 61J: DH

10 REM:FOR TAPE-SAVE FIRST
"20 REM:MEMORY MANAGEMENT TEST 8
"30 REM:LOADS INTO STANDARD RAM IN

THE COMMODORE 64
"6(J IF PEEK(2S1)=1 GOTO 10lJ
" 7(J T8$=" {SCjTEST 8 NOW ACTIVE" :PR

INT T8$
"8(J PRINT"LOADING TEST 9 AT 49152"
"90 POKE 491S2,0:POKE44,192:LOAD"T

EST 9",8:REM~*LEAVE OFF THE ,8 FO
R TAPE

"IfJIJ PRI T T8$
"lFJ PRINT "ENTER {RVj9{RO} FOR TE
ST 9"

"130 GET IN$:IF IN$=""GOT0130
"14(J IN=VAL(IN$)
"ISO IF IN<>9 GOTO 110
"170 POKE 44,192:GOTO 10:REM BLOCK

49152
TEST 9

"10 REM:FOR TAPE-SAVE SECOND
"20 REM:MEMORY MANAGEMENT TEST 9
"30 REM:LOADS INTO $COOO BLOCK IN

THE COMMODORE 64
"60 IF PEEK(2S1)=1 GOTO 100
"70 T9$="{SCjTEST 9 NOW ACTIVE":PR

INTT9$
"80 POKE 25l,l:REM SET LOAD COMPLE

TE FLAG
"9(J GOTO 1IfJ
"UJ(J PRINT T9$
"lUJ PRINT "ENTER (RV}8(ROj FOR TE

ST 8"
"13(J GET IN$: IF IN$=""GOT013(J
"140 IN=VAL(IN$)
"150 IF IN<>8 GOTO 110
"170 POKE 44,8:GOTO 10:REM BACK TO

NORMAL RAM
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ALPI NER 0 21(J GOTO 1(J(J(J
0220 GOSUB 1200:GOSUB 900

FROM PAGE 9:.l 0225 FOR T=l TO NP
01 REM ***** ALP I N E R ***** 0 230 PRINT "(SCj":POKE 5328(J,14:PO

* KE 53281,l:X=160:Y=145:SC(T)=5000
02 REM ** DESIGNED BY-BOB LLORET * 0:M(T)=0:GA=0

* 0235 FOR A=l TO FJ:PRINT:NEXT A
03 REM **** FOR AHOY' MAGAZINE ,~** o 24(J PRINT TAB(l2);"{BL)GET READY,

* "; NAME$(T)
04 REM =========================== 0 245 FOR A=l TO 11: PRINT: NEXT A

= °2srJ POKE V,X:POKE V+l,Y:POKE V+21
o UJ PRINT "(SC)":POKE 5328(J,6:POKE ,I

53281,(J 0255 FOR D=l TO lsrJ(J:NEXT D
o 2(J PRINT TAB(l8);"(GNjTHE":PRINT 0 26(J SI=54272:FOR I=(J TO 24:POKE S

TAB(11);"E. ALP I N ERE." I+I,rJ:NEXT I
025 PRINT TAB(l3) ;"{PUjBY:BOB LLOR 0265 REM **** MAIN 1ST LOOP ****

ET" 0 266 REM =====================
03(J PRINT TAB(6);"{RD)(CDj(CD)(CDj o 27rJ FOR COUNT=l TO 6(J(J:C=INT(RND(

(CDjNUMBER OF PLAYERS:";:INPUT NP (J)*ll)
040 IF NP<l OR NP>4 THEN 10 0280 PRINT "(GNj";TAB(C);CHR$(94);
050 PRINT SPC(6);"(BR](CD)[CD)ENTE TAB(C+28);CHR$(94)

R PLAYER'S FIRST NAMES" 0285 POKESI+24,3:POKESI+5,64:POKES
055 FOR 1=1 TO NP I+6,130:POKESI+l,17:POKESI,37:POK
060 PRINT TAB(6);"(YL)(CDjPLAYER # ESI+4,129

";1; :INPUT NAME$(I) o 29(J SYS(494(J(J)
o 7(J NEXT I 03(J(J IF PEEK(V+31 )ANDX=XTHENPOKE2(J
098 REM *** DIFFICULTY LEVEL *** 40,14:SC(T)=SC(T)-150:M(T)=M(T)+1
099 REM ========================== 0 320 B=B+l:IF B>=S THEN C2=INT(RND
0100 PRINT "(SCj":POKE 53280,0:POK (0)*15)+10:GOTO 340

E 53281,7 o 33(J GOTO 35(J
olUJ PRINT TAB(1fJ);"{BR)(RV)A~CCh:.°3MJPRINT"(BL)(CU)";TAB(C2);CHR$(
.cCJ;~CCCCCCC.cl;.~" 9 5) ; TA B(C2+5) ; CHR$ (95) : B=(J: POK E2(J

0120 PRINT TAB(10);"(RV)B * PLAYER 40,13:GA(T)=GA(T)+1
LEVEL * B" 0 35(J NEXT COUNT

o lYJ PRINT TAB( l(J);" [RV )Zl;.CCl;.CCCl;.h:. 0355 REM *** END OF RUN ***
.cCCCCCCCCI" 0356 REM ====================

o 14rJ PRINT "(BL)(RV){CD){CD)(CD)(C 0 36(J FOR A=l TO 3(J:C=INT(RNDUJ)*11
D)[CDj";TAB(13);"[ll(ROj AMATURE" ):PRINT"(GNj";TAB(C);CHR$(94);TAB
:PRINT TAB(l3);"(PU)(CD)(RVj[2][R (C+28);CHR$(94)
OJ PROFESSIONAL" 0365 NEXT A

olsrJ PRINT TAB(l3);"(RD)(CD)(RV}[3 0 37rJ POKE SI+4,16:POKE SI+l,rJ:POKE
I(ROj ALPINER":PRINT TAB(12);"(BR SI,0
) (CD) (CDj (CD) (CDj (CD) (CD)YOUR CHO 0 38(J LE$="FIRST":GOSUB 8(J(J
ICE (RV}[l-3](ROj" 0385 REM **** SECOND LEG **,~*

0160 GET CH$:IF CH$="" THEN 160 0386 REM ======================
°U(J IF CH$="1" THEN S=13:0BS=6 o 39(J PRINT "(SCj":POKE 5328(J,14:PO
0175 IF CH$="2" THEN S=12:0BS=5 KE 53281,1:X=160:Y=145:M=0
0180 IF CH$="3" THEN S=10:0BS=3 0400 FOR A=1 TO 10:PRINT:NEXT A
0190 PRINT "(SCj":POKE 53280,6:POK 0 410 PRINT TAB(12);"(BLjGET READY,

E 53281,3 ";NAME$(T)
o 2(JrJ PRINT "[BK)(CD)(CD) (CD) [CD)(C 0 42(J FOR A=l TO 11:PRINT:NEXT A

Dj(CD) HOLD ON ••• I'M ARRANGING 0430 POKE V,X:POKE V+l,Y:POKE V+21
THE COURSE ,I
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.44rJ FOR D=l TO lfjrJrJ:NEXT D ·65rJ PRINT TAB(C1):"(G2}":CHR$(96)
'45fJ POKESI+24,2:POKESI+5,64:POKES ;TAB(C1+5) ;"{BRj (CUj":CHR$(lfJrJ);C

I+6,130:POKESI+1,17:POKESI,37:POK HR$(101);CHR$(102)
ESI+4,129 ·660 SYS(49400)

·455 REM **** MAIN 2ND LOOP **** '670 IF PEEK(V+31)ANDX=X THEN POKE
'456 REM ======================= 2040,14:SC(T)=SC(T)-350:M(T)=M(T
.460 FOR COUNT=l TO 700:C=INT(RND( )+1

0)*11):C1=INT(RND(0)*15)+11 .680 B=B+1:IF B)=S THEN C2=INT(RND
.470 PRINT "(GN}";TAB(C);CHR$(94); (0)*15)+10:GOTO 700
TAB(C+28);CHR$(94) '690 GOTO 710

·475 IF B=OBS THEN 477 '700 PRINT "(BL}(CU}";TAB(C2):CHR$
'476 GOTO 480 (95),TAB(C2+5):CHR$(95):B=0:POKE
·477 PRINT TAB(C1);"(G2}";CHR$(96) 2rJ4rj,13
• 48rJ SYS(494fjrJ) • 7lrJ NEXT COUNT
'490 IF PEEK(V+31)ANDX=X THEN POKE '720 FOR A=l TO 2i:C=INT(RND(0)*11

2040,14:SC(T)=SC(T)-250:M(T)=M(T ):PRINT "(GN)";TAB(C);CHR$(94);TA
)+1 B(C+28);CHR$(94)

·500 B=B+1:IF B)=S THEN C2=INT(RND ·730 NEXT A
(0)*15)+10:GOTO 520 '740 POKE SI+4,16:POKE SI+1,0:POKE

·510 GOTO 530 SI,0
'52rJ PRINT "(BL)(CU}";TAB(C2);CHR$ ·75rJ LE$="THIRD":GOSUB 8rJrJ

(95) :TAB(C2+5) ;CHR$(95): Bdj: POKE • 76rj IF LE$="THIRD" AND T=NP THEN
2040,13 END

.530 NEXT COUNT -770 NEXT T
'540 FOR A=l TO 25:C=INT(RND(0)*11 '798 REM **** RUN RESULTS ****

):PRINT "(GNj";TAB(C);CHR$(94);TA '799 REM =======================
B(C+28);CHR$(94) '800 PRINT "(SC}":POKE V+21,0:POKE

'545 NEXT A 53280,0:POKE 53281,6
'550 POKE SI+4,16:POKE SI+1,0:POKE '810 PRINT "(BK}";TAB(9);"* ";LE$;

SI,rj " LEG RESULTS *"
.56rj LE$="SECOND":GOSUB 8rJrj .815 PRINT "(CD}(YL) ";NAME$(l);
'565 REM **** THIRD LEG **** ":"
'566 REM ===================== '816 PRINT "(WH}";TAB(8):"NO. OF G
'570 PRINT "(SC}":POKE 53280,14:PO ATES .... ":GA(l)

KE 53281,l:X=16 rj:Y=145:M=rj .817 PRINT TAB(8):"OBSTICLES HIT ..
·575 FOR A=l TO 10:PRINT:NEXT A .";M(l)
• 58rj PRINT TAB(l2);" (BLIGET READY, .818 PRINT TAB(8): "TOTAL SCORE ....

";NAME$(T) .";SC(l)
.585 FOR A=l TO 11:PRINT:NEXT A '820 IF T<2 THEN FOR A=l TO 16:PRI
'590 POKE V,X:POKE V+1,Y:POKE V+21 NT:NEXT A:GOTO 860

,1 .825 PRINT "(YL) ":NAME$(2);":"
'595 FOR D=l TO 1rjrjrj:NEXT D .826 PRINT "(WH}";TAB(8);"NO. OF G
'600 POKESI+24,2:POKESI+5,64:POKES ATES .... ":GA(2)

I+6,130:POKESI+1,17:POKESI,37:POK .827 PRINT TAB(8);"OBSTICLES HIT ..
E5I+4,129 .":M(2)

·605 REM **** MAIN 3RD LOOP **** ·828 PRINT TAB(8);"TOTAL SCORE ....
'606 REM ======================= .":SC(2)
·610 FOR COUNT=l TO 800:C=INT(RND( '830 IF T<3 THEN FOR A=l ~O 12:PRI

0)*11):C1=INT(RND(0)*15)+9 NT:NEXT A:GOTO 860
62rj PRINT "[GN}";TAB(C):CHR$(94); -835 PRINT "(YL) ";NAME$(3):":"
TAB(C+28):CHR$(94) '836 PRINT "(WH}";TAB(8);"NO. OF G

'630 IF B=OBS THEN 650 ATES .... ";GA(3)
.640 GOTO 660 ·837 PRINT TAB(8);"OBSTICLES HIT ..
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BUG REPELLENT LINE CODES
FOR ALPINER

======

.";M(3) .1120 DATA 12840,0,0,255,255,255,2
·838 PRINT TAB(8);"TOTAL SCORE .... 55,1,6

.";SC(3) ol13(J DATA 12848,rJ,(J,252,254,254,2
·840 IF T<4 THEN FOR A=1 TO 8:PRIN 52,128,O,-1

T:NEXT A:GOTO 86(J • 115(J GOTO 22(J
.845 PRINT "(YL) ";NAME$(4);":" .1198 REM *** DATA FOR SPRITES ***
·846 PRINT "(WH)";TAB(8);"NO. OF G .1199 REM ========================

ATES .... ";GA(4) ol2(J(J V=53248:POKE 2(J4(J,13:POKE V+
·847 PRINT TAB(8);"OBSTICLES HIT .. 39,6:POKE V+28,3:POKE V+38,10:POK

.";M(4) E V+37,9
·848 PRINT TAB(8);"TOTAL SCORE ....• 1210 FORA=0TO 62:READ CH:POKE 832

.";SC(4) +A,CH:NEXT A
·850 FOR A=1 TO 3:PRINT:NEXT A .1220 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
·86(J IF LE$<>"THIRD" THEN MSG$="NE ,rJ,rJ,rJ,(J,19(J,rJ,rJ,19(J,rJ,(J,255,(J,15

XT LEG COMING UP" ·1230 DATA 255,240,51,195,204,O,25
·87(J IF LE$="THIRD" AND T<>NP THEN 5,(J,rJ,255,(J,(J,I](J,(J,rJ,13(J

MSG$="NEXT PLAYER PLEASE" • 124(J DATA (J,rJ,13(J,(J,rJ, 13(J,rJ,(J, 13(J
·880 IF LE$="THIRD" AND T=NP THEN ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

MSG$="* FINAL RESULTS *" • 1250 POKE 2041,14:POKE V+40,6:POK
·885 CENT=INT(40-LEN(MSG$))/2 E V+38,10:POKE V+37,9
·89(J PRINT TAB(CENT);"{YL)";MSG$:F ·1255 FORA=(JTO 62:READ CH:POKE 896

OR D=1 TO 4500:NEXT D:RETURN +A,CH:NEXT A
.895 CLR:END ·1260 DATA O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,192
·896 REM ========================= ,192,8,51,192,8,15,192,8,12,192

·1270 DATA 8,63,0,11,255,192,8,12,
·900 FOR 1=1 TO 101:READ A:POKE 49 48,8,12,0,8,12,0,8,8,0,0,8,0,0,8,

151+I,A:NEXT I °
·910 FOR 1=1 TO 19:READ A:POKE 493 .1280 DATA 0,8,0,0,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

99+I,A:NEXT I:RETURN ,0,0,0,0,0,0
·10(J(J REM **** CHAR CHANGE **** ·1](J(J RETURN
·1005 REM ===================== ·1400 DATA 173,0,220,74,176,3,206,
·1010 PRINT CHR$(142):POKE 52,48:P 1,208,74,176,3,238,1,208,74,176,3

OKE 56,48 8,173
'1020 POKE 56334,PEEK(56334)AND254 .1410 DATA O,208,208,15,173,16,208

:POKE I,PEEK(I)AND251 ,41,1,240,12,173,16,208,41,254,14
.1030 FOR 1=O TO 511:POKE 1+12288, 1,16

PEEK(I+53248):NEXT ·1420 DATA 208,206,O,208,96,173,16
·1040 POKE I,PEEK(I)OR4:POKE 56334 ·,208,9,1,162,63,141,16,208,142,0,

,PEEK(56334)OR1:POKE53272,(PEEK(5 208,96
3272)AND240)+12 ·1430 DATA 74,176,32,238,0,208,240

·1050 READ LOC:IF LOC=-1 THEN 1100 ,28,173,16,208,41,1,240,20,169,64
·1060 FOR A=0 TO 7:READ CH:POKE LO ,205

C+A,CH:NEXT A:GOTO 1050 ·1440 DATA O,208,208,13,173,16,208
·1070 DATA 12528,24,24,60,126,255, ,41,254,162,0,141,16,208,142,0,20

24,24,24 8,96
·1080 DATA 12536,112,124,126,127,9.1450 DATA 173,16,208,9,1,141,16,2
6,96,96,96 08,96

.1090 DATA 12512,0,2,252,124,60,12 .1460 DATA 32,0,192,32,0,192,32,0,.
4,236,196 192,32,0,192,96,32,0,192,76,5,193

'1100 DATA 12800,48,124,126,62,62,
127,255,255

'l1lfJ DATA 12832,12,3,127,191,191,
127,(J,(J
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LINE It l:AL LINE It 38(J: 00 LINE It 76(J: OP LINE It 1(J(J5:00
LINE It 2:BF LINE It 385:0G LINE It 77(J: PC LINE It lfJ1(J:EM
LINE It 3:HK LINE It 386:0F LINE It 798: BO LINE It }(J2(J: HO
LINE It 4:EL LINE It 39(J: BJ LINE It 799:GJ LINE It lfJ3(J:KA
LINE It lfJ: OJ LINE It 4(JO: BO LINE It 8(J(J:KF LINE It lfJ4(J: NO
LINE It 2(J:CI LINE It 4}(J:PH LINE It 81(J: KO LINE It 105fJ:HP
LINE It 25:CN LINE It 42(J:AM LINE It 815:EI LINE It 1 (J6(J: OG
LINE It 3(J: MA LINE It 43(J:AM LINE It 816:EO LINE It lfJ7(J:NJ
LINE It 4(J:FI LINE It 44(J:JO LINE It 817:NP LINE It 1(J8(J:OG
LINE It 5(J: KP LINE It 45(J:PK LINE It 818:0M LINE It 1 (J9(J: JL
LINE It 55:PA LINE It 455:LP LINE It 82(J:OC LINE It 11 (J(J: LA
LINE It 6(J: PH LINE It 456:GJ LINE It 825:BA LINE It 111(J:EB
LINE It 7 (J: MN LINE It 46(J:FA L'INE It 826:EP LINE It 112(J:PL
LINE It 98:PA LINE It 47(J:EA LINE It 827:NE LINE It 113(J:OF
LINE It 99:ME LINE It 475:BP LINE It 828:PO LINE It 115(J:EE
LINE It l(J(J:OI LINE It 476:EA LINE It 83(J: HL LINE It 1198:GF
LINE It llfJ:EH LINE It 477: JM LINE It 835:GN LINE It 1199:LA
LINE It 12(J:PI LINE It 48(J:PF LINE It 836:EM LINE It 12(J(J:CI
LINE It 13(J:GO LINE It 49(J:FN LINE It 837:NF LINE It 121(J:JE
LINE It 14(J:HO LINE It 5(J(J:CB LINE It 838:PC LINE It 122(J: HM
LINE It 15(J:JF LINE It 51(J:EG LINE It 84fJ:PH LINE It 123(J:EO
LINE It 16(J: BJ LINE It 52(J:KN LINE It 845:GK LINE It 124fJ: PB
LINE It 170:10 LINE It 53fJ: ON LINE It 846:EN LINE It 125fJ: IH
LINE It 175:GF LINE It 54fJ: PG LINE It 847:NC LINE It 1255:LO
LINE It 18(j: KM LINE It 545:0F LINE It 848:0J LINE It 126(J: II
LINE It 19(j:OK LINE It 55(j: FI LINE It 85(j:ML LINE It 127(j:OF

I: LINE It 2(j(J:PI LINE It 560:NL LINE It 86(J: CE LINE It 128(j:HO
LINE It 2}(j:GN LINE It 565:BL LINE It 87(J:AK LINE It 13(J(J: HI
LINE It 22(j:PB LINE It 566:00 LINE It 88(J:IA LINE It 14fJ(J: FC
LINE It 225:GH LINE It 57(j:BJ LINE It 885:00 LINE It 141(J:JG
LINE It 23(j:JM LINE It 575:BO LINE It 89(j:00 LINE It 142(J:JH
LINE It 235:BO LINE It 58(j: PH LINE It 895:FB LINE It 143(j: EK
LINE It 24(j: PH LINE It 585:AM LINE It 896:FB LINE It 144(j:PE

LINE It 245:AM LINE It 59(J: AM LINE It 9(j(j: BM LINE It 145(J:JG
LINE It 25(j: Ml LINE It 595:JO LINE It 91(J: NI LINE It 146(J:CP

'"
LINE It 255:IL LINE It 6(j(J: PK LINE It lfJ(J(J: BC LINES: 177
LINE It 26(j:KB LINE It 6(J5:HK
LINE It 265:GA LINE It 6(j6: GJ
LINE It 266:00 LINE It 61 (j: LP CORRECTION TOLINE It 27(j: OC LINE It 62(j:EA
LINE It 28(J: EA LINE It 63(j: BC RUPERT REPORT-LINE It 285:~IJ LINE It 64(j:EM
LINE It 29(j: PF LINE It 65fj: NO HURRAY FOR ARRAYSLINE It 30(j: 00 LINE It 66(j: PF
LINE It 320:0F LINE It 67(J:PO (MAY AHOYl)LINE It 33(J: EC LINE It 68(J: CF
LINE It 34(j: AO LINE It 69(j: EC The two programs listed on the following page
LINE It 35(j: ON LINE It 7(j(j:KN were omitted from May's Rupert Report-Hurray
LINE It 355:JO LINE It 7l0:0N for Arrays! They are referred to in the anicle as
LINE It 356:LE LINE It 72rj:PG Listing I and Listing 2. We apologize for the error.
LINE It 36(j: JO LINE It 73(J:OF and regret the necessity to print the listings in re-
LINE It 365:0F LINE It 74fj:FI duced size. Space, unfonunately, is at too much of
LINE It 3 7(J: FI LINE It 75(j:LK a premium this is ue to run the programs full-size,
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When I first saw Ahoy! on the newsstand, I thought
it was thin compared to some of your competitors.
Then I opened it up and sawall the helpful and in
teresting articles. Being a typical housewife, I
wanted-and got-a lot for my money. As a matter
of fact, I was up till I a.m. reading it. Both my
husband' and son enjoyed the magazine as well.

I'm sure that you will grow in pages with age,
just like we're growing with our 64. I have full con
fidence in you.

By the way, I missed your first two issues. Is
there any way I can get them, or are they gone
forever?

Mrs. Leroy Lilla
Milwaukee, WI

Back issues are now available-see the advertise
ment on page 97. As for as our page count is con-
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cemed, we have definite plans to illcrease it. We've
had doubts ill the past abotlt our ability to add
pOSes alld retaill the level of quality that wall us so
many readers in the first place. But we finally have
the personnel to do il (count the names added to
our credit box since our first issue!).

By the way, have you ever counted Ihe number of
ads ill those other Commodore books? Ahoy! pro
vides a far more favorable ratio of editorial pages
to ad pages than any of them. In mOllY cases, Ihal
means a higher total mlmber ofpages of articles,
programs, and columns. In mallY cases, it doesn'l.
But our quality is always there-and that, judgillg
from what you and readers from all over Ihe u.s.
and Canada have told us, is whal S most important.
(Size, of course, is importanl too-and we plan 10

make Ahoy! as big and fat as Mike Schneider will
let us!)

Continued on page 93



REVIEWS
Continued from page 58

with manuals on BASIC intending
to become experts. The only thing
we became was frustrated. The
material certainly is not that hard;
the vocabulary is tiny compared to
learning a foreign language. (And
most computer languages are pret
ty foreign!) But the tutorial mater
ials, until very recently, have been
the pits.

If you persevere, you find that
BASIC is not the answer to many
real problems and you fuce the
next hurdle-assembly language.
Tutorials on assembly language are
almost universally arcane tomes
which can tum off even the most
diehard computer freak. Finally,
however, Carousel Software offers
some hope for the soon-to-be as
sembly language programmer.

Simulated Computer II gives
you a simplified diagram of the
logic circuits of a computer and is
a painless (although tiny) intro
duction to assembly language.
With it you can create simple tur
tle graphics, monotone sounds,
and short text. By writing brief
pseudo-assembly language pro
grams, you can watch the instruc
tions move one-at-a-time through
the Simulated Computer and gain
a bener understanding of what
really goes on in those linle black
chips.

On screen, you see a tiny key
board with 4 X 8 screen above it,
a little printer with a 4 X 7 piece
of pin-feed paper sticking up, a
CPU (central processing unit),
and twenty-four numbered mem
ory locations. The CPU is divided
into six boxes which show the
command currently being execut
ed, the memory location or regis
ter being used, and the number
you are working on. They also
show the contents of the accumu
lator, instruction register, and pro-

gram counter-all locations in the
6510 CPU through which all of
the C-64's processing tasks move.

As you type in instructions, a
pair of hands types them in on

SIMULATED
COMPUTER

-'"="".-
-~_c: ....... _

READER SERVICE NO. 244

the Simulated Computer's key
board. Each command or number
is carried to the appropriate mem
ory location by a visible electric
signal which zips along the cir-
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cuits. Type "RUN" and you will
watch that signal carry instruc
tions to the CPU where they are
perfurmed one step at a time. Just
like a real computer, only about
1000 times slower.

After several instructions, you
may hear a note played, watch the
little printer clack out a message,
or see (momentarily) a full turtle
graphics screen while the turtle
carries out one task. Four of the
Simulated Computer's memory lo
cations are dedicated to special
functions-color, tum, and line
length for the turtle, and sound.
Run the turtle into the edge of the
screen and he will crash to a stop.

This is a great representation
(although very simplified) of what
is really happening in your C-64
and is a good way for a beginner
to get a comfortable introduction
to assembly language program
ming. The thirty-five page manual
covers the program well, gives
sample programs so you can see
results right away, and provides
you with ten programming prob
lems (and suggested answers).

It does not, however, teach you
assembly language; it is just an
introduction. Simulated Computer
II gives you over two dozen in
structions to learn. Some, like
RUN and LOAD, will be fumiliar.
Only eleven of the instructions are
actually used to program the com
puter and just three of those are
real 6510 assembly language in
structions. Several others do what
could only be accomplished by
subroutines of actual assembly
language instructions. As an as
sembly language tutor it does not
take you fur, but as an aid to be
coming comfortable with CPU
registers, fetches, increments, and
single-mindedness of )'Pur compu
ter, it is great.

Carousel Software, Inc., 877
Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02215.

-Richard Hening
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MAGIC DESK I
Commodore Software
C-64
(Attridge

All sons of software promise
"magic" these days-there are
Magic-cales, Magic Paints ... ev
erything but a Magic Dust Cover.
Magic Desk is one such program
that makes good on its name, no
ticeably smoothing the transition
from working with a typewriter
and filing cabinet to controlling
their silicon counterpans. "Lisa
like" icons are central to the pro
gram's design, and joystick-cursor
control adds the convenience of
mouse-activated menus that make
Magic Desk easy to learn and to
operate.

Loading's a matter of popping
the cart into the game slot and
powering up. A hi-res color desk
instantly appears, surrounded with
the usual office paraphernalia:
trash can, file cabinet, phone,
clock. The first thing to do is set
the digital clock that's on the
wall. With the joystick, move the
hand-shaped cursor over the clock
and hit the fire button to activate
the clock-all icons and their cor
responding operations are selected
in this manner. Punch a few num
bers on the keyboard to set the
clock, which can then be consul
ted at any time by returning to
this graphic menu. (Too bad it
doesn't have a built-in alarm, to
make sure you don't get so en
grossed in your work that you
miss the latest episode of The A
Team.)

When the hand hovers over the
typewriter, mash the button to
move into that mode. Instead of a
conventional word processor full
of embedded format commands
that are harder to decipher than
Egyptian hieroglyphics, Magic
Desk presents a picture-perfect
typewriter for you to work with.
It's like looking down at the car-
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riage of a standard manual ma
chine, whose realism is backed up
with hollow tapping sounds unless
you turn them off. With the joy
stick, you can scroll in all four
directions to view the entire docu
ment, always the size of an
8'hxll " piece of typing paper. A
trackball provides more comfort
able and precise cursor control.

Magic Desk: a top drawer program.
READER SERVICE NO. 238

During all stages of operation,
icons-graphic symbols-at the
bottom depict your options. To
print a page, you "mouse over" to
the printer icon and hit the but
ton. A page is quickly deleted by
literally throwing it into a cartoon
like trash can on the floor. Rarely
needed but convenient, a visual
"help" screen can be consulted at
any time by pressing the Commo
dore key.

The animated typewriter's black
typeface looks sharp and clear
while keying in text, but don't ex
pect the capabilities of a word
processor. None of the usual fea
tures like search and replace, or
the ability to move blocks of text,
are implemented. And when you
delete the left side of a line, the
words on the right don't slide over
automatically to fill in the space
-the deleted section becomes
blank space. What this "electronic
typewriter" lacks in text-format
ting capabilities, it more than
makes up for in its ability to di-

rectly interface with the filing sys
tem. This integrated approach,
with both programs running si
multaneously, means you can file,
retrieve, update, and refile infor
mation with more flexibility and
less work than with a dedicated
database.

Most databases require you to
fill out some standard "form,"
specifying the number of charac
ters per field in the database
which never seems to be as much
as you eventually need. Here you
just type up a sheet, then file it
away in a most familiar manner.
Use the hand-cursor (or simply
hit "restore") to return to the desk
screen. Then position the hand
over one of the file cabinet's three
drawers. Tap the fire button and a
hi-res picture of the disk drive
fills the screen, complete with red
light to indicate it's in use. Then
ten yellow file folders fan out
across the screen. Move the cur
sor to select one, then decide
which of that folder's ten pages
you want to file this document on.
Each folder can be labeled from
the keyboard. With three drawers
like this, Magic Desk provides
storage space for up to 300 pages,
which may be organized and
structured to fit your individual
purposes.

Forced to keep tabs on a grow
ing collection of computer humor,
I've resorted to filing new jokes
and material on a disk devoted to
Magic Desk: one folder labeled
"byte puns," another for "How
many teenage girls does it take to
boot a disk?" jokes, and a small
file for Mexican computer gags
(like, what kind of beer do Mexi
can programmers drink? DOS
Equis). Because this kind of ma
terial varies in length and content,
it's easier to file with Magic Desk
than with a typical database.
Many types of home data, from
recipes to financial and auto re-
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It is Itl/acom 's parser that reads what you type and turns it into something
logical for the computer. Most games feature a 6QO-word vocabulary.

Your instructions must be earned.
READER SERVICE NO. 239

could be tucked away. You'll also
find es ential stuff (is that vague
enough for you?) at each of the
big ship's docking ports-the one
your ship got pulled into and
three others.

The ship itself is actually a
tube within a tube, spinning to
create an artificial gravity. In the
outer tube you will explore over
forty different rooms Or passage
ways. Be careful not to miss any.
The program will usually tell you
about exits up and down, but it
won't necessarily tell you that you
can go port from, say, the melted
spot in the blue hall.

Tl\e inner (smaller) tube of the
great ship contains grassland and
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working. Your quest will revolve
around finding colored crystal
rods and placing them in the pro
per control slots. And wonder of
adventure game wonders, the co
lors make sense. II' the critters
who escaped from the onboard
zoo are killing you every time
you go into a dark area of the
ship, try the yellow rod in the
yellow slot for a little light. I
know, I said I wouldn't give any
thing away, but there are twelve
rods, so you'll still have plenty to
do.

Some of the best puzzles in
Starcross are the hiding places
for the rods. Don't overlook any
nook or cranny where a rod

begins, you find an uncharted
mass. A black hole? Your fortune
found? No, a gargantuan ship,
drifting in space. Pulled inexor
ably to one of the docking bays,
your ship becomes useless to
you. Nothing to do but gain con
trol of the big ship.

No easy matter, this business of
getting control. Many systems on
the ship are damaged or not

cords, can be handled efficiently
with this filing system.

Magic Desk stores data in rela
tive files, which can't be read by
a sequentially based word proces
sor and edited or reformatted
more precisely. Relative files also
seem to take longer to load and
save. Even so, it can streamline
many writing and filing operations
that don't demand heavy-duty ca
pabilities. And more than a few
people will n~ver need anything
more than Magic Desk. You do
need a disk drive, though. (Magic
Desk II and future upgrades will
activate other fixtures on the desk,
like the pocket calculator, memo
pad, and telephone.)

-Shay Addams

STARCROSS
Infocom
C-64
Disk; keyboard

As Infocom's first science fic
tion (not fantasy) adventure, Star
cross is a winner. If you're a sci
fi fan, and not totally addicted to
arcade games, you'll enjoy this
adventure.

Now, here come the gruesome
details. Wait. Stop. One warning.
Starcross comes with instructions
which tell you very little about
the game. How it's played, sure.
But not much about what you
need to do or why. Finding out is
part of the game. Read on at your
own risk. If you're an inveterate
adventurer who would never ac
cept a hint, stop here. I won't
give away any of the puzzles, but
I may say more than you want to
know going in.

Starcross is set about 100 years
in the future when the technology
exists to harness the power of
black holes. Fearless adventurer
that you are, you search the solar
system in your one-man (or one
woman, if you prefer) ship-the
M.e.S. Starcross. As the game



forest. Remember that gravity
will decrease as you approach the
axis of the ship's rotation. If you
can reach this "no gravity" zone,
you'll find a few places which are
inaccessible by walking, jumping,
or climbing.

Starcross presents some of the
best puzzles I've ever seen in an
adventure game. In the laborato
ry, you'lI find a blue crystal rod
sticking out of a silvery globe.
Right there in the lab is nearly
everything you need to get that
rod. The one item not in the lab
is something you should be carry
ing (or wearing. Sorry, subtlety
isn't my forte). Yet, getting the
$**'! blue rod is so maddening
that. .. that. .. that once you've
got it, you'll be glad you bought
this game. And, lest I forget, the
entrance at the red docking port
(one of the first puzzles) is des
tined to be a classic-along with
the Troll Room in the original
Advell/llre and the Bank of Zork
in the Wiuard of Frobou.

Probably the best thing about
Starcross (and other Infocom
games) is that it's fair. If you've
been adventuring a few times,
you know that fairness is not a
feature found in many games.
When I decide to try to kill the
spider rather than make friends
with him, I know there's a chance
I'll buy the farm. (So, I'll have
saved the game on a scratch disk
before I try. Who wants to replay
the whole game?)

But, when I'm bumbling along
through twisty tiny Iittle passages
and teeny little twisty passages in
some maze, sufficiently lost that
any boy scout or girl scout with
compass or wet finger would
laugh out loud, I don't expect to
read, "You're dead. The odorless
poison gas in the maze has ended
your branch of the family tree,"
None of that in Starcross. All the
puzzles are solvable. All the ob-
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jects are findable. And all the
clues are there on the screen (or
in your mind's eye or ear).

I've played many adventures
(two dozen or so) and can heart
ily recommend Starcross. Where
else will you find a maintenance

BRAIN
SfRAINERS"

~~~iI..... ~ '.

,- ..............____.
- ........-_..--....--'--::t.:.::"";:...

Includes Clef Climber, Finder's
Keepers, Follow the Leader.
READER SERVICE NO. 249

mouse "buzzing back and forth
looking for garbage, diligently
polishing the floor, and waving its
'ears' (small dish antennae)
about." I expected the Doctor and
K-9 to drop in for a visit at any
moment.

To win Starcross, you'll need a
score of 400 points-achieved by
gaining control of the big ship.
Lesser scores may earn you the
rank of cadet, lieutenant, or pla-

REVIEWS

netary commodore. Infocom pro
duces a variety of hint books and
maps for its games. If you have a
specific question or get hung up
at some point, though, drop me a
line (P.O. Box 1544, Tallahassee,
FL 32302). I'll be glad to offer a
clue, or if your note is tear
stained and your control main
tained only by antipsychotic
drugs, I'll supply a straight
answer.

Infocom, Inc., 55 Wheeler St.,
Cambridge, MA 02138.

-Richard Herring

BRAIN STRAINERS
Carousel Software
C-64
Disk, cassette; joystick

Brain Strainers is a strain all
right, but more on patience and
interest than grey matter. And
boy, was I fooled! When I started
playing the first game called Clef
Climber I was hooked by the art
ful and amusing graphics. Treble
clefs, bass clefs, sharps and flats
appeared on the monitor-the
whole musical ball of wax!
"Here's a goodie!" I thought.
Wrong' Oh, so wrong.

The object of Clef Climber is
to match the musical notes made
by the computer. You do this by
pushing the joystick forward or
backward (translated musically,
higher or lower on the scale).
One sequence has different notes
playing simultaneously, the second
has the notes alternating, while
another plays the computer's note
briefly; then it disappears and you
must try to imitate it. A bit con
fusing? I thought so too, so I
turned to the pamphlet accompa
nying this program only to disco
ver that it must have been trans
lated directly from Japanese, and
poorly at that'

What is the point of Clef Clim
ber? I'm not sure. Perhaps a vir
tuoso would get his jollies trying



to match musical sounds made by
a computer, but for mo t of us tin
ears Clef Climber can just keep
climbing right off the scale into
the great concerto in the sky.

Finder's Keepers is the second
game in Brain Strainers, and it's a
spin-back to that old fuvorite,
ConcellIratioll. Remember the
card game where you spread out a
deck face down and tried to
match pairs? You got it, Finder's
Keepers! It can be played by up to
four players at five increasingly
difficult levels. Compared to Clef
Climber it's sheer delight, but it's
not flaw-free. The graphics are
minute and sometimes indecipher-

able, there's no music, and frankly
I prefer a deck of cards. But for a
rainy day when the kids are start
ing to climb the walls and you've
exhausted all other resources and
games, it's fine.

What's really IIOt fine is Follow
the Leader. In fact, this third
game left me absolutely speech
less. (Other than "idiotic," "point
less," and "ridiculous" for start
ers!) It's sort of a ripoff of Simon,
the annoying game that was
popular several Christmases ago.

As in Clef Climber, the object
is to match the note the computer
makes. Here, however, the com
puter will increase the number of

notes in the pattern when you do
it correctly. Pattern? Pattern???
Believe me, after 20 minutes I ne
ver got a pattern! So back to the
instructional handbook r went, on
ly to discover what the problem
was. It said: "Don't play the
wrong player's notes or you
loose." So much for quality con
trol! Believe me, something surely
was loose when this program was
devised.

Brain Straillers is not worth
your money, and, most important
ly, not worth your kids' time.

Carousel Software, Inc., ff/7
Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02215.

-Valerie B. Tamis

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
Continued from page 46

BECi, actually decreases the time allowed for
responses if correct ones are given. Matching the
timing with your child's skill level enhances learn
ing. Arcade games provide a great example. They
gradually become harder and faster, constantly
challenging you to try to do better. Tom Snyder
believes that even a game like Pac-Man could be
educational if the action could be frozen. The
player could be forced to estimate speeds, calculate
distances, and analyze escape routes.

In multi-player games, pauses in the action allow
for collaboration. Kids are masters at learning and
growing as they explore issues with other kids. Do
not devalue the learning that takes place during
kids' interper onal interactions. Here is a real
strength of your computer. It can provide a group
of children with a focal activity, a goal, a
challenge, where kids are not only rewarded for the
correct answer but for reaching it through group
participation the first time.

Next month, more ways to judge the educational
value of a program. After that, answers to some of
the criticisms of educational software and a handy
dandy summary of these articles. Caveat: This
series is not intended to persuade you that your
child will surely grow up to be a skid row bum if

he's not computer literate by the age of nine. Com
puter company advertising (guilt-tripping) does all
the persuading anyone person should have to put
up with. Comp~ter software is one of many tools
which, along with your compa sion and interest,
can tum your child on to the world in which he'll
live and make his own decisions.

Programs for Commodore 64 computers
mentioned in this article:

ADD/SUB. 805lon Educational Computing Inc.• 78 Dartmouth SU<et. 805lon.
MA 02116 (617·536-5116). $16.95 on lape, for lower elementary grades.

NUMBER·B£O. Boston Educational Computing Inc.. $16.95 on tape. for
preschool children.
7h~ Gantt Show. Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnul Slteet. Suite 341. Berkeley.
CA 94709 (415-526-9100).539.95 on disk.

PreschoollQ Builder J, Program Design, tnc.. 95 East Putnam Ave.• Green
wich. CT 06830 (203-661·8799). $29.95 on disk. $18.95 on tape:, for lhrec
to six year aids.

Sl100fNr Troops Cast #1: The Granit~ Point Ghost. Spinnaker Software Cor·
pomtion. 215 Fir>! Street. Cambridge. MA 02142 (617-868-4700). $44.95
on disk. for ages ten and up.

SIIOOfNT Troops Case #2: ~ Di~aring Dolphin, Spinnaker Software
Corporation. $404.95 on disk. for ages ten and up.

Alphabet Zoo. Spinnaker Software Corporation. $34.95 on canridge. $19.95
on disk, for prtkinderganen to third grade.

SlOry Machin~, Spinnaker Software Corp.. $34.95 on disk. for children five
to nine years old.
HI!Y Diddle Diddle, Spinnaker Soliware Corporatton. $19.95 on disk. for
children ages three to ten.

1)ping Sl""egy. BehavOOd Engjncering. 230 MI. Hennon Rood. S<oos Valley.
CA 95066. (408-43S-5649). $34.95 on canridge or disk. for all ages.

T)ping TworlWoro Im'Okrs, Academy Software. P.O. Box 9403. San Rafael.
CA 94912 (415499~8.so). $24.95 on tape or disk. for all ages.

Eduware Services. Box 22222. 28035 Dorothy Drive. Agoura Hills. CA
91301.
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Flowchart for < PROGRAMNAME>

From time to time no also gives us the chance
to review what we have done up to that point and, if
necessary, lO go back and correct mistakes.

The next major section of the no is the Flow
chart Creation Menu (FCM for short) section:

Count Field Name NN/D Size

1 Name Alpha 25
2 Company Alpha 25
3 Address Alpha 20
4 A2 Alpha 20
5 City Alpha 12
6 Zip Code Alpha 12
7 Telephone # Alpha 12
8 Comments Alpha 36

PROGRAM
GENERATORS
Continued from page 26
will hold all of our important data.

Here, no simply asks for "FIELD NAME",
"FrELD TYPE" (i.e., is it an ALPHA, a
NUMERIC, or a DATE field) and finally the SIZE,
in characters, of each field. The end product looks
like this:

The next step is called branch resolution. It's the
process by which we advise the tlowchart where to
go from menus and from program decision points.
This branch data is then inserted into the tlowchart
to complete that section of program creation.

At this point, the TLO offers us printed documen
tation and the ability to actually place our completed
tlowchart at the beginrting of our BASIC program.
Very handy when someone else has to read your
program!

The final part of program creation takes the
longest, but not really any more than any careful
program user would care to spend. Here, we build
our program menus and v.ideo displays, our search
and display routines, and our printer report displays.
(One feature we liked is the ability to center printed
data on the screen and to draw graphic boxes on the
videascreen to highlight the menu or data we
present.)

The data to appear on the screen is located by the
respective row and column it will appear in. At any
time, we have the ability lO look at the actual screen
or menu we are "build.ing" and make additions or
corrections at will. This section also allows us the
tlexibility to tell no if we want a data sort in our
program and if so, how to sort it. In this manner, all
important areas of the program are provided for.

The no then proceeds to write the completed
program to the disk drive.

1. Branch on menu: 1-3 to 2,7,18
2. Set pointer to end of mailing
3. Keyboard input using mailing fields
4. Write to mailing
5. Ask user "Any more ?":branch if rtO to 3
6. Direct unconditional branch to I
7. Branch on menu: 1-3 to 8,13,1
8. Set pointer to start of mailing
9. Search mailing: If eaf, branch to II

10. Display data using mailing fields
II. Ask IIser "<Another Search ?>":branch if

yes to 8
12. Direct unconditional branch to I
13. Sort mailing
14. Set pointer to start of mailing
15. Read mailing: lf eof, branch to I
16. Display data using mailing fields
17. Direct unconditional branch to 15
18. Term.inate program

BUILDING UP MUSCLES
You might get the impression that creating your

own program takes hours. It could, but most of the

Special Functions. . . < 10>
Clear fields < 11 >
Set file pointer < 12>
Read a file < 14>
Write to files < 15>
Search files , <16>
Equate file fields < 17>
Record check < 18>
Clear files < 19>

List flowchart . . . . . . . . . . < 1 >
Modify flowchart < 2 >
Code program <3>
Merge flowchart < 4 >
Abort <5>
Keyboard input <6>
Display data <7>
Branches. " . . . . . . . . <8 >
Calculations . . " <9>

From this menu, we'll select the options that will al
low no to write our tlowchart. TLO will then use
this tlowchart, and a few bits of other information,
to write our final BASIC program.

Here we find such terms as "branch" and "point
ers" and "keyboard input." Each step in the opera
tion of our program will relate to the FCM in some
manner. Expect to spend most of your PO time at or
near this FCM menu.

As we proceed through the FCM process, the no
keeps track of the program tlowchart lines as each
one is created. We have the opportunity to period
ically review the tlowchart to see where we are at
any point in the FCM process. In the end, our com
pleted tlowchart looks like this:
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Lines 1000-1150
Lines 1200-1280
Lines 1400-1460

Lines 225-380
Lines 390-560
Lines 570-750
Lines 800-895
Lines 900-910

program steps we described above really averaged
only a few minutes each, with the longest section
being the branch resolution sequence, requiring a lit
tle thinking and prior planning.

In fact, once you've "constructed" a few programs
of your own, you will quickly come to appreciate
how much work that program would've been if you
had to write every line of your BASIC program by
hand, without having a progam generator available!

The key in the operation of a program generator is
not to jump directly into the PG expecting to write
the ultimate user program. Take the time to experi
ment and begin slowly so that you can get into the
now. In fact, tbe best way to approacb a PG is like
one would a new car. Familiarize yourself with all
the pedals and controls and you will enjoy the new
machine sooner.

It was once said that "knowledge is power." With
the arrival of programs that generate other programs,
the modern-day computer user may well have the
means by which his knowledge will unleash the lrue
power of the personal computer. 0

In the July issue of Ahoyl, the man who led
you on a fantastic voyage inside the 1541 Disk
Drive-Morlon Kevelson-tears into the new
MSD Super Disk Drive. (On sale June 12.)

ALPINER
Continued from page 47
Lines 190-220 Executes subroutines needed for

program.
First screen lOOp.
Second screen lOOp.
Third screen loop.
Displays each run totals.
Loads assembly routine for
joysticks.
Moves and changes character set.
Creates sprites.
Data for joystick routine.

If you prefer not to type the program in, send
$5.00 and a stamped, self-addressed envelope to;

Bob L1oret-Alpiner
157 Atlantic Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10304

A copy will promptly be returned on disk or tape.
(Please speci3 which your system requires!)

SEE PR GRAM LISTING ON PAGE 82

Finally, an alternative! Since acquiring your Feb
ruary issue I have eagerly awaited the March edi
tion. After searching the contents page, I found the
article that virtually made the price of a SUbscrip
tion jump from my pocket.

The reason I am so excited is the. articles dealing
with hardware. No other magazine that I'm aware of
offers such indepth reviews with such great pictorial
displays of the Commodore line of computer and
peripherals.

The February and March editions, with articles
like The Analomy of the Commodore 64. have sold
me on the future of this publication. How about a
monthly column devoted to hardware, input/output.
technical specifications and such?

Larry W. Odom
Homewood, AL

Thanks, Larry. If enough readers write to request
such a column, we'll cerlainly implemenl il.

I was very impressed with your article on Simons'
BASIC last month. In fact, it impressed me so
much, I have purchased one, and am having a lot of
fun learning to use the 1.I4 additional commands it
provides. In my opinion, it's an excellent addition
for C-64 owners. But so far, I've noticed one quirk.

It seems that whenever the machine encounters a
Simons' keyword in a data statement, it shortens it
by replacing letters with graphic symbols. (Much
the same way consol BASIC interprets keywords,
i.e., the first letter and then a shifted second letteL)

It SOrt of took me by surprise the first time I
used a data statement with the cartridge in place,
but this only happens when you use one of the
command names the extended version supportS.
Now for the olution. If the keyword is entered in
side quotes, there seems to be no problem reading
what's in the data statementS and getting back to
something legible. This isn't really an inconvenience
unless you don't know about it. If you don't, it can
be very frustrating trying to figure out why there is
garbage on the screen. JUSt thought you folks
should know. .

Roben Radina
Moberly, MO

We welcome your comments on any aspect of
Commodorean life. Write 10 FlOtsam, c/o Ahoy!. 45
West 34th Street, Suite 4(J7, New York, NY 10001.
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Until now, we have manipulated only the Stan of
BASIC pointer. It is possible to adjust the other

PRINT (PEEK(46)-PEEK(44))*256+(PEE
K(45)-PEEK(43))

"'1\-....-v..........·M-...O....-R--y---------- which changes the Stan of BASIC pointer and by the
1"~ GOfO 10 statement in line 80. In this case, the line

MAN·A. jGEMENT 10 being GOfOed is actually in Test 1. The way this
~ is done makes use of the characteristics of the

Continued from page 22 GOfO statement. If the high byte of the destination
line number is greater than the high of the stare-

the Start of BASIC pointer. It then sets these first ment's line number, then the BASIC interpreter looks
two bytes of the BASIC program to zero. The rest of toward the end of the program for the destination.
the pointers are then reset in the same way as the Otherwise, the stan of the program is scanned.
CLR command. The result is that the BASIC inter- Since the Stan of BASIC pointer was changed before
preter cannot find either the original program or any the GOfO is executed, the scanning operation ac-
of the variable data. tually is performed on Test 1. This means that the

At this point, we can get down to business. The line that is jumped should always have alower line
fundamental operation we will be doing is to modify number than the line in which it appears. The best
the Start of BASIC pointer. Refer to the programs approach is to put the command line at the end of
included with Memory Management Part I last issue. the program and the line which is jumped to at the
TEST I first identifies itself in line 30. The subrou- beginning of the program.
tine at line 200 just prints out the contents of the Location 251, which is PEEKed at in line 20 of
pointers. After waiting for a key to be hit in the sub- Test 1 and POKEd by line 60 of Test 2, is used as a
routine at line 300, the first byte of the second pro- flag by the programs. This lets Test 2 "tell" Test I
gram is set to zero by line 60. The Start of BASIC it has been loaded in. This location is actually a
pointer is changed in line 70. For the VIC 20, the Commodore freebie for machine language program-
pointer is set to the 3K expansion area. Remember, mers. It is a zero page location which is not used by
both a 3K expander and an 8K expander must be in- the operating system. This flag is used when trans-
stalled in the VIC 20 for this demonstration. The ferring control back and forth between programs. It
stan address of the 3K expansion area is 1024, as allows the calling ;>rogram to instruct the called pro-
shown on the VIC 20 memory map last month. Re- gram to take different actions depending on results
member that the Stan of BASIC pointer must be set obtained by the calling program.
to 1025. VIC 20 users will reap a big bonus if an 8K ex-

If this 3K area does not seem like much, then pansion module is installed in Block 5 which starts
consider the following. The main program can load at 40960. This would be used as a third eight kilo-
and pass control to a collection of small subroutines byte chunk for these memory management tech-
which are loaded into the 3K expander as required. niques. Up to three different programs can reside in

For the Commodore 64, the extra memory area is the VIC 20 memory map in this way. This is de-
the 4K block starting at 49152. This RAM is built monstrated by programs Test 3, Test 4, and Test 5
into the Commodore 64. Many machine language included in this issue.
routines, such as the DOS wedge, are LOADed into When RUN, Tests 3, 4, and 5 will allow you to
this area. Just exercise some discretion when practi- transfer control from anyone to either of the others.
cing these techniques. Test 8 and Test 9 demonstrate the technique on the

Line 80 of Test I loads Test 2 into the new mem- Commodore 64.
ory area specified by the new values POKEd into When writing the programs which will be loaded
the Start of BASIC pointer. The actual transfer of into these "new" memory locations, keep in mind
control takes place when the LOAD is completed. that the available space is limited. For the VIC 20, a
Remember, when a LOAD is executed under pro- maximum program length of 3,071 bytes and 8,191
gram control, the BASIC interpreter will GOfO the for 3K and 8K expanders can be entered and saved
start of the BASIC program as designated by the from the standard BASIC RAM. The following
Stan of BASIC pointer. Since we changed this to the BASIC line will calculate the length of the program
new area before the LOAD was performed, Test 2 is when executed:
the program which will be executed when the LOAD
is completed.

Once the two programs are LOA Oed into their re
spective areas, we can still transfer control back and
forth between them. This is demonstrated by line 70
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pointers as well. This would allow us to increase the
space for variables into the expansion areas. It is a READER SERVICE INDEXgood idea to keep the variable space as a continuous
section of RAM. The variable pointers are continu-
ously adjusted by the BASIC interpreter as new vari- Page Company Reader
abies are defined. It is also possible to readjust the No. Svc. No.
pointers at the start of a program. The demonstra-
tion programs, Test 6 and Test 7, do this for the 46 Academy Software 262
Commodore 64. In this case, Test 7 adjusts the 49 Adventure International 233
pointers to assign the space used by Test 6 for 9 Amtype 283 l
variable storage. Programs, which are short com- C-4 Alarisoft 265

Ipared to the data they manipulate, will benefit the 26 Blue Sky Software 281
most from this trick. Typical applications which fall 44 Boston Educational Computing 234,235
into this category are word processors, mailing lists, 49 Broderbund 232 "
databases, and disk copy routines. 54 Cadmeon 271 0

"
We have now covered enough ground to get you C-2 Cardco, Inc. 268 •

~
started at Memory Management. A lot of interesting 87 Carousel 244 9.
applications can be performed using these tech- 90 Carousel 249 i
niques. If you come up with some unusual ones, 18 Chalk Board, Inc. 273 1please send it to my attention care of Ahoy! Next 9 Columbia Software 284
time, you may see your own work in print!O 42 Codewriler Corporation 230, 231 I
SEE PROGRAM liSTINGS ON PAGE 80 88 Commodore Software 238 I10 Computer Creations, Inc_ 282

RUPERf 12 Cymbal Software 243 J12 DLM 240-242

REPORT II DLM 252 ~
52 Dalamost 245 ~

Continued from page 62 II Dalamost 250,251 i
by adding the first byte to 256 times the second 50,51 Datasoft 274 tbyte. Line 20 gets the fITst byte from memory loca- 25 Eastern House 278
tion 43 and assigns it to Ml. Line 30 puts the se- 34 Elek-Tek 255
cond byte into M2. Line 40 then calculates the 39 French SDk 270 "
pointer's value and stores it in M. 6 Hayden 264 iLine 50 does the same thing in a more compact 56 HesWare 253
manner for the pointer to the start of BASIC vari- 89 Inrocom 239 g
abies. This pointer resides in addresses 45 and 46 C-3 K1w1soft 267 i
as shown on page 312 of the Programmer's Refer- 48 Micro Systems Development 275

Ience Guide. Its value is stored in the variable N. 53 Microtechnic Solutions 2S4

Since BASIC variables are stored just beyond 8 Mlcrotechnlc Solutions 279
program text, the end of our program must be at 21 Micro Ware 263 Imemory location (N-I). Line 60 sets up a 5 Mirage Concepts, Inc. 272
FOR/NEXT loop that will step P through all 58 MUSE 246 i

""
memory locations of our program. 36 Prentice-HaD 266

The value stored in each memory location is 30-33 Protecto Enterprlzes 256-259 IPEEKed at in line 70 and assigned to V. Line 80 55 Softwave 269
changes the value of V to 166 if it is not in the 46 Spinnaker 260,261
range of 31 to 128. Line 90 displays the current 44 Spinnaker 236 Imemory address, then the value stored in that ad- 57 Spinnaker 237
dress, and finally the ASCII character correspond- 14 Suncom 247 !

•
ing to that value. 8 TOTL 280 &

When the computer prints characters outside of 17 Tech-Sketch 277 ;!!
the range of 31 to 128, peculiar things may happen 14 WlCO 248
on the screen. That is why any undesirable charac- 16 WICO 276

"
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ters are changed to 166 in line 80. Where do these
numbers come from? Look in the ASCII and CHR$
Codes appendix in your Commodore User's Guide.
Character 166 is a checkered square. Character 147
would clear the screen and some other character
would make the cursor invisible. Rather than risk
that, we print a checkered square instead. Remove
line 80 if you want to see for yourself.

AI 0, you will probably want to add a line such
as this:

95 GET A$ : IF A$ - "" THEN 95

Hopefully, you now know what that line does. Hold
down the space bar to continuously display memory
locations. Release it when you want to study the
screen.

We won't go too far into what all the strange
things you see represent. That's the topic of another
article. You will recognize all characters that are in
REM statements. Variable names and numeric val
ues are undisguised. If you look closely, you will
see the line numbers.

On my Commodore 64, the program starts at lo
cation 2049. The first two bytes (22,8) are a pointer
to the start of the next line in the program. The
third and fourth bytes (10,0) represent the line num
ber. Just as with pointers, multiply the second value
by 256 then add it to the first value to calculate the
line number. Here the result is 10.

The fifth byte (143) is a "token" or computer
shorthand for the REM statement. Next comes the
text in line 10. A zero value signifies the end of
each line of the program. You should be able to
evaluate the pointer from the first two bytes of the
program to get the address for the start of line 20.
Although your values may vary, my calculations
give 2070 as the tart of line 20
(22+256*8=2070). And sure enough, the zero at
the end of line 10 is in location 2069!

The end of a program is signalled by three conse
cutive zeroes. With this program, you now have a
tool to start some serious sleuthing into the innards
of BASIC.

Well, there are still at least two other statements
that are used to bring data into a BASIC program.
They are related, and they both require more expla
nation than we have room for here. So next month
we will look at the INPUT# and GET# statements.
Do you have some data that you frequently want to
update and analyze, but you are tired of typing and
retyping it into the computer? These statements are
just what you're looking for.

By the way, the answers to the quiz are 5, 10, IS,
20, 5, 0, IS, 1010. It was meant to be somewhat
tricky. Congratulations if you got them all right. 0

Next month in The Rupert Report, Dale dOes some
investigation of sequential files in The File Slemh!
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POST TIME
Continued from page 35

call, the message "THEY'RE OFF'" will be dis
played and the race will begin. The horses then
move to the right of the screen or the finish line.
In the 64 version, the first three horses to pass the
~ mile pole will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen on their way to the fini h line. The race
ends when the first horse in the VIC version, or
the first three in the 64 version, cross the finish
line. The screen in the 64 version changes to a
photo finish as the third horse crosses the line. In
both versions, the results of the race will then be
shown, with the players' names and the amounts
won or lost. A brief pause, and the program goes
automatically to the next race and displays the se
lections. The game continues until 10 races have
been run.

If you prefer not to type the program in, do as
follows:

C-64 VERSION: Send $5.00 and a stamped, self
addressed envelope to Bob Lloret-Post Time, 157
Atlantic Avenue, Staten Island, NY 10304. Specify
whether you want your copy on disk or cassette!

VIC 20 VERSION: Send $3.00, a stamped, self
addressed envelope, and a blank disk or cassette to
Nova Soft-Post Time, Box 527, Nutley, NJ 07112.

Hope you have as much fun playing Post Time as
we've had. Pick a winner!
SEE PROGRAM LISTINGS ON PAGE 71

SOUND CONCEPf
Continued from page 40

To increase its portability, Sounder uses this area to
store variables and will not tolerate outside altera
tion of the cells.

Boolean algebra is used to dense-pack the sound
data bytes with information to be used by Sounder's
ound interpreter routine. Sound data are coded to

represent characteristics of the sound to be produc
ed and always come in a series of three. The first
byte carries the selection of channel(s) for sound
production, modifiers, and the volume. Byte 2
represents the sound's duration and may carry a
strength value u ed by the "warble" sound modifier.
The last of the data, byte 3, determines the sound's
starting frequency. It also informs the ound pre
cessing routine if an additional sound is waiting to
be initiated, and if so, processes the next 3 bytes of
data.

USING SOUND CONCEPT
IN OUTSIDE PROGRAMS

To use Sound Concept in a BASIC program,
several small tasks need to be performed: Sounder
must be placed in memory and protected from
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BASIC; a table of sound data must be established;
and several lines of BASIC must be incorporated in
to the program,

Placing Sounder in memory and protecting it
from BASIC is no problem, By following the same
procedures discussed for using Sounder with the
Editor, Maker will place and protect the machine
language at the top of memory,

The option to combine Sounder with the BASIC
program, through use of a machine language mon
itor to save the code, also applies, However, if you
want to go this route, my advice is to use the top of
memory as the place to keep Sounder during the
development of the program, This way, it won't be
wiped out when you alter the memory by changing
and running BASIC. After program development is
completed, the merge can be accomplished,

The sound data obtained from the Editor must
al 0 be placed in an area protected from BASIC,
Again, the top of memory, below Sounder, can be
used for this purpose if memory space permits and
the quantity of data is rather large, However, the
BASIC pointers to the top of memory, addresses 55
and 56, must be lowered to protect the data, As an
example, let us assume that there are ISO individual
sounds, with 450 bytes of data, to be used in the
program. The 450 values will be included in data
statements at the end of the program, To transfer to
and protect the data at the top of memory, the fol
lowing BASIC lines will do the job:

10 A ~ 256 * PEEK (56) + PEEK (55
) - 450:POKE 56,INT (A/256):POKE .
55, A - 256 * PEEK * (56):CLR
20 A ~ 256 * PEEK (56) + PEEK (55
):FOR B ~ A TO A + 450:READ C:POK
E B,C:NEXT

Here, the line numbers, 10 and 20, are suggested
and could be any legitimate line numbers, However,
it is best to use these statements at the beginning of
the program, as the CLR statement will wipe out
any variables that precede it.

For most applications, I prefer to place sound
data in the cassette buffer, As explained earlier, the
first 16 bytes of the cassette, 838 to 846, are re
served for use by the machine language and can't be
used to store sound data. However, 174 bytes remain
free for this purpo e, enough room for 58 indivi
dual sounds. To place the sound data in the cassette
buffer, include the sound data in data statements at
the end of the program, as above, Then, this single
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line can be used to make the transfer to the cassette
buffer:

10 FOR A ~ 846 TO [ADDRESS OF LAS
T DATA VALUE]:READ B:POKE A, B:NE
XT
No other statements are required to protect the data,

Please note that when the cassette buffer is used
to store the sound data, no tape files can be used in
the program, If the top of memory is used for
sound data storage, however, the program can use
tape files if these procedures are followed: I) turn
off Sounder with a SYS statement; 2) use the cas
sette buffer for files; 3) clear addresses 828 and
829 with POKES of 0; and 4) tum Sounder back
on with a SYS statement. Again, the addresses for
turning Sounder on and off are provided by the
Maker program,

The following program lines must also be incor
porated into all outside BASIC programs that make
use of Sound Concept:

30 POKE 828, 0:POKE 829, 0:SYS [A
DDRESS TO START SOUNDER PROVIDED
BY THE MAKER PROGRAM].
62000 POKE 1,INT (AD/256):POKE 0,

AD -256 * PEEK (l):POKE 828,l:RE
TURN
The first series of statements, on Line 30, clears the
memory cells that initiate sound, Therefore, when
Sounder is turned on by the SYS statement, it does
not go wild, using random values of memory as
sound data,
The subroutine located on Line 62000, or what

ever line number you choose to use, tells the ma
chine language where the first byte of sound data
for the desired sound/string is located and starts the
sound,

To produce a desired sound within a program, all
that is necessary is to include two statements at the
point where the start of the sound is desired:
AD =xxx:GOSUB 62000, The value of AD corre
sponds to the address of the first byte of sound
data, That's all there is to it!

For those readers who are not willing to under
take the typing involved with Sound Concept, I will
be glad to make copies of the programs, Send ei
ther a tape or disk, a self-addressed, stamped
($.50) mailer and $4,00 to:

AJ, Kwitowski
302 Euclid Ave,
Glassport, PA 15045

SEE PROGRAM LISTING ON PAGE 68
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If you thought you'd never find fun games for

your hardworking home computer, happy days
are here. Because now ATARISOFT'" has all
the great hits ... Pac-Man: Donkey Kong' by
Nintendo: Centipede~ Defender~ Joust~ Jungle
Hunt: Moon Patrol: Pole Position: GaiaXian:
Ms. Pac-Man: and Battlezone:"

And we've got them for all the hit computers
...Apple, IBM, Commodore 64, Vic-20, Colecovi
sion~ and TI 99/4A. We've got Pac-Man, Centi
pede and Defender for Intellivision too.

So dust off your joystick and ask your dealer
for all the AThRISOFT hits. It's the software your
hardware's been waiting for.

ATARISOFT~·
All the hits your computer is missing.
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ONi'ltendo 1981, 1963 3. Tr~andOWlilams 1980. 1962. rl'Illl"lJaetuecl under license IromWIiamsEleClrCJnlCC 4 ir8derTlarkanclOolla*OAmeocaCotporalion 1962 S. Ef'IOII'l8lll'edancl
deslgnedbyNaiTa)l!d. manutaetuedunder IcMsebyATARI.1nc.. Trademark and 0 Namco 1982 AIMf' 0 AW¥rretCarwn.ncabonsCo 01984 ATAAI, Ire. AJ nghtsreseNed,

R••d., Servlot No. 2t5
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